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PROPOSITIONS
(1)

The progress being made towards the ultimate goal of automated change
detectionandfeature extraction shouldbecomplementedbyanautomation
of database updating andconsistency enforcement.
- This thesis

(2)

Terrainobjectsareoftenspatiallycoincident;thisspatialcoincidenceshould
beexplicitly represented inaspatialdatamodeltohavericher information
content and faster queryrealisation.
- This thesis

(3)

Thecurrent practice of delayed reconstruction of topology (after database
updating) should be replaced with an automatic reconstruction (during
updating)tofacilitateon-lineupdatingofaspatialdatabasefrom a(remote)
dataacquisition centre.
- This thesis

(4)

Aninformation system losesitsreliability onceinformation retrieved from
itisidentifiedasbeinginconsistent;thusthereliabilityofthesystemshould
beenhancedthroughtheprovisionofautomatedproceduresfor monitoring
andenforcing dataconsistency.
- This thesis

(5)

Thesubjectofautomatedtechniquesformaprevisionanddatabaseupdating
requires serious attention now that more and more organizations have
completeddatabaseconstruction andarefaced withthetaskof maintaining
these databases with current information.
- 1994 ISPRS AnnualReport

(6)

A GIS will be successful only if it canpresent the user with anaccurate,
consistent andcurrent view of the world asrequired for his application.

Olajide KufoniyiSpatial coincidence modelling, automated database updating and
data consistency invectorGIS

(7)

When developing agenericspatialdatamodel,thecomplexity of aterrain
object (in terms of shape) cannot be predefined (except for applicationspecific models); thus the most feasible approach is to model elementary
objects whichcan thenbeusedasbuilding blocksfor complex objects.

(8)

Anindividualwithoutinformation cannottakeresponsibility;anindividual
with information cannothelpbuttakeresponsibility.
- JanCarlson, CEO, Scandinavian Air Systems

(9)

Stabledemocracy cannotberealised untilthesociety isready toinventits
own form of democracy that isrooted in itsownrealities.

(10)

Only creative, rather than emulative, socio-political theories can lead to
progress of developing nations.

(11)

Thelessdevelopedworldwillnotbecomedeveloped throughthegoodwill
or generosity of the developed powers; it can only become developed
through a struggleagainst theexternal forces which have avested interest
inkeeping it undeveloped.
- Kwame Nkrumah, FirstPost-independence President of Ghana (1957 1966).

(12)

Themandiesin him whokeepsquietin theface of tyranny.
- Wole Soyinka, 1986NobelLaureatteforLiterature, in "TheManDied"

(13)

You don't need agoodmemory if you always speakthetruth.

ToTaiwo, Mayowa, DunniandOpe

ABSTRACT
Kufoniyi, O., 1995. Spatial coincidence modelling, automated database updating and data
consistency in vector GIS. PhD Thesis, Department of Surveying and Remote Sensing,
WageningenAgricultural University,TheNetherlands, 206 pp
This thesis presents formal approaches for automated database updating and consistency
control in vector-structured spatial databases. To serve as a framework, a conceptual data
model is formalized for the representation of geo-data from multiple map layers in which a
map layer denotes a set of terrain objects of the same mapping context, e.g., cadastral, soil
mapping, etc.The necessity for a generalised model arises from the frequent requirement in
spatial analysis and planning for a geometric integration of several different views of the
world, whereas most existing data models were designed from the perspective of a "single
application", leading to ad hoc and repeated overlay computations (during query processing)
when dealing with an integrated analysis. An alternative model is therefore proposed in this
thesisfor thegeometricintegrationofgeo-datafrom multiplemaplayers.Theproposed model
isanobject-based, query-oriented2.5Ddatamodelformulti-valued vectormaps(DMMVM).
A multi-valued vector map refers to the vector-based representation of terrain objects from
multiple map layers whereby two objects of the same geometric type may be spatially
coincident. Two objects of the same type are spatially coincident if they (partially) overlap
in space. In this model, positions of objects are defined in a 3D metric space but embedded
in 2D topologie space.The model is based on the 2D formal data structure (FDS) for singlevalued vector maps.
Terrain objects play a central role in the terrain description; each object has a thematic
component and a geometric component. In the thematic domain, the objects can be grouped
into thematic classes in which each class has a specific attribute structure, and in the
geometricdomain theobject types (points,lines andareas) aredistinguished for a2D or 2.5D
terrain description.
A geometric data type - the m-dimensional container, or simply m-container, where m e
{0,1,2} - is then introduced to model spatial coincidence among objects of the same
geometric type.By introducing thecontainerdatatype,overlapping sections acrossthe layers
are uniquely identified such that they have their own individual geometric data and nonspatial data, apart from those inherited from the overlapping objects; they can then be maintained and manipulated by the DBMS just like single objects. Using graph theory as a
mathematical tool, the three container types are then represented by the topologie primitives
arc and node. A node defines one 0-container and/or the beginning or end of an arc, while
an arc defines (part of) one 1-container and/or (part of) the boundary of a 2-container. The
arc is defined by one start node and one end node, and a node is defined by a coordinate
triplet X,Y,Z.A flexible integration of themodel with aDTM is alsopresented in the thesis,
using an edge-based TIN.Twoprimitives of theedge-based TIN (edge andvertex) are added
to the data types of the DMMVM to define the integrated model.
Research anddevelopment on the updating of geo-information have been confined mainly to
the aspects of data collection andchange detection, with littleemphasis on the corresponding

automated propagation of the updating in thedatabase in aconsistent manner. Toaddress the
latter aspect, procedures are formulated in the thesis for a consistent automated updating of
a vector-structured database, using the DMMVM as a framework. Algorithms are provided
for the automated update propagation such that topology is automatically updated by the
system, while maintaining structural and semantic consistency. This will improve on the
current practice in operational systems, which usually requires a delayed reconstruction of
topology whenever there isa geometric change inthe database.Algorithms aredeveloped for
the insertion, deletion or modification of each of the eight data types (area, line, point, 2container, 1-container, O-container, arc and node) in the DMMVM. The human operator
interacts with the system at the object-level, while the system propagates the update. The
topology of the database is updated dynamically by the system by evaluating, using
computational geometry, the topologie relationship between the new primitive (arc or node)
of anobject and theexisting primitives in thedatabase.Thetypeof relationship detected will
then activate the relevant consistency rule (including update propagation) to validate the
topology and consistency of the database. The system alerts the human operator if it is not
possible for it to resolve the inconsistency.
Toenforce data consistency during geometric updatingof the database,consistency rules are
defined to ensure structural consistency, while a monitoring strategy is formulated for
semantic (application-dependent, topologie) constraints. In both cases, topology plays the
central role as an "alerter" of constraint violations. Thus the possible topologie relationships
among the three elementary object types (area, line and point), and among the geometric
primitives (arc and node) in the DMMVM are formalised and algorithms are defined for
detecting the occurrence of any of the elementary relationships for any object combination.
Then theconsistency constraints can be translated totopologierelationships and stored in the
database as events, and thecorresponding responses of the system toenforce consistency can
be defined as actions, thus giving a rule-based procedure (using the if event then action
convention) for the management of data consistency in spatial databases.
The DMMVM was translated into a relational database structure and an object-oriented
database structure to facilitate implementation in a variety of systems. The object-oriented
data structure and the consistency rules and algorithms were tested experimentally using
Postgres, an extended relational database management system. Data were acquired using the
Kork digital mapping system, on aPlanicomp CI20 photogrammetric stereoplotter equipped
with a Zeiss Videomap and a Calcomp drawing board digitizer.
The thesis concludes with an evaluation of the proposed model and an outline of areas
requiring further investigations.
Keywords: geographic information system, spatial coincidence, geometric data integration,
data modelling, topologie relationship, consistency rule, database updating.
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INTRODUCTION
1.1 Information System and Geoinformation Production
Information systems (IS), in general, have been widely accepted as efficient tools for the
collection, storage and analyses of various kinds of data and for decision making.
The general concept of the system can be schematically described by Figure 1.1
(Wintraecken, 1985;Molenaar, 1991b).
^x::|nïAâilûn::^Btefifi::::>::::::::
In the diagram, "environment"
represents the users (persons,
JjfWWSfy. :
machines and other information
m&>i\
systems)and thereal worldpro::;
: : :|rïfÖfmat:iÖn:;:::::'
cesses that interact with the
Environment T
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system. The "information
processor" serves asan interface
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between the environment and
the information base. Through
it, the system communicates
J-x-x^Basè::::::::::::
with the environment toreceive
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data to be stored in the
information base as well as the
Figure 1.1AConceptualizeddescriptionof information
requestsof usersfor information
system
from the system. In response to
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requested information from thebaseand suppliesittotheuser.The "grammar" givestherules
for the allowable states of the information base and its state transitions. It therefore guides
the information processor in its processes and behaviour.
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Relating this general concept of an information system to geographic application, which is
then referred to as a geographic information system (GIS),in the "information base" will be
a structured digital spatial database, the "grammar" will be therules and algorithms to guide
data input and update and information retrieval from the database while the "environment"
represents the users in the wider sense of it (persons and other GISs). The "information
processor" is, in general, a collection of four interrelated software subsystems respectively
performing the following four functions, namely data collection and input, data storage and
retrieval, data manipulation and analysis,and visualization andreporting. Inother words,the
information processorcontainsthedatabasemanagement system(DBMS)plustheotherapplication software. The spatial database represents the real world objects as seen by an
application. Its design often evolves through the hierarchic processes of conceptualization of
reality in a data model, the structuring of this model in a computer-representable format, and
the design of a file structure for the storage of the structured data. The information content
of a database depends therefore on the data model.Obviously, information that has not been
represented inthemodel,eitherexplicitly orimplicitly,cannot beretrievedfrom thedatabase.

Consequently, database designers have always placed much emphasis on data modelling. A
common trend, however, is that the data models are often developed for specific tasks even
within a discipline.
A high percentage of the cost of operationalizing GIS for geoinformation production is
attributed to data collection; hence it must be ensured that the quality of the data meets the
technical specifications of the project. The database reflects the "reality"of an application at
a specific time, e.g., at the time of aerial photography if acquisition is done by
photogrammetric methodof datacollection.However,thedatabaseissupposedtobereusable
for spatial planning and decision making; thus it must be up-to-date and consistent.
Unfortunately, the terrain objects to be represented in thedatabase are generally not static in
time.Therefore thedatabase shouldbemadetoefficiently respondtoobjectdynamicsthrough
updating. And because the updating may disturb data consistency, rules should be provided
to guide the system and human operator during the updating. Some of the outstanding
problems intheacquisition andmodelling of spatialinformation thatwillbeaddressedinthis
thesis are discussed in the following section.

1.2 Need for theStudy
Geographic information systems provide the means for a variety of users to handle spatial
data in a wide range of applications. As mentioned above, at the heart of the system should
be a structured spatial database representing terrain objects of interest. Because different
applicationsnormallyviewterrain situationsdifferently, thedatamodelonwhichthedatabase
design is based is usually tailored to an application. At the same time, the system offers the
opportunity tobring togetherhitherto separatedisciplines,thusfacilitating integrated analysis
of spatialdata.Forexample,itispossibletointegratecadastralinformation, landusedataand
soil data in the database. Conventionally, each of them would be regarded as separate
mapping themes and produced as such because of the limitations of traditional map-making
technology. This traditional spatialreasoning,otherwisecalledthe "layerapproach",hasbeen
carried into the digital era, in which most operational GI systems operate on the principles
of layers.
'To integrate thethreethemes mentioned above,each themewouldbemodelled asalayer and
the three layers would be intersected byoverlay computation during query processing. Apart
from the high overhead cost necessitated by the ad-hoc overlay computations, a lot of
redundant data are collected and stored (e.g.,common geometry will be collected and stored
in each layer). Furthermore, one of the advantages of defining a data model for database
design is that the information content of the database system built on that model can be
formalized a priori and a spatial query language developed for the retrieval of such
information. However, if the model is designed for a single layer, the above will hold only
for that layer.
In other words, the information content of an integrated database can be predetermined only
by first defining a data model thatcan handle spatial coincidence among terrain objects (i.e.,
that is capable of representing multiple layers). In this thesis, two objects are said to be
spatially coincident if they partly or fully share the same location in space. "Normal" spatial
coincidence among objects, such as two objects sharing the same boundary or a line object

passing through an area object (in the vector domain), are normally taken into consideration
even in the layer models. But they normally exclude the overlapping of two or more objects
of the same geometric type, e.g., two collinear line objects, which unfortunately do exist in
reality. This deficiency in the presently available spatialdata models should be eliminated to
derive more benefits from the capabilities of GIS.
Apart from the modelling aspect, maintaining the quality and currency of a spatial database
is also very important. The maintenance includes how to keep the database up-to-date and
consistent. Withthe advances inresearch anddevelopment inthefields ofpattern recognition
and automatic feature extraction in digital photogrammetry and image processing, and in
digital field survey equipment, the total process of data collection for geo-information
production may be automated by also providing a dynamic update propagation facility with
a "topology builder" and themeans forenforcing consistency rules.Forinstance,when anew
object is digitized, using for example on-screen digitizing, it should not be necessary for the
operator to construct topology off-line (by activating a separate program); rather the system
should be able to reconstruct topology on-line and to propagate the update while enforcing
data consistency. With the assistance of computational geometry, building topology on-line
should not pose much of a problem if the consistent topologie relationships among objects
represented in the data model are formalized beforehand, something which is generally
lacking in many existing spatial data models.
Maintaining data consistency in a spatial database requires major attention because the
database loses its reliability once inconsistent information is retrieved from it, e.g., getting
different valuesfor the length of the sameroad.Atthemoment, nooperational systemwarns
the user when (for example) two land parcels erroneously overlap in a cadastral database;
insteadthesystem,wherethereisprovisionfor topology building,simplydecomposesthetwo
overlapping parcels into three. The reliability and performance of the system will increase
through theprovision of a strategy for theon-line monitoring of such(inconsistencies. Itwill
even minimize the cost of data acquisition because it will be possible to warn the operator
immediately that a consistency violation occurs such that remeasurement can be done in the
case of erroneous digitizing. Take, for example, a situation in which a national cadastral
database is set up on a main server at the headquarters, and field offices are established for
data collection by field surveyors for the updating of the database. With the availability of
electronic equipment such as the "Total station" (for measurement), and the "Modem" (for
transmission), the field surveyor can transmit the measured data, in real time, to the main
server. If an automated update propagation facility with consistency rules is provided on the
main server, the transmitted data will be entered into the database and the system can
automatically propagate the update with the possibility of a feed-back to the field officer if
there is any violation of consistency (such as a new parcel overlapping an existing one).
Shouldtheviolationbecausedbyincorrectmeasurement,thesurveyorcanimmediately repeat
the measurements while stillon the site,thereby saving the cost of arevisit tothe site which
may be in a remote place. Of course, this example holds for other data acquisition methods
as well.
The problems identified above do notconstitute an exhaustive research overview, but rather
the presentation of some of the critical areas in vector-based GIS that will be given priority
in thisresearchproject. These arepresented astheobjectives of this thesisinthenext section.

1.3 Objectives of theThesis
The objectives of this research are:
- To formalize a 2.SD vector data model that is capable of handling spatial coincidence
among terrain objects, i.e., for the integrated representation of multi-layer geo-data.
- To formalize the basic setof consistency rules for thedeveloped model for thecreation and
updating of its database.
- Since terrain objects are not static in time,there is a need to analyze and model the effects
of object dynamics on the database; hence the third objective is to analyze terrain object
dynamics,define their effects on the database structure and consequently propose rule-based
algorithms for thedynamic updatingof thedatabase inresponse tochangesinphysical terrain
(focusing mainly on the geometric domain).
- To translate the integrated model to a prototype database structure for implementations.

1.4 Research Method (see Figure 1.2)
To fulfil the aforementioned objectives, the research tasks are divided into four phases as
described below:
Phase 1: Conceptual Data'Modelling
With theavailability of many existingvector datamodels,itisnotnecessary tostartfrom the
scratch. Thus a review of someof theexisting models ismade in order to selectone thatcan
be extended to cover representation of a multi-layer terrain situation. In addition, the
mathematical theory that forms the framework of the selected model is reviewed. By
analyzing the basic data types in the selected model, including the functional links among
these data types, we can generalise the model probably by adding extra data types. This
results in a 2.5D data model for vectorGIS in which terrain objects from more than one map
layer can be represented. This model is referred to as the data model for multi-valued vector
map(DMMVM)toindicaterepresentation ofmulti-layergeo-data.Intuitively,theformal data
structure (FDS)for single-valued vectormaps (SVVM) (Molenaar, 1989)seemstobethebest
candidate for the generalisation.
Becauseof theimportanceof DTM ingeoinformation production andwiththeabsenceof full
3D GIS, coupled with the fact that the positions of objects are already defined in 3D in the
above-mentioned 2.5D model, a compatible digital elevation data structure is selected and
integrated with the proposed data model.
In preparation for the second and third phases, the topologie relationships among the basic
data types in the proposed data model are formalized. The relationships are derived at two
levels, namely at the object level i.e., among the elementary object types and at the level of
the geometric primitives i.e.,among the geometric primitives.Theserelationships,apart from
their use in the formulation of spatial query language, are used as tools for maintaining data
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Phase 3: Object Dynamics and Database Updating
Thisphasedealswith theanalysis andmodellingof terrainobject dynamics and formalization
of algorithms for database updating.The main concentration is on the geometric structure of
objects.Procedures areprovidedfor thepropagation of theinsertion,deletion or modification
of each of the basic data types in the proposed model. The procedures are arranged in a
hierarchic manner with theprocedures for updating of the geometric primitives of the model
serving asthe basic seton which the updatingof theotherdata typesisbased.The aimis that
the userhas tooperate at only theobject level with the systemtakingcareof the databaserestructuring in real-time.

Phase 4: Database Structure and Implementation
Before the data model can be implemented, it has to be translated to a database structure.
Variousdata structures areavailable for handlingdatainadatabase,e.g., network, hierarchic,
relational and object-oriented data structures.Therelational structure is themostpopular but
ithas shortcomings inthehandlingof spatial data(Date, 1990).Theobject-oriented structure,
on the other hand, has been recommended for spatial data handling (Alagic, 1989; Hughes,
1991) but operational systems that use this structure are still few. The gap-bridging solution
is the so-called evolutionary approach (Beech, 1988) in which object-oriented concepts are
added on top of a relational model, e.g., Postgres (Postgres, 1994). Thus an object-oriented
implementation can be done in one of two ways (see Figure 1.2): (1) by using an extended
relational system (e.g.,Postgres andIris),popularly called "evolutionary approach" or (2) by
using a "pure" object-oriented system (e.g., Ontos) or building one from the scratch by
programming using an object-oriented programming language, e.g., C++ and Smalltalk; this
is popularly referred to as the "revolutionary approach".
The implementation of the proposed data model is based on the evolutionary approach to
object-oriented database design. Consequently, the data model is translated to a
fully-normalized relational database structure using Smith's normalization method (Smith,
1985),such that interested users can implement the prototype in either arelational system or
an extended relational system. The data model is then mapped into an object-oriented data
structure with appropriate definition of classes, including the identification of the properties
and operations (or methods) of each class.
Fortheexperimental implementation,a selection ismadeof thedatacollection subsystem and
the database management subsystem. The main guiding criteria are (1) a stereophotogrammetric data acquisition method is preferred because it still accounts for the most
accurate and fastest data collection for high- and medium-resolution spatial databases (akin
to large- and medium-scale mapping) and because of the background of the author, (2) an
extended relational (evolutionary object-oriented) database management system is preferred
because of the availability of a standard query language,thus minimizing programming tasks
required in the pure object-oriented approach. For data collection, the Planicomp C120 with
Videomap superimposition facility is selected, using the Kork Digital Mapping Software
version 8.0 for the digital compilation of terrain objects. And for database management, the
Postgres DBMS version 4.2 is used.
The specific tasks performed during implementation include
- mapping of the object-oriented data structure to the Postgres data model
- preparation for data collection (selection of the data sources (e.g., aerial photographs),
preparation of system configuration (hardware and software), etc)
- data collection and input
- consistency checks on the created database
- sample database updating.
The experiment is then evaluated and conclusions made.

1.5 Limitations of theStudy
Asreflected in thethesis title,thisstudyisgenerally limitedtovectorrepresentation of terrain
objects. Although spatial coincidence modelling implies data integration, only the geometric
aspect of the integration is covered; however, the thematic attributes of the new object
resulting from the spatial coincidence of twoor more objects can be derived by propagation
from the attributes of the coinciding objects.
Although updating of geo-data includes change detection, data collection and database
updating, the main focus of the thesis is on the last aspect, covering the propagation of an
update resulting from the insertion, deletion or modification of objects in the database.
In order to formalize rules for data consistency in this study, the integrity constraints are
analyzed into two groups: static and dynamic constraints. The former relates more to the
structure and semantics of theembedding datamodel while thedynamic integrity constraints
deal mainly with the allowable transitions from onedatabase statetoanother(i.e.,transaction
management, etc). We focus more on the static constraints in this research because the
dynamic constraints are more related to the system environment.

1.6 Organization oftheThesis
This thesis is arranged asfollows. Areviewof some of the concepts and literature related to
thisresearchismadeinchapter 2.Theformalization of thedatamodel forrepresentingmultilayer geo-data is described in chapter 3. It also includes the description of an approach for
integrating the formalized model with the edge-based triangulated irregular network (TIN)
structure toenable aflexible integration of adigital terrainmodel(DTM)withother geo-data.
Becausetopologiespatialrelationships playimportantrolesintheprocedures proposedinthis
thesis for maintaining dataconsistency andfor database updating,chapter 4 is devoted to the
modelling of topologie relationships in vector maps, including the formulation of an algebra
for detecting the existing relationships between any two elementary objects in the database.
In chapter 5,consistency rules areformalized for ensuringthe integrity of a vector-structured
database. These consistency rules are used in chapter 6as part of the formalized algorithms
for update propagation during database updating.For implementation purposes, the proposed
data model is translated to both relational and object-oriented data structures in chapter 7.
Twoexamples of theexperimental implementation of therelationalstructure aregivenin this
chapter. The implementation of the object-oriented data structure in Postgres, using
photogrammetric data acquisition method, is described in chapter 8. Examples of database
updating with automatic enforcement of data consistency are also given in this chapter. The
thesis ends with some conclusions in chapter 9.

SPATIALDATA MODELSANDSTRUCTURES
The organization of spatial data incomputer systemshasreceived aconsiderable attention in
thefieldof GIS. In a simplified form, we are interested inknowing whatis whereand when,
asdepicted inFigure 2.1a, using afield-basedor anobject-based concept of the "real world".
The field-based approach conceptualizes "reality" as a "non-empty" space composed of a
tiling of area units in which thematic data are recordedfor each unit, while the object-based
concept views "reality" as an "empty" space filled by individual terrain objects (Ehlers et al,
1989;Goodchild, 1992).Onthebasisoftheobject-based concept,wearethusconcernedwith
an abstraction process involving the handling of terrainobjects (what),location(where) and
time (when),andtherelationships among them (seeFigure 2.1b).To simplify the abstraction
process, one of the three domains is usually kept fixed, one is pre-defined and the third is
measured or observed. In the mapping disciplines, time is often kept constant (except in
spatio-temporal modelling where it is an important variable), an assumption that will be
adhered to in this thesis.
The decision as to which of the other
two is pre-defined and which is to be
measured then depends on the preferred mode of geometric representation, whether "tessellation", in which
location is pre-defined by partitioning
the spaceintoregularorirregular units
and observing and recording the entity
location
occurring in each unit, or "vector" in
which the entity is predefined and its
ß) Sptdfictoterrainotjtett
(a)G«ntral
location measured.Thusbefore wecan
organize spatial data in a computer
Figure 2.1 Domains of spatial data modelling
system, we first have to identify and
formalize theelements of the above-mentioned domains, usually with respect toone or more
applications. In order to achieve this task, different levels of data abstraction (or data
modelling) are often recognized. We will adopt the four levels proposed by Peuquet (1984),
namely:
(1) Reality - phenomena as they actually exist, including all aspects which may or may not
be perceived by individuals;
(2) (Conceptual) Data model -an abstraction of the real world which incorporates only those
properties thought to be relevant to the application or applications at hand, usually a human
conceptualization of reality;
(3)Data structure - arepresentation of the data model often expressed in terms of diagrams,
lists and arrays designed to reflect the recording of the data in computer code;
(4) File structure - the representation of the data in storage hardware.
Thelastthreeconstitute themajor stepsinvolvedindatabasedesign andimplementation; thus
they have received much attention in the field of GIS in order to define appropriate
representations of terrain objects in the spatial database.

Comprehensive treatments of these modelling steps, including examples of the data models
and structures,can befound inPeucker andChrisman (1975),Nagy andWagle(1979), Ahuja
(1983), Peuquet (1984), Burrough (1986), Samet (1989) and Oosterom (1990). An overview
of some of these data models and structures is the focus of this chapter. Special attention is
given tothe vectorrepresentation, being thechoicefor geometric representation in thisthesis.
In §2.1, an overview of geometric models of spatial data is presented, while §2.2focuses on
conventional database structures. In §2.3,a new modelling approach in spatial applications,
object-oriented data modelling, is reviewed. The object-oriented approach has been
recommended for the modelling and management of spatial data (Date, 1990;Hughes,1991;
Egenhofer, 1992).Despite theacclaimed suitabilityof theobject-oriented approach for spatial
data handling, the method also has some deficiencies, especially the absence of a mature
standard query language in which the relational structure has gained its popularity, maturity
andreliability. Thus a database system which combines the benefits of the relational and the
object-oriented structures is now being considered as more suitable than either of the two.
This approach, called an object-relational database system (Stonebraker, 1994), is briefly
discussed in §2.4,where someimplementation issuesconcerning theobject-oriented structure
are treated. Concluding remarks are given in §2.5.

2.1GeometricModelsofSpatial Data
A spatial data model is a human
conceptualization of reality (a given
geographic space including all the
entitiesembedded inthatspace,otherwise called "universe of discourse"
UOD). The formalization is normally
done without consideration of hardware and other implementation conventions (Peuquet, 1984; Egenhofer
Figure 2.2 Basic structure of terrain object in a
and Herring, 1991). A commonly
GIS
employed approach in spatial data
modelling is to separate the data into
geometric and non-geometric data. In other words, having assumed time to be constant, the
terrain objects toberepresented inadatamodel arecharacterised bytheir geometric data and
their (non-spatial) attributedata, asshowninFigure2.2(Molenaar, 1989).Thegeometricdata
are further classified into locational data, spatial relationships and the shape and size of the
object (see Figure 2.3).
Traditionally, the thematic and geometric components of terrain objects are modelled and
presented for analysis by means of 2D analog models, called maps. In the digital era, the
geometric data are formalized using a tessellation or vector approach; thus the geometric
models of spatial data areoften grouped intotessellation datamodels and vectordatamodels.
Examples from the two groups are summarised in the following sub-sections with more
emphasis on vector data models.
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2.1.1 Tessellation Data Models
In tessellation models, the basic
data unit is a unit of space for
which entity information is explicitly recorded indigitalform. They
can be broadly classified into regular and irregular tessellations.
(a) Regular tessellations
In a regular tessellation, the geographic space is partitioned into
regular cells and each cell is
Figure 2.3 Components of terrain objects in a GIS
characterised by: (1) the area it
covers and (2) one or several
values describing non-spatial properties of the cell. In surface modelling (i.e., 2D topologie
space),thethreecommon typesof cellsare square (orregulargrid),triangularand hexagonal,
with the square type, popularly called "raster", being the most commonly used. Regular
tessellations come closeto theperception of spatialobjects whendataarecollected bydigital
photogrammetry, remote sensing or other scanning devices. A regular tessellation can be
subdivided into smaller cells of the same shape to have a nested tessellation model, as in a
quadtree which is based on the recursive decomposition of a grid.
(b) Irregular tessellations
These result from the decomposition of the geographic space in irregularly sized cells. An
irregular tessellation therefore gives avariable resolution because the size and density of the
cellsvary over space.Thebasicadvantageof themodel isthatitreducesdataredundancy and
it can be tailored to the areal distribution of the data. Three examples are the irregular grid,
triangulated irregular network and thiessen polygons.
2.1.2 Vector Data Models
In vector models, the individual entity is the basic data unit for which spatial information is
explicitly recorded. Thus they are object-based geometric data models. They are usually
classified into two main types, namely spaghetti (unstructured) and topologie models.

(a) Spaghetti model
Analog maps, as a basic data model, hold all their information in the form of graphical
representations, sometimes with different colours used to differentiate the objects. This
traditional view of geographic data formed the basis for many of theearlier GIS which were
actually designed for thepurpose of mapping (computer-assisted mapping)ratherthan spatial
analysis. The process of digitizing from maps was imitated directly in the digital domain,
leading totheunstructuredvectormodelpopularlycalledthespaghettidatamodel,byanalogy
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with a plate of disconnected, but intertwined and intertangled pasta. In other words, it is a
direct line-for-line translation of the paper map in which geometry of each line-string is
represented as sequences of straight line segments. Thus a line-string is represented as a
sequence of n connected straight line segments with two end points and n-1 breakpoints
(vertices). The position of each point is defined by a pair or triplet of coordinates. Since the
model is a direct imitation of the graphical map, it is very efficient for graphical purposes,
asincomputer-assisted mapping.However, becausethemodel does notincorporate topology,
it is not efficient for GIS applications.
(b) Topologie model
In this model,the basic logical entity is a line segment. A line segment begins or ends at the
intersection with another line or at a bend in the line.Each line segment is recorded with the
coordinates of its end points, called nodes, as well as the identifier of the polygon on each
side (in 2D topologie space). The more elementary spatial relationships are thus explicitly
stored.With the incorporation of topologie relationships, amore "intelligent" spatial analysis
can beperformed and the geometricdefinitions of objects arerepresented in a non-redundant
manner (e.g., the common boundary of two adjacent polygons is represented only once). In
addition, the model can serve as a very useful start in automating map generalisation
(Haywood, 1988). Furthermore, it eliminates the double digitization of common boundaries.
The model has served as the basis of many successful proprietary vector GIS,e.g., Arc/Info.
Examples of topologie data models include the Geographic BaseFile/Dual Independent Map
Encoding (GBF/DIME)model (U.S.Census Bureau, 1970),the Polygon Converter (Polyvrt)
model(PeuckerandChrisman, 1975),theTIGRISdatamodel(Herring, 1987),theformal data
structure (Molenaar, 1989) and the Authoritative Topographic-Cartographic Information
System (ATKIS) data model (Hesse and Leahy, 1990).
Many of the existing topologie data models are simplified such that twoobjects of the same
type (e.g., two area objects) do not partially or fully coincide in space. But many GIS users
are concerned with the management of overlapping objects of interest in a single structure of
a vector-based GIS.In other words,it is often of interest toaccommodate different views,or
layers,of the same geographic space,as in questions such as "which parcels (represented as
distinct area objects) have a soil type Y (with soil units also represented as distinct area
objects)?" This spatial coincidence problem is usually handled by an overlay computation
after organizing each of the two layers separately using any topologie data model.
When the frequency of the multi-layer analysis is limited, this solution may be acceptable.
However, in proprietary systems, it has not been practical to manage overlap by using
different layers, often because of the frequency of overlap and the irregular way in which it
occurs (Herring andPullar, 1993).Alternative methods of handling the problem are (see also
Hoop et al, 1993): (i) to separate the metric information of the layers and precompute (by
overlay) and store topologie relationships among the objects within and across the layers, as
in the "geographic region" data type in Arc/Info (Roessel and Pullar, 1993), (ii) to share
metric information and separate topologie relationships (i.e., topology is explicitly recorded
per layer)as inthe ATKIS datamodel and (iii)tocombine all thelayers ina single topologie
model, as proposed in this thesis, in order to derive the benefits of an integrated model (see
chapter 3).
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Most proprietary systems still handle this spatial coincidence problem by overlay computations.The solution of Arc/Info to the problem is still limited tooverlapping two-dimensional
object types (seeRoessel andPullar, 1993).Anewfeature type,called geographicregion,has
been defined in the extended model of the system (as reported in the above-mentioned
reference) tohandleoverlappingpolygons aswellasdisjointpolygonswithidentical attributes
as a single region. Atpresent,this solution has not been extended tocover overlapping point
and line object types, which are the two other geometric object types commonly defined in
a 2D topologie data model. In addition, the geometric data redundancy is not solved. The
ATKIS data model provides a mid-way solution for all the three object types by sharing
metricinformation, buttopologierelationships amongoverlapping objects havetobe derived
computationally. This model is summarised in the following section.
The ATKIS data model
ATKISistheresultof amulti-stageresearch anddevelopmentprojectoftheFederal Republic
of Germany's State Survey Working Committee (Adv) in the fields of state survey,
cartography and automation (Hesse and Leahy, 1990).The ATKIS data model describes the
data elements and their relationships within the ATKIS database as required for the
description of thelandscape andtheirrepresentation inmaps.Itconsistsof adigital landscape
model (DLM) and a digital cartographic model (DKM). The former represents topographic
objects and the surface of the landscape; it is thus the primary model of the system. The
DKM is a secondary model consisting of objects derived from the DLM, together with the
cartographic generalisation andsymbolisationrulesfor graphicaloutputfrom the system.The
DLM is therefore of more interest in this review.

semanticlevel
ofDLM-objects

semantlctopotogical
levelof
DLM-objectparts

geometriclevel
ofDLMgeometricelements
-*• hierarchicalrelations
•*• topologicalrelations

Figure 2.4 The ATKIS DLM Data Model (Hesse and Leahy, 1990)
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The structure of the ATKIS DLM data model (see Figure 2.4) has three levels of data
elements describing three important information aspects (Hesse and Leahy, 1990):
- the semantic aspect of the DLM objects,
- the topologie information aspect of the DLM object parts and
- the geometric information aspect of the DLM geometric elements.
The possible relationships among these data elements areindicated in Figure 2.4.The model
represents real world objects by means of DLM complex objects, objects, object parts, and
vector elements/raster matrices. Being essentially a 2D data model (elevation may however
beincorporated,usuallyin aseparate structure),dieDLMobjects aregeometrically classified
into object types point, line and area (for vector representation) and raster (for raster
representation).Complex objects can then beconstructed bymeansof references totheDLM
objects constituting mem. The DLM object parts are formed according to semantic and/or
topologiecriteria.Theycanbeofthegeometrictypes area/face,line/edge,point/nodeorraster
and can have attributes, like a DLM object.
Using object parts makes it possible to represent objects (e.g., a stream) by means of object
parts (e.g.,sectionsalongthelengthof the stream)havingdifferent valuesofcertain attributes
(e.g.,width). The object parts constituting an object can differ in their geometric representation. The DLM geometric elements that describe the geometry of a DLM object part are
bound to the object part by references, while every object part is specified by means of a
reference as being owned by a certain DLM object. The actual bearers of the geometric
information arethetwogeometricelements DLM vectorelementandDLMrastermatrix.The
vector elements describe lines in terms of the coordinates of points linked by different,
selectable interpolation types.Inaddition toitshorizontalcoordinates,theelevation ofapoint
may alsobe specified. Geometric dataredundancy isreduced because any geometric element
can belong to a number of object parts (i.e., l:n); a geometric element is defined once. It is
thuspossibletorepresentspatialcoincidence amongobjects of the sametype with thismodel
at the geometric level.
Note that oneobject part defines only one DLM object, whileone DLMobject is defined by
oneormoreobjectparts(i.e.,one-to-manyrelationshipbetweenobject andobject parts).Thus
to represent spatial coincidence, each of the overlapping objects will have its own unique
object parts even if the object parts are defined by the same geometric element. This means
that if this model is used to represent terrain objects from two or more map layers, the
vertical topologierelationship(i.e.,among objects from different layers)canberetrievedonly
bycomputational means (e.g.,by first selecting theobject partsof theobjects and comparing
their geometric elements). In other words, spatial coincidence is implicitly modelled and the
benefit of explicit representation whereby the overlapping parts can also be treated as new
objects with separate additional attributes cannot be realised with the model.In addition, the
hierarchic many-to-many relationship between geometric elements and object parts can
introduce complexity during updating operations especially with respect to integrity
maintenance.
The intention in this research is to select a generalised topologie model (that is capable of
handling spatial coincidence among objects of the same geometric type) as the basis for
formalizing automated database updating and consistency management in vector-based GIS.
Mainly for the reasons stated above, the ATKIS data model cannot be selected. Another
existingtopologiemodel whichhasarichsyntax andsemantic structure (WebsterandOmare,
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1991; Hoop and Oosterom, 1992)is the formal data structure (FDS) for single-valued vector
maps (Molenaar, 1989). The model does not support spatial coincidence but it can be
generalised to be able to handle this. A review and extension of this model is presented in
chapter 3. Anothervariant of theextension of theFDS toaccommodate amulti-valued terrain
description, proposed in Hoop et al (1993) will also be reviewed in the next chapter.

2.2 Database Structures
An appropriate database structure, or logical data model, is required to organize the data for
storage andretrievalin thecomputer after developing (or selecting)themost appropriate data
model. Until the recent advent of the object-oriented data structure, three main kinds of
database structures were commonly recognised (Burrough, 1986;Date, 1990).These are the
network, hierarchic and relational database structures. The three types are reviewed in the
following subsections, with emphasis on the relational data structure. More details can be
found in, for example, Date (1990) and Burrough (1986). The new addition to the common
databasestructures,theearliermentionedobject-oriented datastructure,isseparatelyreviewed
in §2.3.
2.2.1 Network Data Structure
The network structure consists of two sets (Date, 1990), a set of records and a set of links,
i.e, a set of multiple occurrences of each of several types of record, together with a set of
multiple occurrences of each of several types of link. Each link type involves two record
types: a "parent" record type and a "child" record type.Each occurrence of a given link type
consists of a single occurrence of the parent record type, together with an ordered set of
multiple occurrences of thechild record type.For aparticular link type L with parent record
type P and child record type C, each occurrence of P is the parent in exactly one occurrence
of L, and each occurrence of C is a child in at most one occurrence of L. In other words,in
the network structure,a given record may have any number of immediate superiors (parents)
as well as any number of immediate dependents (children), thus allowing for a direct
representation of a many-to-many link type among data types.
The structure is more flexible than the relational and hierarchical structures since it can
accommodate many-to-many relationship which often occurs in applications. However, it is
more complicated and the database is enlarged by the large number of pointers, which must
also be updated every time the database is updated, thereby increasing the overhead cost
(Burrough, 1986).
2.22 Hierarchic Data Structure
Thisis a specialcaseof the network structure. In it, thedata arerepresentedby a simple tree
structure where one entity is "superior" (parent) and others "dependent" (children), giving a
one-to-manyrelationship.Therecordtypeatthetopof thetreeisusuallyknown asthe "root"
and a root may have any number of dependents, each of which may have any number of
lower-level dependents.Inotherwords,itisanordered setconsistingofmultipleoccurrences
of a single type of tree (Date, 1990). A tree type consists of a single "root" record type,
together with an ordered set of zero or more dependent (lower-level) subtree types and the
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subtree type in turn consists of a single record type (the root of the subtree type) together
with an ordered set of zero or more lower-level dependent subtree types, etc. Each tree
occurrence consists of a single root record occurrence, together with an ordered set of zero
or more occurrences of each of the subtree types immediately dependent on the root record
type, and each of the subtree occurrences in turn also consists of a single record occurrence
(the root of the subtree occurrence) together with an ordered set of zeroor more occurrences
of each of the subtree types immediately dependent on that root record type, etc. Naturally,
no child is allowed to exist in the structure without its parent.
The structure naturally modelstruly hierarchic spatialobjects anditiseasy tounderstand and
expand. However, it has some disadvantages, which include lack of flexibility to accommodate retrieval requests involving different trees, maintenance of large index files, data
redundancy caused by the fact that certain attribute values may have to be repeated many
times, and updating problems caused by the dependent occurrence of data.
2.2.3 Relational Data Structure
The relational model of representation has been most widely accepted because of its
simplicity and the availability of a standard language (the structured query language (SQL))
for the manipulation of the database. Various commercial relational systems are available in
the market, e.g., DB2,Oracle, Ingres,etc.In the structure, the data are organized in a single
uniform manner: in the form of relations. It is characterised by such formal terms asrelation,
tuple, attribute, cardinality, degree, primary key and domain (the terms are schematically
described in Figure 2.5) which respectively mean -informally- table, row or record, column
or field, number of rows, number of columns, unique identifier, and a pool of legal values.
Each relation consists of a number of tuples and a fixed number of attributes with each
attribute having aunique domain of values.In otherwords,arelation is acollection of tuples
(rows),each of which contains values for a fixed numberof attributes (columns).Thus given
a set of domains S„ S 2 ,....S„(not necessarily distinct), R is arelation on these n sets if it is
a set of n-tuples, or simply tuples, each of which has its first element from S„ its second
element from S2,etc.,i.e., R is a subset of the cartesian product S, *S2* ...* Sn.This gives
arelation of degree n,calledn-aryrelation(forexample, arelationof degree 1 iscalled unary
relation and that of degree 2 binary relation).
Arelational structurehascertaincharacteristics whichdistinguish itfrom traditional computer
files (Freiling, 1982; Date, 1990); these are:
(a) duplicate tuples are not permitted
(b) each tuple/attribute (row/column) intersection within each relation must contain a single
data field, i.e., multiple values are not allowed
(c) no ordering of tuples within a relation is assumed
(d) no ordering of columns within a relation is assumed
(e) no component of a primary key may be null.
Any relation that has the above-mentioned characteristics is said to be normalized (actually,
in the first normal form). This means that each relation in the structure must be normalized.
Thus normalization (informally, the process of converting a table with repeating attribute
values in one or more columns toone with atomic attribute values per column) is one of the
important considerations for the structure. If the relations are not normalized, the structure
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will be vulnerable tomajor problems, i.e., addition, deletion andupdate anomalies as well as
unnecessary data redundancy. Inherent benefits have in fact been claimed for relational
structures that are fully normalized (Kent, 1983; Smith, 1985; Roessel, 1986). However, a
fully normalized structure, apart from slowing down retrieval, also introduces referential
integrity problems which the designer of the database must provide rules to control. Data
concerning a single object are spread over many tables, thus making the structure liable to
integrity violations.
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Figure 2.5 Key Words in Relational Data Structure
Five normal forms are usually defined for a relational structure and a relation that is in the
fifth normal form is said to be fully-normalized. A description of the five normal forms can
be found in Kent (1983) and Date (1990). The most common method of composing fully
normalized relations isthe non-loss decomposition procedure (Date, 1990),which progresses
successively from the first normal form (INF) to the highest normal form (usually the fifth
normal form (5NF)) but satisfying the condition that if join operations are performed, the
preceding normal form can be derived without loss of data. The first normal form is usually
constructed from an entity relationship diagram (Chen, 1985) of the application.
Another method for composing fully normalized relations was developed by Smith (1985).
Ithasbeenacknowledged that Smith's approach islesstediousthananon-loss decomposition
and yields a fully normalized structure in a rather straightforward manner (Roessel, 1985).
Thisapproach will beusedinchapter7of thisthesistodesignaprototype relational structure
for vector maps and is therefore summarised in the following subsection.
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Smith's Normalization Procedure
This method is based on two important concepts of single-valued and multi-valued dependencies among data types (these two terms should not be confused with the terms as used to
describe vector mapswhere they indicate therelationship between a geometric primitive and
an object, seechapter 3).A single-valued dependence from P toQ (PandQ are either single
or composite data fields) exists if, at any time, a fact about P determines one fact about Q.
Each value of P must then be non-null and unique, but Q may contain null or duplicate
values. A multi-valued dependence exists if, at any time, a fact about P determines a set of
facts about Q. P and Q must both be non-null, and each combination of P and Q must be
unique.Asingle-valueddependenceisdiagrammed byasingleheadedarrowfrom theprimekey (e.g.,P)tothe target field (e.g.,Q) while amulti-valued dependence isdiagrammed with
a double headed arrow.
Four major steps are involved in this approach (Smith, 1985), namely
(1) identification of the data fields to be represented in the structure
(2) listing of the dependencies among these data fields as dependency statements
(3) construction of a rigorous dependency diagram from the dependency statements
(4) composing relations from the completed dependency diagram.
Identification of data fields: In this step, all the data types (including attributes) and the
relationships among them are identified. This can be described using an entity-relationship
diagramming convention, for example. However, if a conceptual data model has been
predefined, the data types and relationships defined in the model, as well as the attributes of
the data types, become thedata fields.
Guidelines for listing the dependencies: This step consists of the careful identification and
listing of the functional relationships between adatatypeandallotherdata typesthatdepend
on it. Single-valued and multi-valued dependencies among the data fields must be well
defined in the statements. Each data field in each statement must be atomic or nondecomposable to satisfy the first normal form automatically, and the name assigned to the
field should be chosen such that it satisfies the rules of the computer software that will
implement thedatabase.In addition,anidentification numbershouldbeassignedin ascending
sequence to each dependency statement. Examples of dependency statements can be found
in §7.1.2.
Guidelines for constructing the dependency diagram: As each dependency statement is
written,field namesareposted toasheetofpaper,enclosedinsidebubbles(e.g.,ellipses),and
arrows are used to diagram the dependencies among the data fields. The arrowheads are
shown only on one end of a line connecting two fields to show clearly which data field
(prime-key bubble) determines theother (target bubble).Each field should appear only once
in a connected diagram (interlinked bubbles) and the corresponding dependency statement
number should be noted against therelevant arrow. As successive statements are written and
diagrammed, earlier statements anddiagrams may berevised,ifnecessary, astheoverall data
requirements of the application become clearer. Double or more bubbles are used to enclose
a data field that participates in two or more chains. Transitive dependency occurring in a
diagram must be corrected after correcting the corresponding statement. Figure 7.1 is an
example of a dependency diagram.
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Composingrelationsfromthecompleteddependency diagram:Fully-normalized relations
are composed from the completed dependency diagram by (a) working the single-valued
dependencies into relations where the prime-key bubble(s) of a chain of linked bubbles
becomes the primary key(s) of a relation, while all the target bubbles of that chain become
other fields in that relation; the fields within the target bubbles become foreign keys of the
relation if they alsofunction asprime-keys of anotherchainor are tagged with adomain flag
(adomain flag is usedon thedependency diagram toidentify datafieldsthat share acommon
domain); (b) working the multi-valued dependencies into relations where each multi-valued
dependency is composed into separate relations and fields within the end-key bubble, the
prime-key bubble,andany/alluplink-key bubbleinthesamechain become theprimary key(s)
of one relation (an uplink-key field is a field on the dependency diagram that has a doubleheaded arrow pointing from it to aprime-key field, while the prime-key field points to other
fields, and an end-key is a field having a double-headed arrow pointing to it while no arrow
emanates from it); and (c) working the isolated bubbles intorelations where fields within an
isolated bubble become the primary key of one relation (an isolated bubble exists if one or
more fields with a multi-valued dependency to one another are enclosed within one bubble
and that bubble has no arrows pointing to or from it).
These four guidelines are applied in chapter 7 to design a prototype relational data structure
for multi-valued vector maps.Totake careof thereferential integrity problems caused by the
spreading of data concerning a single object over many tables during normalization, rules
must be provided to control data consistency and database updating. This means that the
conceptual datamodel onwhich therelational structure isbased must haveawell-defined set
of consistency rules toenforce data consistency especially under updating operations. These
rules areoften calledenterprise rulesinthecommercialdatabase systems' environments (e.g.,
banking) where therelational DBMS first made its impact. Chapter 5of this thesis provides
such rules in the spatial domain, specifically in a vector-based GIS. And with the incorporation of the rules in the database updating algorithms proposed in chapter 6, a sound
framework is thus provided for the implementation of a spatial relational DBMS.

2.3 Object-Oriented DataModelling
The spatial data models reviewed in §2.1 concentrate mainly on the geometric aspects of
spatial data. The non-spatial aspects are often modelled separately using a semantic data
modelling approach and the two components linked by some kind of (object) identifier. The
non-spatial component is often implemented in a relational structure, while the geometric
component is handled by another structure (e.g, as in Arc/Info). The need for a unified
representation of all the components of anobject and the shortcomings of the traditional data
structures, including relational, in spatial data handling (Alagic, 1989;Oxborrow and Kemp,
1989; Date, 1990; Hughes, 1991; Egenhofer, 1992), have led to the search for a more
appropriate data structure for spatial applications. The reported shortcomings of the
conventional datastructures,especiallyrelational,include(a)unacceptable performance when
thedatabase ispopulated with large quantity of data, (b) inadequate support for the treatment
of complex objects such as spatial objects in GIS/LIS, and (c) absence of appropriate
mechanisms for data structuring such that data concerning a single spatial object are not
spread over different parts of the structure as in a relational structure.
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With the development of object-oriented programming languages, popularly called "4th
Generation Languages" (4GL) in computer science, implementation tools are now available
for the implementation and enrichment of the abstraction mechanisms offered by semantic
modelling, thus bridging the gap between the conceptual data model and the data structure
and facilitating a unified representation of geometric and attribute data in a single structure.
Thisnewapproach,calledobject-oriented(00) datamodelling,hasbeenadvocatedfor spatial
applications whereby real world entities andtheirproperties aremodelled asobjects in order
to support the treatment of complex (geometric) entities. In this approach, the word objectis
used (in a wider sense than in topographic science where it is used as synonym for a terrain
feature) for a single occurrence (instantiation) of data describing something that has some
individuality and some observable behaviour (Egenhofer and Frank, 1989). In this section,
some of the principal terms and concepts of the OO approach are introduced. These can be
grouped into: (a) the modelling constructs which include the object/object identity and the
four abstraction mechanisms: classification, generalisation/specialization, aggregation and
association and (b) the implementation constructs which include inheritance, propagation,
encapsulation, persistence, abstract data type, polymorphism and overloading.
Object/Object Identity:
Inobject orientedmodelling, allconceptual entities aremodelled asobjects (Worboys, 1992).
An object has a state and a behaviour. The state of an object is implemented through
properties or attributes, but unlike a relational structure, such properties are not restricted to
non-decomposable data types and may in fact be objects themselves. The behaviour of an
object is implemented as a set of procedures (also called methods or operations) that are
encapsulated with the properties within the object. Objects can be as simple or as complex
as the application demands; more complex objects can be constructed from combinations of
existing objects which can, in turn, be simple or complex objects. Every object has a unique
identity which persists through time, although the properties of the object may change.
Classification:
Classification can bedefined as themapping of severalobjects (instances) toacommon class
(Egenhofer and Frank, 1989). The process of classification is central to the object oriented
approach whereby all objects with similar properties and behaviour are grouped into object
classes. In other words, all objects that belong to the same class are described by the same
properties and have the same behaviour. Thus, instead of describing individual objects, the
CO approach concentrates on the patterns of both state andbehaviour that are common to an
entire classof objects (Hughes, 1991).The class structure,encompassing both properties and
behaviour, is therefore the natural unit of abstraction in OO systems and may be used to
model both entity objects and relationship objects.This differentiates the OO approach from
theextendedentityrelationship (EER)modelinwhichentitiesareclassified accordingtotheir
structure, with no regard to their behaviour, and a separate concept, called the relationship
type, is used to model relationships among theentities (Hughes, 1991).
Classification is often referred to as the instance of relationship because the individuals are
instances of thecorresponding class. For example, a GIS model of thecity of Enschede will
include the classes building, street, park, etc. Each of these classes will have a set of
properties whose values will be evaluated for all instances of the class, in addition to a set
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of behaviour (e.g., create, modify, destroy, etc.). For example, the properties of the class
building may include address, owner, built-date, etc. A single building with the address 350
Boulevard 1945 is an object, i.e., an instance, of the class building; the values of other
properties of the class will be recorded for this instance and all the methods defined for the
class will operate on this object.
Generalisation/Specialisation:
Generalisation as an abstraction mechanism provides views of the same geographic space in
different levels of details. Several classes of objects which have some properties and
behaviour in common are grouped together to a more general class, called superclass. Thus
the terms subclass, the converse relation of superclass, and superclass characterise
generalization hierarchy in which objects arelinked byisarelationship.Subclasses are object
types which share all of the properties and behaviour of another class (the superclass) but
which alsopossess more specific properties and behaviour not shared by the superclass; they
therefore describe a specialisation of the superclass.
A generalisation hierarchy may have an arbitrary number of levels in which a subclass has
theroleof a superclass for anothermore specific class.Theterms superclass and subclass are
abstractions for the same object, and do not describe two different objects (Egenhofer and
Frank, 1989).For example, all hotels in the city of Enschede may be grouped into the class
hotelbecause they have some othercommon behaviourandproperties (e.g.,standard, usually
expressed as number of stars) that distinguish them from other buildings. And because they
do have all the properties and behaviour of a building, they are a subclass of building. Thus
hotel is a building.
Aggregation:
This is an abstraction mechanism used for modelling composed objects whereby several
objects are combined to form a semantically higher-level object. Each constituent object of
the aggregation hasit own properties andoperations, and the operations of the aggregate are
usually not compatible with the operations of the parts. The properties of the aggregate are
derived bypropagation from the properties of the constituent objects. Thus the aggregation
abstraction is used to build complex objects from elementary objects in a bottom-up fashion
(Molenaar, 1993) i.e., starting from the elementary objects, composite objects of increasing
complexity are constructed in an upward direction.
The aggregation hierarchy isoften expressed asa partofrelationshipbecause the constituent
objects are part of the aggregate.The inverserelationshipis often called consists of, i.e., the
aggregate consists of some constituent objects. In the hierarchy, a constituent object can be
part of more than one aggregation hierarchy. For example, in a model of a city, a complex
object residential district may be defined as an aggregation of objects houses, roads, and
parks which are selected according to some rules. Thus, as expressed by Molenaar (1993),
the generic model for aggregate objects will consist of twocomponents: (a)indication of the
classes of objects that can be aggregated into a composite object and (b) rules to select the
objects from the classes (indicated in (a)) for a particular aggregate object.
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Association:
This is a form of abstraction whereby arelationship among twoor more independent objects
is considered as another object. The termset is often used todescribe the abstraction and the
associated objects are said to be members of the set. The details of a member object are
suppressed andproperties of the setobject areemphasised at that levelof abstraction. Unlike
aggregation and generalisation, association does not build hierarchies and does not follow
strict rules (Molenaar, 1993); it only indicates a set of objects that have something in
common. For example, the International Institute for Aerospace Survey and Earth Sciences
(ITC) and the University of Twente are associated by the relationship inside Enschede. In
termsof terrain objects in general, topologierelationships among the objects areexamples of
association.
Inheritance:
Ingeneralisation hierarchies,theproperties andmethods (operations)ofthesubclasses depend
ontheproperties and structure of the superclasses.Properties that arecommon toa superclass
and its subclasses are defined only once at the superclass level; the properties are then
transmitted toalltheobjects of the subclasses.This transitive transmission of properties from
one superclass to all related subclasses, and to their subclasses, etc., is termed inheritance.
It is a powerful concept in an object-oriented system because it reduces data redundancy
(Woelk, 1987). It supports modularity and helps in maintaining integrity since essential
properties of anobject aredefined onceandareinherited atother lowerlevelsinwhichit (the
object) takes part (Egenhofer and Frank, 1989).
Operations of the superclass are applicable to all objects of the subclass because each object
of the subclass is also an object of the superclass; but operations which are specifically
defined for a subclass arenotcompatible with superclass objects.Theinheritancerelation can
be single or multiple. In single inheritance, a strict generalisation hierarchy is defined
whereby each class has at most a single immediate superclass. Multiple inheritance, on the
other hand, permits one subclass to have more than one distinct immediate superclass.
Propagation:
This is the mechanism used in aggregation hierarchies and association to derive values
respectively for complexobjects (aggregates) andassociatedobjects (set)from the constituent
objects. It supports complex objects which do not own independent data and is based on the
concept that values are stored only once, for the properties of the component objects which
are then propagated to the properties of the aggregates or associated objects when required.
For example, thepopulation of acity is the sumof thepopulations of all thedistricts that are
part of the city.
Apart from the propagated values, the composite object can have property values which are
specifically owned by it and distinct from those of its components. Propagation works in a
bottom-up manner as against the top-down transmission in inheritance. It helps to maintain
consistency because the dependent values of the aggregate are derived and need not be
updated every time a change is made to any of thecomponents -only the constituent objects
need be changed.
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Encapsulation:
Theconceptof encapsulation isveryimportantinthecontextofobject-oriented programming
languages (Oxborrow and Kemp, 1989). Support for encapsulation of data and operations in
objects enablesobjects tobedefined completely,bothintermsoftheirproperties andinterms
of their behaviour. Thus,for example, if certain actions have tobe taken, orrules applied, or
constraints checked, these actions, rules or constraints can be built (encapsulated) into the
definition of the object. The encapsulation concept, when fully applied, means that the only
operations that can beperformed on an object of a certainclass arethosewhich are declared
in the definition of that class or inherited from its superclass(es).
Persistence:
This means thepermanent storage and maintenance of objects which have beencreated. Itis
a concept that has been added to the object-oriented programming language todistinguish it
from conventional programming languages (inwhichthedatacreatedbyaprogramexistonly
during the execution of that program) and thus have some functionalities of a conventional
DBMS. Persistence is a normal feature in conventional DBMS which permanently store
created data in the database.
Polymorphism and Overloading:
These are terms used by computer language specialists in describing some important and
powerful aspects of computer languages, which have consequently been introduced in the
implementation of object-oriented systems. Both relate tothenumber of ways a name can be
used to represent an object or function. Polymorphism means that a name (variable) may
represent atdifferent timesdifferent classesofobject. Overloadingisarelatedconceptwhich
refers to the multiple functions that a function or operator may represent, depending on the
types of the operands. For example, the function invoked by the "+" operator depends on
whether the types of the operands are floating point, integer, complex, etc.

2.4 Some Implementation Issues Concerning Object-Oriented Data
Structure
Despitetheacclaimed suitability oftheOOapproach for spatialapplications,mostproprietary
systems that claim to be object-oriented at the moment are built on a relational structure
because of the lack of a standard object-oriented query language. This means that the
relational structure will continue to play a significant role in database management either in
its conventional form (as a main DBMS) or as a base for an object-oriented system.
Stonebraker (1994) emphasised the need to harmonise the benefits of the relational and the
object-oriented approaches tohaveapowerful databasesystem. Accordingtohim,the objectorientedDBMS vendors havefocused ontacticsthatwillbestsupport theapplications having
complex data but requiring no query capability, just as the relational DBMS vendors
concentrated on query capability for simple data. The data are said to be simple if they can
be described using the base data types of the SQL, such as integer, character, date and
floating point; they are complex if they cannot be directly described individually by any of
the base data types unless by artificial decomposition.
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To have the query capability in an object-oriented system that is comparable to the SQL, in
addition to the ability to handle complex data, the object-relational DBMS has been
recommended. Stonebraker (1994) defined an object-relational DBMS asone which adds the
following concepts (which include OO concepts) to SQL:
- unique identifiers (i.e., implementation of object identity);
- user-defined types
- user-defined operators
- user-defined access methods
- complex objects
- user-defined functions
- overloading
- dynamic extendibility
- inheritance of both data and functions
- arrays
These concepts are very useful in GIS applications. For instance, the user-defined types can
be used to define such types as point, line and polygon in a spatial DBMS; the user-defined
operators will be useful to provide metric spatial operators, such as area, distance and
direction, and topologie operators for deriving topologie relationships between two spatial
objects andthe supportfor user-defined accessmethodsisessentialforefficient searching and
data retrieval in the usually large database. Also, the complex objects will be useful in GIS
for therepresentation of terrain objects of different shapes and sizes,while the inheritance of
both data and functions concept will be useful in the implementation of a generalisation
hierarchy.
An example of this DBMS is the (public domain) Postgres DBMS (Postgres, 1994) whose
commercial version is called Illustra (Illustra, 1994).The Postgres DBMS is used to test the
prototype object-oriented data structure proposed in this thesis (see chapter 8).

2.5Summary
This chapter has focused on the review of spatial data models and structures for GIS. The
geometric models of spatial data are classified into two groups: the tessellation models and
the vector models. Examples from the two groups are given, with more emphasis on the
vector data models, being the choice in this thesis.The vector approach was chosen because
it is closely related to the more accurate data acquisition methods (e.g., land surveying and
photogrammetry) for large- and medium-resolution spatial databases which are very vital in
many GIS applications (e.g., cadastral applications and urban planning). In the domain of
conventional database structures, the common ones,including relational, and a procedure for
designing the relational structure were also described. The object-oriented data modelling
approach wasalsoreviewed,includingaspectsregardingitsimplementation whichhave given
rise to the call for the use of an object-relational system instead of a "pure" object-oriented
system.
Thereview made in thischapter isof course notexhaustive; itwas limited toaspects that are
more relevant to this thesis and the review of some aspects are also deferred to be treated
under the relevant chapters. The review of the spatial data models indicated that a lot has
been done in the field of spatial data modelling but it also shows the need for a generalised
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spatial data model that can incorporate the explicit representation of spatial coincidence
among terrain objects for an integrated spatial analysis. The database structures defined the
logical representation of data types and relationships defined in a conceptual data model and
provideconceptsfor minimizing inconsistencies (e.g.,byusingthepropagation concept inthe
object-oriented structure, and by normalization in relational) but, being generic database
structures, they cannot indicate the constraints to be enforced and how toenforce them. This
means that the conceptual data model on which the database structure is based must have a
well-defined set of consistency rules to enforce data consistency especially under updating
operations. (These rules are often called enterprise rules inthecommercial database systems'
environments (e.g.,banking) where therelationalDBMS first made its impact.) Chapter 5of
this thesis provides such rules in the spatial domain, specifically in a vector-based GIS. And
with the incorporation of the rules in the database updating algorithms proposed in chapter
6, a sound framework is thus provided for the implementation of a spatial DBMS using any
database structure.
In thenext chapter, oneof the existing vector datamodels is selected andreviewed, and then
extended to be able to handle geometric integration of spatial data belonging toone or more
mapping themes. The object-oriented data modelling concepts described in §2.3 are applied
in chapter 7 to translate the extended model to a prototype object-oriented data structure. In
the same chapter, a prototype relational structure for the same model is designed using the
normalization method summarised in §2.2.3.
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CONCEPTUAL DATA MODEL FOR VECTOR MAPS
In mapping sciences and GIS, different applications normally view terrain situations
differently, thereby extracting only those terrain phenomena which play definite roles within
those applications. For example, a cadastral surveyor will partition a given region into land
parcels with each parcel having its unique attribute values. The same region will be partitioned by a soil scientist into different soil units.This implies a "layered" view of a terrain
situation.However, in spatialanalyses andplanning itisoften necessary tointegrate different
views of the world, in which case (part of) a terrain object may play more than one distinct
role in the same database. In other words, two or more objects of the same type (point, line
or area) from different mapping contexts or map layers may spatially coincide. Here we use
thetermmap layer,orsimplylayer,todenote ageographicdatasetdescribing acertain aspect
of the real world (Hoop et al, 1993) i.e., the set of objects belonging to the same mapping
context (cadastral, soilmapping,etc).Avector structure which incorporates spatialdata from
a single map layer (e.g., cadastral mapping, soil mapping or land use mapping) can be
described as a single-valued vector map. When the structure incorporates data from one or
more layers, it is described as multi-valued vector map.
In thischapter, aconceptual datamodelfor multi-valued vectormaps isdefined by extending
the formal data structure for single-valued vector maps. The mathematical tool for the
modelling is provided by graph theory. The relevant elements of the theory are summarised
in §3.1,where aspects of simplicial complexes are also given because of their similarity to
some geometric data types used in the conceptual model.
The choice of the FDS for the conceptual modelling instead of other topologie models was
based on thepreference for an object-based model which is generic,flexible and extendible.
In the 2D FDS, terrain objects play a central role in the terrain description; each object has
a thematic component and a geometric component (see Figure 2.2).In the thematic domain,
the objects can be grouped into thematic classes in which each class has a specific attribute
structure. The geometric component of a terrain object is clearly distinguished into three
independentaspects,namelytopology,shapeandsize,andposition (seeFigure2.3).Theclear
distinction of the geometric aspects of terrain objects not only facilitates the construction of
a semantically-rich,query-oriented spatialdatabase,it alsoleadstoanextendible and flexible
data model.For example, having distinguished the semantic characteristics of terrain objects
into thematic and geometric,it follows that the geometry of the same terrain situation can be
represented either by vectorelements (arc and node)or byraster elements (seeMolenaar and
Fritsch, 1991; Molenaar and Janssen, 1992) leading to flexibility in the choice of system
configuration for its implementation and in data exchange.
The clear articulation of the geometric aspects of an object also facilitates key modelling
decisions. (1) It becomes possible to decide on the dimension of the metric space (whether
2D or 3D) independent of the dimension of the topologie space (which also helps our
appreciation of whata3Dspatialdatamodel shouldbe).(2)Italsohelpsindecidingatwhich
level to integrate geo-data from multiple map layers, i.e., at geometric level or at thematic
level.Atthegeometric level (thechoice inthis thesis),it becomespossible todistinguish four
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different approaches to the geometric integration byconsidering howmetric (positional) data
andtopologiedataof thedifferent layersarehandled.Thefour possibilities are(i)to structure
each layer separately, i.e., combining metric and topology per layer and perform an overlay
of thelayers when necessary; (ii) tostructure thegeometric data such thatall layers sharethe
metric dataset while topology is kept per layer, vertical topologiequery will then bedone by
overlay computation or by comparison of metric data; (iii) to structure the geometric data
such that all layers share a common topology, while the metric information is structured per
layer, and (iv) to define a model in which both metric data and topology are shared by all
layers as proposed in this chapter.
The FDS is summarised in §3.2,followed by adiscussion in §3.3of the different approaches
for modelling amulti-valued terrain situation and areview of related work on the modelling
of multi-valued vectormaps.In §3.4theFDSisextendedtoincorporate amulti-valued terrain
situation. In the last section of the chapter, the integration of the proposed data model and a
DTM isdescribed.The integrated modelcan be usedfor theestablishment of a multipurpose
vectorGISincorporating multi-layer object dataandterrainreliefinformation with minimum
redundancy.Herea vector mapreferstoadatabaserepresentation of terrainobjects aspoints,
lines, surfaces (areas),and bodies (volumetric objects) in which positional dataof the objects
are given inform of coordinates.In a2Drepresentation, only thefirstthree types are present.
The fourth exists as an additional type in 3Drepresentation.

3.1 GraphTheory and SimplicialComplexes
3.1.1 Elements of Graph Theory1
Agraph isdefined abstractly asapair (V,E)inwhich Visthenon-emptyfinitesetofvertices
of the graph and E is a finite family (permitting the existence of repeated elements) of
unordered pairs of (not necessarily distinct) elements of V, called edges. The graph is said
to be directed if V is a non-empty finite set and E is a finite family of ordered pairs of
elements of V.
Hereafter, only the directed graph, or simply graph, will be referred to and an edge will be
called arc and a vertex will be called node. Also, it is assumed that E contains distinct
elements and the twoelements of V that define an element of E are not equal.Thus a graph
is a collection of two sets:
a set of nodes N = {n„ n2,....}, and
a set of arcsA = {a„a2,...J
in which for each aje A is aj = {np,nq} where n,,and nq e N and n,,* nq.
Figure 3.1a is an example of a graph with N = {p,q,r,s} and A = {(p,q), (q,r), (r,s), (s,p),
(PJ)}.
Let G(N,A) be a graph. A graph Gb(N„,Ab)is a subgraph of G if Abis a subset of A and Nb
is a subset of N such that the arcs in Ab are incident only with the nodes in Nb.
Figure 3.1.b shows a subgraph of the graph in Figure 3.1.a

1

The materials used in this section are taken from Wilson (1990) and Liu (1986).
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Two nodes of graph G are said to be adjacent if there is an arc joining them; the
nodes are then said to be incident to that
arc. Also,twoarcsof G areadjacentif they
have one node in common. The degree of a
node n is the number of arcs incident to n.
A node of degree zero is called an isolated
node and a node of degree one is an endnode. In the graph of Figure 3.1.(b), for
example, the degree of node q is two and
that of nodep is one (therefore p is an endnode).

Figure 3.1 Examples of a graph

In a graph, apath or walk is a sequence of arcs (a^,ai2,~..,aik) such that the terminal node of
a,jcoincides with the initial node of a ^ , for 1<j < k-1. The path is said to be simple if it
does not include the same arc twice.It is elementaryif it does not meet the same node twice
(i.e., no two arcs in the sequence have the same terminal node). The length of a path is the
number of arcs it contains. A graph is said to be connected if there is a path between every
pair of nodes, i.e., if there is a path from any node to any other node; otherwise it is said to
be disconnected.A graph whose setof arcs is empty is called anullgraph.The graph is said
to be planar if it can be drawn on a plane so that no arc crosses another (i.e., the two
crossing arcs are decomposed into four arcs meeting at a common node).
In a planar graph, the arcsof the graph divide the plane into planar segments called faces;
thus a face is an area of the plane that is bounded by arcs and is not further divided into
subareas.Therelationship between the numberof nodes (n),arcs (a)and faces (f) - including
the outerface - that must exist for a graph toqualify asplanar is given by Euler's formula as
follows:
n-a+ƒ=

2

This formula holds for only connected planar graphs but it can be extended to include
disconnected graphs (Wilson, 1990) to have
n -a+ƒ=

k +1

where k = number of component graphs. Also,in a planar graph, the sum of the degrees of
all nodes must be an even number and twice the number of arcs.
The concepts summarised above are applied in thedefinition of the FDS and the data model
for multi-valued vector maps proposed in this chapter in which arc and node serve as
primitives in the geometric representation of terrain objects. The use of the third element of
a planar graph, i.e., face, as a geometric primitive is not necessary in 2D terrain description
because, sinceplanarity isenforced,every arc willhaveaface oneither side,and sincea face
will always represent a 2D terrain object, the arc can reference the object directly (which is
not so with arc andnode:an arc may represent alinear object orjust the boundary of an area
object and a node may represent a zero-dimensional object orjust the end-point of an arc).
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3.1.2 Simplexes and Sîmplicial Complexes
In §3.4, a geometric data type, called m-container, will be introduced for the explicit
modelling of spatial coincidence amongobjects ina vector map.In amathematical sense,the
m-containers have some similarities to n-simplicial complexes, although the latter terms are
not used in the model because of some semantic difference between the two, as will be
explained in §3.4.2.The definitions of simplicial complexes (Giblin, 1977;Worboys, 1992)
are therefore relevant and are given here. The definitions are given for the case of spatial
objects embedded in the Euclidean plane, i.e., for cases of up to two dimensions. Simplicial
complexes are amalgamations of basic building blocks, called Simplexes (Worboys, 1992) in
which an n-simplex, n e {0,12} is defined as follows:
0-simplex: A set consisting of a
single point in the Euclidean
plane.
1-simplex: A set consisting of
all the points on a straight line
between two distinct points in
the Euclidean plane, including
the end points.
2-simplex: A set consisting of
all points on the boundary and
in the interior of a triangle
whose vertices are three ftoncollinear points.

(a)

(b)

(c)
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(a)-0-«tmpl«x
(b)-1-simptax
(c)- 2-slmptex

(d)and(a)- Exampiasof »Impllctalcompta»*
0)and(g)- Configurationswhichamnot

Figure 3.2 Simplexes and simplicial complexes (Worboys, 1992)

Thus an n-simplexistheconvex
hull of a set S of n+1 linearly
independent points,p0,...,pn, say. Such a simplex is denoted <p0,...,p^> or <S>. Furthermore,
the integer n is defined to be the dimension of <S>.Given T £ S, then the convex hull of T
is itself a simplex contained in <S> and called aface (not to be confused with the face in
graph theory)of <S>;thisisexpressed as <T><<S>.Simplexes serve asbuildingblocks for
larger structures.
A simplicial complex, C, is then defined as a finite set of Simplexes satisfying the following
properties:
1.A face of a simplex in C is also in C.
2. The intersection of two Simplexes in C is either empty or is a face of both Simplexes.
The dimension of a simplicial complex is the maximum dimension of its constituent
Simplexes. In a 2D space, we have 0-, 1- and 2-simplicial complexes which are defined as
follows:
- A 0-simplicialcomplex is a complex of dimension zero.
- A 1-simplicialcomplexis a complex eachof whose maximal simplicialcomponents is a 1simplex.
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- A2-simplicial complex is acomplex each of whose maximal simplicial components is a2simplex.
Examples of simplexesand simplicialcomplexes are given inFigure 3.2.They areoften used
for the geometric modelling of spatial objects (see for example Worboys, 1992) in which a
O-simplicialcomplex corresponds to apoint, a 1-simplicialcomplex corresponds toan arc or
edge and a 2-simplicial complex corresponds to a polygon, after imposing some constraints.

3.2 Formal DataStructure (FDS) for Single-ValuedVectorMaps
The FDS is an object-based terrain description in which the analysis of the terrain is based
on distinct objects such as areas with well defined boundaries, linear terrain structures, and
individual point objects. Only a summary of the model will be given here; comprehensive
descriptions have been published elsewhere (see Molenaar, 1989; 1991c; 1993).
3.2.1 Summary of the Model
The fundamental information structure of the FDS is shown in Figure 2.2. It shows that
distinct terrain objects, represented by object identifiers, have two semantic characteristics,
namely (1)thegeometriccharacteristics and (2)thethematic (non-spatial)characteristics.The
former comprise topology, shape and size, and position (see Figure 2.3) while the latter
indicate the non-spatial attributes of the objects.
To model the thematic com| das» |
1
attributeist
1
ponent of objects, the terrain
(a)
objects occurring in a vector
|^
|
1 attribut»vaiu»»n«t 1
map are grouped into several
distinct classes according to
their thematic characteristics. A
|superclass ~|
[supsrdewamtoJ,superclassatwb.j I
list of attributes is connected to
superclassattributesI
]
each class and the class is iden~daw—L"""
Iwpwdas«attributesJvalus«!
«jv
tified by a class label or name.
I classattributes
I
The attributelist of aclass gives
value*otsuperclassattributesI
the names of the attributes. The
object
objects belonging to the same
—-Ivaluesofdassattributes 1
class will have a commonat- F i
3 J Class a n d superclass s t r u c t u r e of objects
tribute structure inherited from
the class (seeFigure 3.3a).Thus
each object of that class will have a list containing a value for each attribute in the class
attribute list; the values are taken from the value domains of the individual attributes.

>=X

The FDS supports a class hierarchy in which classes that have some common attributes are
groupedintoasuperclass,whilesuperclasseshavingsomecommon attributesarealsogrouped
into a higher superclass, and soon (see Figure 3.3b). Each (superclass will have itsown list
of attributes. At the highest level we have the superclasses with their lists of superclass
attributes which can be split as in Figure 3.3b, because some of these attributes (superclass
attributes j) are evaluated at the next lower level, the class level, and some are evaluated at
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the lowest level, the object level. At the class level, new attributes that are specific to that
class will be defined as class attributes (in addition to the inherited superclass attributes).At
the object level no new attributes are introduced, but all attributes introduced at the higher
levels will be evaluated as far as they have not been evaluated at class level. If an attribute
is evaluated at class level, it means that all objects belonging to the class do have the same
value for that attribute. The class definition should be mutually exclusive, with each terrain
object belonging to exactly one of the classes, i.e., the classes should be defined so that the
classification system isdisjoint and complete.Thus in the FDS,an object can belong to only
one class and, for simplicity, all objects that belong toone class must be of the same type.
In the geometric domain, the object types points, lines and areas are distinguished for a 2D
or 2.5D terrain description. In the model, the geometry of a terrain object is clearly
distinguishedinthreeindependent aspects,namelytopology, shapeandsize,andposition (see
Figure 2.3). This geometric dataset has been carefully structured in the FDS, leading to a
semantically-rich,query-orientedandextendibledatamodelinwhichinformation ontopology,
shape and size,andposition can beretrieved. The three terrain object types are geometrically
described by their linear characteristics using the two elementary geometric primitives: arc
and node.
The mathematical framework for the geometric description of objects in a vector map is
provided by graph theory (see §3.1.1).Thus the geometry of a vector map is represented by
a planar graph G(N, A) in which
N = {...,nit...} is the set of nodes of the map, and
A = {...,ajt...} is the set of arcs of the map in which for each dje A is ay = (n^) with np,
nq e N; np and nq are respectively the beginning and end nodes of a,.
Thus each arc is directed and is a subset of N.Furthermore, each arc has an area object on
its left side and one area object on its right side and may represent one line object. The
geometry of each object occurring in the map is thus a subgraph G^N^AJ of G where N0
c N and A , c A .
Figure 3.4 represents the formal data structure for single-valued vector maps. In the figure,
the classes are represented only by class labels; the class labels will serve as a link to the
thematic descriptions when the thematic classes are identified during implementation.
3.2.2. Elementary Links Among Objects, Geometric Components and Thematic
Components
Four categories of elementary links (functional relationships) among the three groups of
information represented in Figure 3.4 have been identified and defined in the FDS:
(1) object to class links (oc-links)
(2) object to object links (oo-links)
(3) geometry to object links (go-links)
(4) geometry to geometry links (gg-linhs)
The four categories of link type will be explicidy represented in the database to facilitate
unambiguous application, analysis of spatial relationships and other query operations in an
FDS database. They facilitate the clear interpretation of the links represented in Figure 3.4
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Object - Class Links (oc-links)
(1) Each point object belongs to a point object class.
(2) Each line object belongs to a line object class.
(3) Each area object belongs to an area object class.
Object - Object Links (oo-links)
(1) A point object may lie inside an area object.
(The explicit representation of this link is necessary because the relationship cannot be
derived without the use of coordinate information.)
(2) A line object crosses another line object. (This is required in 2D topologie space to take
care of linear objects crossing each other, e.g., a road crossing ariver.)
Geometry - Object Links (go-links)
(1) One node may represent at most one point object.
(2) One arc may represent at most (part of) one line object.
(3) An arc has only one area object on its left side and only one areaobject on its right side.
The concept of the single-valued vector maps is emphasised by the three geometry-object
links. The three links clearly indicate that there should be only one occurrence of a link
between a geometric primitive and a terrain object. The first link shows that one node can
represent only one point object but it does not mean that every node must represent a point
object, i.e., this link may be empty for some nodes. The same explanation holds for the
second link. The third link emphasises the fact that planarity must be enforced such that an
arc will always have one areaobject on itsleft side andone areaobject onitsrightside.This
link cannot be empty.
Geometry - Geometry Links (gg-links)
(1) Each arc starts from a node.
(2) Each arc ends at a node.
(3) Each arc has a shape (represented here as a straight line).
(4) Each node has a position defined by a pair of X and Y coordinates.
The first two links indicate that a node should not contain loops.
The FDS is indicated in Figure 3.4, in which the ellipses represent theelementary data types
and the labelled arrows represent the elementary link types among them. Headed arrows
represent a many-to-one link type in the direction of the arrow,e.g., many area objects may
belong to the same area class, while non-headed arrows represent one-to-one relationships,
e.g., one node defines only one point object. Each data typerepresentsa set.The expression
"elementary"means that thesedatatypes andlink typescannot befurther decomposed. In the
diagram, the thematic data are represented by the class labels. The objects (identifiers) are
represented by the object types, and the geometric data are the arcs, nodes, shapes and
positions (coordinates).
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3.2.3 Conventions of the FDS
Thefollowing sevenconventions have beendefined tocomplement Figure 3.4inensuring the
consistency of an FDS database by defining rules for their monitoring and enforcement (see
chapter 5).
(1) The object classes are mutually exclusive, i.e., each object belongs toexactly one class.
(2) Each class contains objects of only one geometric type.
(3) When a vector map is analyzed as a graph, all points that are used to describe the
geometry will be treated as nodes.
(4) The arcs of this graph are geometrically represented by straight line segments.
(5) For each pair of nodes there is at most one arc connecting them directly; each of them
may be connected also by one or more chains consisting of two or more arcs.
(6) Two arcs should not intersect; if they do intersect, they should be replaced by four arcs
joining at a node.
(7) A node may represent at most one point object. An arc may be part of at most one line
object An arc has exactly one area object at its right-hand side and exactly one at its
left-hand side.

taknpID

<s>
Figure 3.4 Diagram representing the FDS for vector maps

A map which has the FDS as shown in Figure 3.4 and fulfils these seven conventions is a
single-valued vector map (Molenaar, 1989).

3.3 Handling Multi-valued Terrain Description
From convention 7 (§3.2.3),it is clear that two objects of the same type are not permitted to
spatially coincide (overlap), and in order to generalise the model to accommodate
representation of objects which are spatially coincident, the model should be extended. The
clear distinction in the FDS of the geometric aspects of terrain objects into topology, shape
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and size, and position gives room for the necessary extension. It facilitates key modelling
decisions. (1) It becomes possible todecide on the dimensions of the metric space (whether
2D or 3D) independent of the dimensions of the topologie space. Here, the extended model
is based on 3D coordinate space (position) and 2D topologie space, i.e., a 2.5D data model
(see §3.4).(2)Italsohelps indecidingatwhich leveltointegrate geo-data from multiple map
layers, i.e., at geometric level or at thematic level.
At the geometric level (the choice in this thesis), it becomes possible to distinguish four
different approaches tothe geometric integration byconsidering how metric (positional)data
andtopologiedataofthedifferent layersarehandled.Thefour possibilities andtheirprosand
cons are outlined below (see Hoop et al, 1993for more details).Here, it is assumed that the
layer is structured according to the FDS.
(a)The first, andconventional approach, is to structure each layer separately, i.e., combining
metric and topology per layer and perform an overlay of the layers when necessary. This
results in fast single-layer topologie query and the geometry of objects in a single layer can
bereconstructed moreeasily.Updating ismore straightforward anditiseasiertomanagedata
consistency within an individual layer. It is alsoeasier toimplement in existing vector-based
systems.
However, the approach gives room for much data redundancy because common geometric
elements are stored inevery layer in which they occur. In addition, vertical topologie queries
(queries involving objects from different layers) can be derived only byon-line map overlay
computations (with the attendant editing problems arising from pseudo polygons and sliver
lines), thus increasing costs.
(b) A second option is to structure the geometric data such that all layers share the metric
dataset while topology is retained per layer. This eliminates metric data redundancy as well
as the problems of sliver lines and.pseudo polygons during overlay computations that may
be required to answer vertical topologie queries. However, vertical topologie query can be
realised only by on-line overlay computation or by comparison of metric data, and the
reconstruction of the geometry of individual objects is slower. In addition, it is necessary to
provide rules that will guarantee consistency of the metric data during updating (note that
consistency rules are also required even in the single-layer approach but at a lower scale).
(c) Another option is to structure the geometric data such that all layers share a common
topology, while themetricinformation is structured per layer.This leads tofaster multi-layer
topologie queries and faster single-layer metricqueries.On the other hand, it leads to metric
data redundancy and requires additional rules to guarantee consistency of the topologie data
during updating. Moreover, topologie queries related to a single layer are slower to retrieve.
(d) The fourth approach is to define a model in which both metric data and topology are
shared by all layers asproposed in the next section. This approach is mainly beneficial when
frequent vertical topologie queries are envisaged. In addition, the reconstruction of the
geometry of an object is slower. Because all layers are intersected, overlay computation will
be performed even in areas that may not be required for multi-layer analysis. Moreover,
updating procedure becomes more complex andconsistency considerations are very critical.
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But the approach has many advantages, which include the following.
(1) Elimination of redundant data: A single geometric dataset (positional and topologie) is
kept for all layers.
(2) Reduction in overhead cost because map overlay is computed once during database
creation; thus problems of spurious polygons, etc., are handled once.
(3) Faster multi-layer queries since it will not be necessary to compute an overlay before
answering such queries.
(4) Higher information content, the knowledge of which is known a-priori; thus a query
language can be predefined for retrieval of geo-information from the multi-valueddatabase.
(5) Spatialconsistency can bemaintained atsystemlevel sinceonlyonedatastructure isused
and only one set of geometric data is kept
(6)If overlapping sections across the layers are uniquely identified, asproposed in §3.4,they
can havetheirown geometric andnon-spatial datasets.Therefore, theycan bemaintained and
manipulated by the GIS functions just like single objects. Thus it is easier to include them
in aggregation and association abstractions.
Since all options have their individual pros and cons,every solution will be a compromise.
The choice of approach will therefore depend largely on the intended application. The fourth
approach (d) is used in §3.4 to develop a data model for multi-valued vector maps by
extending the FDS. This can then be used in applications that require frequent analysis of
multi-layer geo-data in which there is a frequent occurrence of spatial coincidence among
objects of the sametype.An example of the second approach (b) is theATKISmodel which
was reviewed in §2.1.2.
In the work of Hoop et al (1993), cited above, an example of the extension of the FDS to
accommodate multi-valued vector maps was also given. The extension allows the geometric
primitives arcs and nodes tohavemany-to-many linkswiththeterrain objects sothat objects
from one or more layers can be represented in a single structure. The links are defined as
follows. A node may represent one or more coinciding point features (in this thesis the term
object is used instead). An arc may represent (part of) one or more (partly) coinciding line
features. With nmerged structure layers,an arc hasncoinciding oroverlapping area features
on each side. A point feature may lie in n area features. A line feature consists of one or
morearcs.An area feature consistsof atleast three arcsandmayadditionallycontain several
point features in its interior. The structure was designed for implementation in the Postgres
database management system (see chapter 8 for information on Postgres); thus four groups
of Postgres classes were defined for the implementation of a multi-valued vector map as
follows (the classes defined for single-valued vector maps are excluded here):
DataStructurefor Multi-valuedVectorMapsasDefined byHoopetal(1993):
I* PART1: LAYERS*/
structurejayer (
slayerjd =int4,/*primarykey*/
single_valued=boolI* singleormulti-valued*/
description=charQ)
thematicjayer(
tlayerjd =int4, /*primarykey*/
slayerjd =int4, /*foreign keystructurejayer */
description= charQ)
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I* PART2:FEATURECLASSES*/
area_feature(
aid=int4,
/*primarykey */
tlayer=int4, /*foreign keyIhematicjayer*/
area_class=char[]I* thematicinfo*/)
line_feature(
lid=int4,
/*primarykey */
tlayer=int4, /*foreign keythematicjayer*/
line_class=char[] /*thematicinfo*/)
/*PART3B:TOPOLOGICALCLASSES,MULTI-VALUED */
point_feature_multi( I* alsoFEATURECLASS */
pid=int4,
/*primarykey*/
tlayer=int4, I* foreign keythematiclayer*/
point.class=char[] I* thematicinfo*/
node_id=int4, I* foreign keynode */
areas=int4[] /*foreign keysarea_features */)
arc_multi(
/*primarykey:from_node & to_node */
from_node=int4, I* foreignkeynode*/
to_node=int4, /*foreign keynode */
left_areas =int4Q, /*foreignkeysarea_features*/
right_areas =int4[],/*foreignkeysarea_features*/
lines=int4[]
/*foreign keysline_features */)
/*PART4:METRICINFORMATION */
node (
node_id=int4,
/*primarykey*/
location=point /*x,y-coordinates*/)
LiketheATKISmodel,this'structure doesnotexplicitlymodelspatialcoincidenceamongthe
overlapping objects so as to derive the sixth advantage listed under the fourth approach (d
above). The many-to-many relationships that exist between the geometric primitives and the
objects may also introduce integrity control problems when implemented in a pure relational
system. In the next section, an alternative model is defined which explicitly models spatial
coincidence among objects.

3.4 DataModel for Multi-valued VectorMaps
In this section, an extension of the FDS is proposed to represent spatial data from one or
moremaplayers,i.e., multi-valued vector maps.Theproposedmodel is a2.5D (3D position,
2D topology) model that integrates bothmetric and topologiedataof oneormoremap layers
from the same geographic space. The extended model will be called data modelfor multivalued vector maps (DMMVM). Since positions of objects are defined in a 3D metric space
but embedded in planar topology, only surfaces of objects are represented. The DMMVM is
stillbasedonthefundamental structure shown inFigure 2.2.How thethematicand geometric
components of objects are handled in the DMMVM is shown in the following sections.
3.4.1 Thematic Component
The representation of the thematic aspects of objects remains essentially the same as in the
FDS (see Figure 3.3); only a slight extension is required to accommodate multi-valued
situations. In the FDS,each object can belong to only one class. This convention has been
adopted here with respect to individual map layers. Normally, each layer has a distinct
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domain of objects but sometimes an object may occur in more than one layer. In such situations, the object can be classified in more than one layer in the DMMVM. At a higher level
of abstraction, it is alsopossible tofurther identify classes with some common attributes and
bythatgeneralise theminto superclasses witheach superclass having itsown setof attributes,
i.e., a hierarchic classification of objects. Like objects, a class can belong to only one
superclass at the next higher level in the hierarchy.
Consequent upon the strict classification hierarchy adopted in this model, the following rules
must be observed:
- Cyclicclassification isnotpermitted,i.e.,theclassification must beadirectedacyclic graph;
for example, given three distinct classes A, B and C, C is not allowed to be a subclass of A
if it is a superclass of B when B is a superclass of A.
- The classification must be complete, i.e., all objects must be classified.
- Each object must belong toonly oneclass ineach map layerbut theobject can be classified
in more than one layer.
In theDMMVM,thethematic datawillberepresented byonlyclass labelsbecause this thesis
concentrates on the geometric component of vector maps. But the model does not preclude
the representation of thematic data. During implementation (when thematic attributes of
objects are identified) the thematic data can be arranged in a hierarchic manner as described
above.
3.4J Geometric Component
As in the FDS, the geometry of each object is represented by topologie primitives, arcs and
nodes (see §3.2.1). An arc is defined by a pair of connected nodes while a node is defined
by a set of X, Y and Z coordinates. The fact that the DMMVM integrates objects from one
or more map layers implies that twoor more objects of the same geometric type can overlap
in space. This means that each geometric primitive may represent more than one object in
the model, i.e.,
- a node may represent J point objects from J map layers
- an arcrepresents (partof) Klineobjectsfrom KlayersandhasL areaobjects from L layers
on each side (left andright).Objects may therefore have many-to-many (M:N) relationships
with the geometric primitives.
Forexample, (partof) many lineobjects may berepresented bythe samearcwhilemany arcs
may define a single line object. This is a many-to-many relationship between arcs and line
objects (seeFigure 3.5 (a)).ItisdesirabletodecomposetheM:Nrelationshipbetween objects
and the geometric primitives into components of M:l relationships to simplify the structure
for easy manipulation, especially with respect to integrity controls. This will also allow the
use of a single set of consistency rules for geometric primitives in both single- and multivalued vector maps. Therefore, an additional data type, m-container, m e {0,1,2}, is
introduced suchthatonem-container willrepresentmanyobjects ofcorresponding dimension
while a geometric primitive represents only one m-container (seeFigure 3.6).In the example
above, many line objects will be represented by a single 1-container (i.e., M:l relationship),
while an arc defines (part of) only one 1-container, since one 1-container can be described
bymany arcs,wehave a 1:N relationship between a 1-containerandarcs (seeFigure 3.5 (b)).
Note, however, that there is still an M:N relationship between an m-container and an object
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with respect to line and area objects. But this is now more at a semantic level than a
geometric level.Thus (for example) an arc will stillhaveonly one two-dimensional entity on
either side as in the FDS so that the same consistency operation defined for an arc in this
model can also be used for the FDS arcs. By introducing the m-container data type,
overlapping sections across the layers are uniquely identified such that they have their own
individual geometricdataandnon-spatialdataapartfrom thoseinheritedfrom the overlapping
objects; they can then be maintained and manipulated by the DBMSjust like single objects.
Thus it is easier to include them in aggregation and association abstractions, thereby
improving spatial analyses in GIS.
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Figure 3.5 Decomposing M:N relationships between arcs and line objects ((a)) to
1:M relationships using 1-container ((b))
To formally define the m-container, let the metric space covered by terrain objects in the
multi-valued vector map (which is assumed to be a closed region) be denoted by E" where
n = 3,i.e., a 3D metric space. Also, the allowable entity (a bounded portion of space in E3)
inthemap is denoted by Rmwhere m e {0,1,2},i.e., a2.5Dterrain representation. Thus Rm"
denotes an entity in E°where m = dimensionality of R and n = dimensionality of the space
E in which R is located, and m <, n. The allowable entities in our 2.5D representation are:
(a) R0,3 :ODentity in E3 space having a position but no spatial extent;
(b) R1'3 : ID entity in E3 space having shape and position but only length as a measurable
spatial attribute;
(c) R2'3 :2D entity in E3 space having a 2D spatial extent with shape, size and position. Its
measurable spatial attributes are area, perimeter and centroid.
R3,3, a volumetric or solid object, does not occur in a 2.5D representation.
The R"1,3corresponds to the m-container where m € {0,1,2} such that
- one 0-container represents J point objects from J map layers,
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- one 1-container represents (part of) K line objects from K layers, and
- one 2-container represents (part of) L area objects from L layers,
where L is the maximum numberof layers andJ and Kmay each be less than or equal toL.
Them-containers Vme {0,1,2} are then structured asa2.5D graph using thetwo geometric
primitives, arc and node. A node represents one 0-container and an arc represents (part of)
one 1-containerand/orboundary of a 2-container. The node isdefined by acoordinate triplet
X, Y and Z with respect to some coordinate system, while an arc is defined by a pair of
adjacent nodes. The arc has a shape which is defined here as a straight line.
Thus the geometry of the multi-valued vector map is represented by a planar graph G(N, A)
as defined in §3.2.1. The geometry of each m-container E occurring in the map is thus a
subgraph Ge(Ne,Ae)of G where N e c N and A , c A . Note that for 0-container, Ae = 0 .

LAYER1

LAYER 2

LAYERN

Figure3.6 Representation of geometric primitives,m-containers, objectsand classes
in the DMMVM
Apparently, them-container, m € {0,1,2},is similartothe n-simplicialcomplex,n€ {0,1,2}
described in §3.1.2, when m equals n. However, while a 0-container is related to a 0simplicial complex on a one-to-one basis, the semantic aspect of 1- and 2-containers
introduces somedifferences betweenanm-container,m e {1,2},andann-simplicial complex,
n e {1,2} whereby
one n-simplicial complex c one m-container V m = n; m,n e {lil}
In other words,a 2-container is acontiguous (connected) setof 2-complexesrepresenting the
same set of elementary objects of corresponding dimension (the same goes for 1-container
vis-a-vis 1-complex).
Figure 3.7 illustrates this semantic difference. As shown in the figure, suppose we have two
overlapping area objects P and Q (from two layers) with P = {1,8,2,3,4,10,5,6,7} and Q =
{2,3,4,10,5,11,12,6,9}; a line object L = {8,9,10} intersects P and Q. The situation in the
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figure willberepresentedbyone 1-container
(L) and three 2-containers R, S, T (whereR
= {1,8,2,9,6,7},S = {2,3,4,10,5,6,9},and T
= {6,5,11,12}) whereas, in strict mathematical sense, we have five 2-complexes (each
of the five closed non-overlapping polygons).
The DMMVM is shown in Figure 3.8 in
which headed arrows represent many-to-one
relationships in the direction of the arrow
(e.g., many arcs may begin from the same
Figure 3.7 Simplicial complex and m-connode) while non-headed arrows represent
tainer (see text)
one-to-one relationships (e.g., one node
defines onlyone0-container).Datatypesare
represented by ellipses, each of which represents a set.

m-container - object Hnb

Figure 3.8 Data model for multi-valued vector maps (DMMVM)

3.43. Elementary Links Among Data Types in the DMMVM
There are four groups of data in the DMMVM, namely objects' thematic data as represented
bythethematicclasses,theobjects (identifiers), them-containersrepresentingtheobjects,and
the geometric data of the m-containers. Six categories of elementary links among the four
groups ofdata arepresented below.The linksindicate thesemantic constraints for themodel.
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Object - Class Links (oc-links)
- Each point object belongs to only onepoint object class in a given map layer but the object
may be classified in more than one layer.
- Each line object belongs to only one line object class in a given map layer but the object
may be classified in more than one layer.
- Each area object belongs to only one area object class in a given map layer but the object
may be classified in more than one layer.
Object - Object Links (oo-links)
These will be realised through the combination of the following mo-links and mm-links.

m-Container - Object Links (mo-links)
- One m-container, m e {0,1,2}, is part of K m-dimensional objects from K different map
layers.
m-Container - m-Container Links (mm-links)
- One or more 0-containers may lie in one 2-container.
- One 1-container may cross one or more other 1-containers at one or more points.
Geometry - m-Container Links (gm-links)
- A node may represent only one 0-container.
- An arc may represent (part of) only one 1-container.
- An arc always hasjust one 2-container on its left side andjust one 2-container on its right
side.
Note that the two geometric primitives,arc andnode,retainthe same structure as in the FDS
(see go-links in §3.2.2) except that they are linked to the m-containers and not the terrain
objects directly.
Geometry - Geometry Links (gg-links)
- Each arc has a beginning node.
- Each arc has an end node.
- Each arc has a shape, defined here as a straight line.
- Each node has a position given by coordinate triplet X, Y and Z.
Note that the four links are the same as defined in the FDS (see gg-links in §3.2.2).
3.4.4 Conventions of the DMMVM
The seven conventions of the FDS should be modified to fit multi-valued vector maps. The
modified conventions and their relationships with the FDS conventions are as follows:
(1)Theobjectclassesaremutually exclusiveineachlayer,i.e.,eachobjectbelongstoexactly
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one class in one layer but the object can be classified in more than one layer. This
convention is the same with the FDS convention with respect to individual map layers but
with an added provision to allow an object to be classified in another layer if it plays a role
in that layer.
(2) Onem-container, me {0,12}, representsK m-dimensionalobjectsfrom K different map
layers.Thisis anewconvention for the addeddata typem-container thathasbeen introduced
to model spatial coincidence among objects of the same type.
(3) When a vector map is analyzed as a graph, all points that are used to describe the
geometry will be treated as nodes (same as in the FDS).
(4) The arcs of this graph are geometrically representedby straight linesegments (same as
in the FDS).
(5) For eachpair of nodes there is at most one arc connecting them directly; each of them
may be connectedalso by oneor more chainsconsistingof twoormorearcs (same as in the
FDS).
(6) Two arcs should not intersect; if they do intersect, theyshould be replaced byfour arcs
joining at a node (same as in the FDS).
(7)A node may represent at most one O-container.
An arc may bepart of at most one1-container.
An arc has exactly one2-container at its right side and exactly one at its left side.
This is structurally the same as in theFDS except that the geometric primitives are linked to
the m-containers andnotdirectly totheterrain objects asintheFDS.Here,theprimitives are
linked to the objects through the m-containers (see convention 2 above).
A vector map which is modelled according toFigure 3.8 and satisfies the conventions above
is termed a multi-valued vector map.
3.4.5 Elementary Objects
The complexity of terrain objects in terms of shape and size will often vary from one
mapping context to another,which creates aproblem in thedefinition of ageneric model that
can be used in different applications. A feasible solution is to define a limited set of
elementary (non-decomposable) objects which can then be used as building blocks for
complex objects in different applications (by providing some rules for the aggregation of the
elementary objects). This philosophy can be related to theprovision in the English language
of 26 letters (A - Z) which can then be grouped together using defined rules (grammar) to
formulate different words,e.g., the letter Q should always be followed by the letter U in any
word. Thus in the DMMVM, the elementary terrain object types (area, line and point) are
defined andconstrained asfollows. The mapping of terrain objects totheseelementary types
can then be one-to-one or one-to-many.
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Elementary Area Object Type
An instance of this type is defined and constrained as follows:
- A two-dimensional object, F, geometrically represented by the subgraph GF(NF,AF) where
AF = {a!, aj, ...., aj) is the set of arcs defining the boundary of the object and j > 3, i.e., a
minimum of three arcs will form a closed polygon since an arc is assumed to be a straight
line segment; and NF = {n„ n2, ...., nk} is the set of nodes defining AF 3 k = j .
- V n( e NF, degree^n,) = 2. This implies that
* The start-node = end-node.
* Apath must exist between the start-node and the end-node with only one occurrence of
aj e AF in thepath, i.e., the path must be simple.
- The interior (see Table 4.1) must be fully connected.
Elementary Line Object Type
Each instance of a simple line object type is defined and constrained as follows:
- A ID spatial object, L, geometrically defined by the subgraph GL(NL, AL) where
AL = {a„ a2, ..... aj} is the set of arcs defining the geometry of the object L andj > 1; and
NL = {nl5 iij, ..... nk} is the set of nodes defining AL 9 k =j + 1.
- Exactly two of the nodes NL have degreeL(n) = 1
- All other nodes in the set NL have degree^n) = 2. These imply that
* A simple line object can neither intersect nor close back on itself.
* A path must exist between the start-node and the end-node of GL, with only one
occurrence of a,e AL in thepath, i.e., the path must be elementary and simple (see §3.1.1).
Elementary Point Object Type
An instance of this type is always a primitive and is geometrically represented by a single
node.

3.5 Integrating theDMMVM withDTM
The DMMVM can easily be extended to coverrepresentationof other spatial information in
vector mode. This section shows its extendibility by incorporating a digital terrain model.
Digital terrain model (DTM) is used here to mean a dataset representing the elevation of a
given terrain. Development of digital terrain modelling techniques started more than three
decades ago (Ebner and Eder, 1992), and program packages are today available covering all
phases from preparation to derivation of DTM products.
With the increasing popularity and use of GIS,attention is beingfocused on the total integration of DTM and related packages into GIS such that DTM-specific information can be
derived from the same database, just like any spatial information under a single DBMS.
Recent works on the integration of DTM intoGIS include Sandgaard (1988),Fritsch (1991),
Radwan (1991),EbnerandEder (1992),Höhle (1991,1992),andPilouk andTempfli (1993).
ADTM contains twocomplementary sub-sets (Makarovic, 1988):the skeleton andthe filling
information, withthe skeleton being largely containedinvariousterrain objects such aslakes,
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rivers,etc.Therefore, manyplanimetrieobjects serveascharacteristicobjects (breaklines,etc)
and primary data in digital elevation modelling. Thus, in developing this integrated model,
the terrain relief is regarded as a mapping theme such that it (terrain relief) is classified into
geometric classes likeother terrain objects. Torealisethis,the DTMclass towhich an object
belongs can be made a mandatory property of each terrain object in the database. Table 3.1
gives the DTM classification scheme for terrain objects.
Various models have been developed for the digital representation of terrain relief. These
include:
- regular grid,
- irregular grid,
- isolines (digital contours),
- triangulated irregular network (TIN)
The TIN is an appropriate structure that can be integrated with vector structures since
characteristic points and lines,which form a logical part of the TIN, are often objects in the
vector structure (e.g., rivers, lakes).In other words,TIN, though a tessellation model,can be
seen as avector topologie structure for representing polygon networks (Burrough, 1986).The
TIN-DTM was therefore chosen for integration with the DMMVM.
Table 3.1.Classification model for DTM objects (modified from Höhle (1992)).
DEFINITION

ENTITY
TYPE

DTM CLASSES

Point

Regular'

Any regular point with xyz coord

Spot

Local high and low points. No assumptions are
made on the slope of the surrounding terrain

Peak

Specific local high z-value

Pit

Specific local low z-value

Break

A line which defines a change in slope or a
surface discontinuity

Drain

A specific form of the breakline, it is assumed
that the surface on either side of the line object
has an increasing slope

Ridge

A specific form of the breakline, it assumes a
decreasing slope on either side of the object

Contour

Equal z values along the line

Regular

Any line entity which is not a breakline

Linear
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Area

Double-line drain

A drainage object which at the map scale is
large enough to berepresented as an area
object. Heights decrease uniformly in one
direction.

Water body

A hydrographie area object with assumed
constant z-value in its interior

Obscure

A dead area. Any area object which obstructs
the measurement of heights in its interior, the
values of which cannot be assumed, e.g., dense
forest cover

Regular

Any area object in a relief-homogeneous region

The primitive topologie entities of a TIN are vertices, edges and triangles. The internal
storage structure of a TIN is therefore usually based on one or a combination of the three
primitives.In avertex-basedTIN,theprimary entity isthe vertex; for each vertex,the vertex
number is stored with the list of pointers to connected vertices and edges. In triangle-based
TIN,itispossible tostorethetriangle number with its threevertices andits threeneighbours.
Foredge-based TIN,arecord willcomprise theedgenumber, thetwoadjoining triangles and
the two vertices that define the edge.
Thusin anedge-based structure,theTIN willbe fully described by twogeometricprimitives,
edges and vertices. This is consistent with the use of arcs (edges) and nodes (vertices) as
topologie primitives in multi-valued vector maps. Thus the proposed integrated model uses
the edge-based TIN structure by adding the data types TIN edge and TIN vertex to the data
types defined in the DMMVM. The integrated data model is shown in Figure 3.9 in which
part B indicates the edge-based TIN data types and their links and part A is the DMMVM
of Figure 3.8.Thisgivesaflexible structurewhich allows separation of thetwopartsintotwo
subsystems in the same database such that geo-information that does notrequire DTM input
can be retrieved without involving the DTM part. And because they are integrated, objects
in the object-base can contribute to the generation of a DTM with high fidelity, while the
DTM supports theobject-base, e.g., when updating via mono-plotting techniques,to provide
elevation information for objects whose Z values could not be determined during the data
collection phase, and to provide relief information in general.
With reference to Figure 3.9, the part of link between arc and TIN_edge and is a link
between node and TIN_vertex provide the link between the map base and the DTM at
geometric level.Itwould appearthatthearc andnode structure, being similartotheedge and
vertexof theTIN, should be sufficient tohandle the geometric information of thejoint model
without having a separate TIN structure. We prefer not to do this because a single arc in the
map base may be decomposed into more than one edge after triangulation, as illustrated in
Figures 3.10a and b.Forexample,using arelational structure,the ARCtableinthemap base
(Figure 3.10a) will contain a record for arc number 5 in the following form:
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Figure3.9Integrated datamodel formulti-valued vectormapsandDTM
Arc id beg end 1ft aid ret aid alid
5 1 4
11
12 10
where 10, 11and 12are the m-containeridentifiers of riverl, cultivatedLandl and forestl,
respectively.Aftertriangulation(Figure3.10b),theTIN-EDGEtablewillincludetworecords,
related to arcnumber5,in thefollowing form:
begVertex endVertex leftTriangle rightTrianele arc id
1
8
1
5
5
8
4
3
8
5
Figure 3.11shows theblockdiagram of theprocedure for implementing theintegrateddata
model.First,thedataacquisitionforthemulti-valuedvectormapcanbedoneeitherinmultivalued mode (i.e., from a combined multi-valued data source such as photogrammetric
superimposition of two layers) through screen digitizing, land surveying, etc., or by data
acquisitionperlayerfollowedbyoverlaycomputation.Duringdataacquisition,objectswould
also beclassified intoDTM classes (apart from their thematic classes).Thedataset is then
reformatted and checked for consistency (seechapter 5).The result can then be structured
according toarelational data structure,forexample.
To generate theDTM subsystem, the 0-, 1-and 2-containers which belong toDTM object
classes are extracted to form partof theDTM skeleton. In other words,thearcsof such 1and2-containers willform partoftheTINedgesandthenodesofthose0-containerswillbe
verticesintheTIN.Furthersamplingiscarriedouttocollectfilling datafortheinteriorparts
of 2-containers and for more skeleton data for characteristic Unes which have not been
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captured as terrain objects during the initial data
acquisition. The coordinate data of other objects in
the database which belong to the DTM class "regular" (see Table 3.1) are extracted as filling data. The
skeleton andthefilling dataare then triangulatedand
structured as an edge-based TIN. Heights of points
defining the boundaries of 2-containers belonging to
DTM class "obscure" are then derived by interpolation. Finally, the relational tables describing the
DTM subsystem (e.g.,Tinedge,Tinvertex and Triangle) are filled.
Forqueries onobjectsrequiringDTMinput,thepartof link between arc and Tin_edge, and is-a link
between node and Tin_vertex (Figure 3.9) would be
used for navigation. With this flexible set-up, nonDTM-related information will be more efficiently
retrieved.Forexample,topologiequeriesattheobject
level will not have to search through DTM data.
DTM-relatedqueries involving line andpoint objects
can be easily handled through the part-of link between arc and Tin-edge and the is-a link between
node and Tin-vertex. Deriving DTM-related infor5 - Nod* number
mation for areaobjects is,however, not as straightfo+5 - T r i u a j b
rward as in the other two object types, since the
DTM points in the interior of the area object are not
directly linked to theobject. To facilitate retrieval of
DTM points for any area object, a routine can be
provided as an integral part of the database. This
Figure 3.10 A simple map in the
routine may make useof a "point-in-polygon" subromap-base (a) and DTM-base after
utine (in 2D mode) to retrieve all vertices located in
(fictitious) triangulation (b)
theinteriorof acertain areaobject and itsoutput will
then serve as input into the derivation of DTM information concerning area objects.

3.6Summary
In this chapter, a vector data model has been proposed to represent multi-valued terrain
abstraction, especially when frequent spatial analyses across many map layers are envisaged,
i.e., in applications involving frequent analysis of multi-layer geo-information. The proposed
conceptual data model is an object-based 2.SD data model for multi-valued vector maps
(DMMVM). A multi-valued vector map refers to the vector-based representation of terrain
objects from multiple map layers whereby two objects of the same geometric type may be
spatially coincident. Two objects of the same type are said to be spatially coincident if they
(partially) overlap in space. In the model, positions of objects are defined in a 3D metric
space butembedded in planar topology, i.e., a 2.5D model.This means that only surfaces of
objects are represented such that a pair of X and Ycoordinates must have a single Z value,
thus a single-elevation model. The model was based on the formal data structure (FDS) for
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Figure 3.11 Procedure for creating an integrated multi-valued and DTM database
single-valued vectormaps.In the 2DFDS (see §3.2),terrain objects play acentralrole in the
terrain description; each object has a thematic component and a geometric component. In the
thematic domain, the objects can be grouped into thematic classes in which each class has a
specific attribute structure; in the geometric domain, the object types points, lines and areas
are distinguished for a2D or 2.SD terrain description, subject to aconstraint that two objects
of the sametype may not be spatially coincident. The three object types are then completely
described by a common set of two types of geometric elements: arc and node, using graph
theory asthemathematical framework. IntheFDS,the geometry of aterrain object is clearly
distinguished into three independent aspects,namely topology, shape and size,and position.
This geometric dataset has been carefully structured in the FDS, leading to a semanticallyrich, query-oriented and extendible data model in which information on topology, shape and
size, and position can be retrieved.
The FDS was extended in this thesis to allow objects of the same type to be spatially
coincident, thus facilitating the use of a single structure for the representation of multi-layer
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geo-data. A geometrie data type, m-dimensional container, or simply m-container, where m
E {0,1,2} was introduced to model spatial coincidence among objects of the same geometric
type. Thus a 0-container represents spatially coinciding J point objects from J layers, a 1container represents (part of) K line objects from K layers and a 2-container represents (part
of) L areaobjects from L layers,whereLis themaximum numberof layers andJ and Kmay
each be less than or equal to L.
By introducing the container data type, overlapping sections across the layers are uniquely
identified such that they have their own individual geometric data and non-spatial data apart
from those inherited from the overlapping objects; they can then be maintained and
manipulated by a DBMS just like single objects. Thus it is easier to include them in
aggregation and association abstractions, thereby improving spatial analyses in GIS.
Using graph theory as a mathematical tool, the three container types are then represented by
topologie primitives arc and node. A node defines one 0-container and/or beginning or end
of an arc while an arc defines (part of) one 1-container and/or (part of) boundary of a 2container. The arc is defined by one start node and one end node, and a node is defined by
a coordinate triplet X,Y,Z.
Thus eight basic geometric data types are defined to represent geo-data from multiple map
layers,namelyarea,line,point,2-container, 1-container,0-container,arc,andnode.Eachdata
type plays some specific roles in the model. The area, line and point data types abstractly
represent terrain objects, whereby each terrain object in the application is mapped into one
of the three types during implementation. The mapping can be one-to-one or one-to-many,
depending onthecomplexity (shape)of theterrainobject, e.g.,atwo-dimensional object with
a connected boundary and interior will be mapped to one elementary area object type while
atwo-dimensional object with disconnected boundaries andinteriors willbemappedinto two
or more elementary area objects. These related elementary objects will then be aggregated to
reconstruct the parent (original) object during query.
One of the attributes of each of the three object types should be the thematic class of the
object. Although the thematic aspects of objects were given less attention here, the model
does notpreclude therepresentation of thematic data.During implementation (when thematic
attributes of objects are identified) the thematic data can be arranged in a hierarchic manner
as proposed in §3.2.1 and §3.4.1
The m-container, m e {0,1,2}, models spatial coincidence among elementary objects of
corresponding spatial dimension asexplained above.Apartfrom the attribute values inherited
from the spatially coinciding objects, an m-container data type can have additional attributes
asrequired bythe user. Arcand node,as stated above,playtherolesof geometric descriptors
in the model.
An integration of the DMMVM with the TIN-DTM was described in §3.5.The integrated
model provides a unified representation of multi-valued terrain object data and terrain relief
information in a flexible manner. The position of an object can thus be given in 2D or 3D;
when defined in 2D, the height value will be interpolated from the DTM subsystem.
The philosophy behind this integrated approach to spatial data modelling is based on two
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main considerations:
(1) Although data acquisition is usually layer-oriented, subsequent analyses often require
integration of data from more than one layer, leading to ad hoc overlay computations. The
model presented here can be used to organize the result of an initial overlay of all relevant
layers which will subsequently be used for future single-valued or multi-valued queries.
(2) Most of the skeleton of a DTM is usually contained in terrain objects such as rivers,
roads, lakes, etc.; with the importance of DTM in spatial analyses, it is apparently more
efficient to integrate planimetrie and elevation models. Thus objects in the object-base will
contribute to the generation of a DTM with high fidelity while the DTM supports the objectbase, e.g., when updating via mono-plotting techniques, to provide height information for
objects whose Z values could not be determined during the data collection phase, and to
provide relief information in general.
It has been shown here that the DMMVM can be extended to handle DTM information, but
this will not be elaborated further in this thesis.Additional information on the integration of
the DMMVM and DTM can be found in Kufoniyi et al (1994),Kufoniyi and Pilouk (1994),
Pilouk and Kufoniyi (1994), and Kufoniyi and Bouloucos (1994). Subsequent chapters will
focus only on the DMMVM. The translations of the DMMVM to prototype relational and
object-oriented database structures are given inchapter 7.The topologie spatial relationships
supported by the DMMVM are formally derived in the next chapter; they will be used as
tools in chapters 5 and 6for the provision of consistency rules to guide updating operations.
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MODELLING TOPOLOGIC RELATIONSHIPS INVECTORMAPS
In chapter three, a conceptual data model for multi-valued vector maps was proposed. The
model described how the geometric and attribute data of objects from different map layers
can beorganized inastructure.Partof anobject's geometric data arethe spatial relationships
between the object and other objects. They often serve as the main tool for intelligent
analyses and processing in GIS. The relationships can be grouped into three main types
(Kainz, 1990):
(1) Topologie spatial relationships: these are the relationships which remain invariant under
certain topologie transformations such as rotation, shift and scaling. Examples are
neighbourhood and connectivity.
(2) Spatial order relationships: these concern the representation of the concepts of inclusion
and containment of spatial objects using partially ordered sets and lattices based on
mathematical order theory.
(3) Metric spatial relationships which cover the concepts of distance and direction.
Themainfocus inthisthesisis thefirst group:topologie spatialrelationships.They give more
detailed spatialrelationships than the spatial order set (Kainz, 1990).Themetric relationships
are normally computed from the database using the coordinates of objects. For example, the
metric relationship distance (euclidean) between twopoint objects Aand B whose positions
are respectively defined in a 3D cartesian space as XA, YA, ZA and XB, YB, Zg will be
computed using the formula
distance(A,B) = sqrt((XB-XA)2 + (YB-YA)2 + (ZB-Z A ) 2 )
All topologie relationships among objects can normally be derived through the use of
coordinate information and analysis, but this approach will slow down operations in the
system.
In topologie data structures, most of the topologie relationships are implicitly or explicitly
represented and can be derived byqueries.However, it isuseful to formalise the elementary
(basic) set supported by acertain datamodelinorder toknowa-priori theinformation content
of the database. The elementary set can then be translated into basic topologie operators as
a fundamental step towards the establishment of an active (dynamic) spatial database. In
general,thetopologie operators willbeuseful for the following operations inanactive vector
GIS:
(1) On-line building of topology such that if the geometry of an object changes, topology is
automatically updated.Also,complex topologierelationships andotherimplicitly represented
relationships can be dynamically derived.
(2) Dynamic checking of spatial consistencies as a step towards consistency enforcement.
(3)Dynamicbuildingofaconsistentmulti-valuedvectormapfrom twoormore single-valued
vector maps.
(4) As tools for constructing complex objects from elementary ones.
This chapter describes the formal derivation of the topologie relationships in vector maps
based on the data model proposed in the preceding chapter. The "9-intersection" formalism
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(Egenhofer and Herring, 1992) (see §4.1) was used for the derivation. The relationships are
defined at two levels: first, among the elementary objects (object topology), and second,
among the topologie primitives, arcs and nodes (geometric-primitive topology). The
algorithms for detecting theparticular relationship (from the possible set)thatexists between
anypairof objects are alsoformalised. The application of thederived topologie relationships
in automated consistency validation and updating of the geometric structure of vector maps
is proposed in the next chapter.
The importance of topologie relationships in GIS has made it an active research topic. For
example, Molenaar (1991a) defined the topologie relationships among data types in the FDS
atthreelevels.Thefirstcomprises asetof semantically definedrelationshipsamongthe three
elementary objects (point, line and area) in single-valued vector maps (see Figure 4.1). The
second level consists of the linksprovided by the graph structure of vectormaps between the
geometric primitives and the objects. The third consists of the connectivity among the
geometric primitives (arc and node).
islandin

branchesof

( Pointobject )
Figure 4.1 Topologie relationships among elementary objects (Molenaar, 1991a)
Also,Pullar andEgenhofer (1988) applied thepoint-set topology (Vaidyanathaswamy, 1960)
to define six minimal set of binary relationships (disjoint, meet, overlap, concur, commonbounds and equals) between two one-dimensional intervals (line segments).
The point-set approach has been formalised as a mathematical framework for the derivation
of topologie relationships between n-dimensional objects by using either the "4-intersection"
model (Egenhofer andHerring, 1990)or the "9-intersection" model (Egenhofer andHerring,
1992). The former distinguishes two parts of an object, the interior and boundary, and
evaluates the set intersection between each part of one object and each part of a second
object The9-intersection extends this by including theexteriorcomponent of an object. This
approach has become popular among researchers for deriving topologie relationships, e.g.,
Egenhofer andFranzosa (1991),HadzilacosandTryfona (1992),HoopandOosterom (1992),
Egenhofer and Al-Tahar (1992),Pigot (1991),Clementini et al (1993),Kufoniyi et al (1993,
1994) and Molenaar et al (1994). The 9-intersection model is used in this thesis to analyze
the topologie relationships in the DMMVM.
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4.1 The9-IntersectionFormalism forModellingTopologieRelationships
Egenhofer and Herring (1992) proposed the 9-intersection model for formalising binary
topologie relationships between two arbitrary objects. The model was based on point-set
theory of algebraic topology. In the model, an object, Oj, is represented as a point-set
consisting of thefollowing threecomponents (subsets):theboundary setofO,represented by
dO„ the interior set of 0 ( represented by °0, and the exterior set of Ojrepresented by ~Oj
With thethreecomponentsofapoint-setidentified, themodellingproceedswiththe following
three main operations:
Step One:Evaluate the set intersections (n) between the boundary, interior and exterior of
onepoint-setO, andtheboundary, interior andexterior of thesecondpoint-set 0 2 . This gives
a 9-intersection configuration as shown in Figure 4.2

ao,n302 dOin°02 3O,nn02
°0,nao2 °0,n o 0 2 °0,n-0 2
T),nao2 T>,n°02 T>,n-02
Figure 4.2 The 9-Intersection configuration
Each element in the nine-element tuple is evaluated as empty, denoted 0 , or non-empty,
denoted -0. This gives a total of 512 (29) mutually exclusive candidate binary topologie
relationships between the two arbitrary objects.
Step Two: Eliminate from' the 512 the topologically impossible relationships. Rules are
defined for the elimination, based on the definition of object types in the embedding data
model.
Step Three: Combine the topologically similar relationships in the result of step two. Two
relations are topologically similar if they share the same boundary-boundary, interior-interior
andexterior-exteriorspecifications,buthaveoppositeboundary-interiorandinterior-boundary,
and/or boundary-exterior and exterior-boundary, and/or interior-exterior and exterior-interior
specifications.
The third step will yield the topologically consistent set of mutually exclusive candidate
binary relationships between the two objects.
This formalism is applied here to derive the topologie relationships between objects and
between geometric primitives in the DMMVM.

4.2 Topologie Relationships in VectorMaps
4.2.1 Relationships among the elements of a planar graph
In chapter three, vector maps are modelled as a planar graph. The relationships among the
elements of this graph, i.e., nodes, arcs and faces, can be defined with a limited number of
relational functions (Molenaar et al, 1994) as follows.
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Nodes and arcs
The following relationships can be defined between nodes and arcs:
Arc a,has node n,as the begin node
Arc a,has node nk as the end node

-» Begin[at, n}]=1
-» Endla^ nj = 1

If loops are not allowed:

and

Beging, nj = 1
End(ait nj = 1

-» End[ait nß = 0
-» Begin[ait nj = 0

So arcs will have distinct begin and end nodes. Whether ^ is a node of arc a, can be
investigated by the function:
N[Oi, nj =Beging, nß +End[aitn-l
If
If

N[a„ nj] = 1then n^is a node of a,
N[aj, nj] = 0 then this is not the case.
The degree of a node can be found through:
Degree(nj) = li(N[ai,nj ])

Arcs and faces
Each arc will always have one face at its lefthand side and one at its righthand side. These
relationships will be expressed by the following functions:
Arc a,has face F, at its left-hand side -» Le[ait Fa] = 1
For any F„* F, we get then Leia^, Fb] = 0
Arc aj has face F, at its right-hand side -> Ri[Oj, Fa] = 1
and again for F b *• F, we get then Ri[aj, Fb] = 0
If an arc a,is part of the border of Fa then only one of the functions Ri and Le is equal to 1
for a,, but not both. So if we define the function:
B[Qi,FJ =Le[ak, FJ +Rifr, Fa]
then when ajis part of the boundary of F, we find B[at, Fa] = 1.
The boundary of F, is:
dFa= {N., AJ with Aa = {a./ B[a., FJ = 1}and
Nacontains the nodes of the arcs of Aa
"."standsfor an unspecified index value.
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The arcs that make up the border of a face form apolygon (i.e., a closed chain of arcs). So
for any arc ai that is part of a polygon in a planar graph there are only two faces, so that
B[a,,F.] = 1, for all other faces B[at, F.] = 0.
If an arc ajis part of a polygon then it is
not possible that there is any face F. for
whichB[at, F.] - 2. If an arc a,does not
belong to a polygon then there must be
a face F.for which B[a(, F.] = 2. In this
case there are two possible relationships
between an arc aj = {nb, n e } and 3F„
see figure 4.3:

Figure 4.3: Relationships between an arc on a
face and the boundary.

the arc is not directly connected
to the boundary:
nb, nei N„
the arc is connected to the boundary through one node:
nb e Na or nte Na
Nodes and faces

If the degree of a node n, is Degree[n,] = 0, then it is not related to an arc. In that case it
must be contained inside a face F„; this relationship will be expressed by:
ISIN[ni,FJ

=l

If Degree[nj] *• 0, then there is some arc ajfor which N[ajt nt] * 0. This arc will be related
to some face through one of the relationships explained above; the relationship between the
node and that face is then established through the arc.
Face to face
For face Fj with a boundary brF1 = {N,, A,} as defined above, and F 2 with 3F2= {N2, A 2 ),
there are four possibilities for the intersection of these subgraphs, see Figure 4.4:
a.

O

notconnected

D.

touch

c

adjacent

a.

combination
ofb. andc.

Figure 4.4: Geometric connections between two faces
there is no geometric connection if there are no common nodes or arcs; thus:
N,r\N2=0
and A,n A2= 0
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the objects touch if there are one or more common nodes but no common arcs; thus:

N,nN2*0

and A,n A2= 0

the objects areadjacentif there areoneor more common arcs,but nocommon nodes
that do not belong to the common arcs; in that case the objects also have the nodes
of these arcs in common, so it is sufficient to state that: A,n A2* 0
the objects have a combination of the touch and adjacency relationships; that means
there are common nodes that do not belong to the common arcs.
4.2.2 Topologie Relationships at Object Level
4.2.2.1 Elementary Objects in the data model.
The 9-intersection model requires the definition of the boundary, and interior and exterior
components of an object To define these components for the three object types (point, line
and area) in vector maps, the definitions of the three types (see §3.4.5) are reformulated in
terms of the relational functions of §4.2.1 as follows.
Elementary Area Objects
The geometry of an object of this typeisrepresented byoneor more adjacent faces. If a face
F, is part of an area object AO,, this will be represented by:
Partof[Fa,AOjl = /
The relationships between arcs and area objects can be found via their relationship with the
faces by:
Le[ait AOfl = Max^Lela» FJ*Partof[Fa, AOfJ)
Rifc, AOf] =MaxFJRi[aj, FJ*Partof[Fa, AOß)
and
B[üi, AOf] =Lefa, AOf] +Ri[at, AOs]
The boundary of AOf represented by dAOf, is defined by the subgraph (Nf, A,) where
Af = {aJ B[Oi, AOf] = 1} and
TV} = {nlt n2, ...., nj contains the nodes of these arcs.
The interiorof anareaobject °AOfisdefined byits faces minusdAOf.For anelementary area
object these should be adjacent so that if we eliminate the arcs ajwith B[a;, AOf] =2 from
the graph, then the object would be represented by exactly one face.
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ElementaryLine Objects
When an arc ^ is part of a line object LO„ this can berepresentedby:
Partoffa, LOJ = 1;if the arc is not apart of theline object this function will have the value
= 0.
An elementary line object type can then be pragmatically defined as any ID spatial object,
LO„ geometrically defined by the subgraph G,= {N„ A,} where
A, = {aJPartofldi, LOJ = 1} is the set of arcs defining the geometry of LO, and
N, = {n„ n2, ..... nj contains the nodes of these arcs.
Exactly two of the nodes of N,have Degree,(n) = 1;these are the endpoints and they
constitute the boundary, 3LO„ of the line object
All other nodes in the set N,have Degree,(n) = 2; with the arcs in A,they form the
interior of the line object.
Elementary Point Objects
An instance of this type is always elementary and is any point object POp geometrically
represented by a single node ^ where n, e N; this will be expressed as:
Reprlnit POJ - 1;if the nodedoes notrepresentthisobject the valueof the function will be
= 0.
A point object has no interior; n,is the boundary of the point.

Boundary, Interior and Exterior of Elementary Objects
Basedonthesedefinitions, theboundary, interior andexteriorofeach of thethree elementary
object types are defined in Table 4.1 . The universal set of points defining the map is
represented by U.

Table 4.1.1 boundary, interior and exterior of elementary objects
Object
Type

Boundary(3)

Interior(°)

Exterior(")

Point(P)

aP=npIRepr[np,P]=l

Nointerior point (undefined)

-P = O-3P

Line(L)

aL={njeNLIDegree,.(ni)=l}

°L=GL -3L= {(NL-9L), AL}

X =O -(dLu °L)

Area(R)

3R=Gr(N„A,)
A^IB^R]^}
Nr={njIN[ai,nj]=l,ai6Ar}

°R= {FiIPartof[Fi,R]=l}-9R

-R = U -OR u °R)
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4.2.2.2 Deriving the Relationships
For n number of elementary objects, there are n2 groups of binary topologie spatial
relationships among them, each group consisting of 512 mutually exclusive candidates. It is
assumed that the order of the objects in the n by n combinations will not be relevant, so
because of their symmetry the number of groups reduces to (n(n+l))/2. For the three
elementary objects, there are thus six groups of candidate relationships, namely Area/Area,
Area/Line, Area/Point, Line/Line, Line/Point and Point/Point.
Toeliminatethetopologically impossiblerelationshipsfrom the512candidatesofeach object
combination, rules were defined as illustrated with the following three examples. First, two
assumptions were made: (1) all objects are embedded in the same closed geographic space
(similar to a project areain mapping); (2)a situation where only two complementary objects
occupy the whole region does not exist.
Rule 1: Based on the two assumptions above, the exteriors of two arbitrary objects must
always intersect.
Rule 2: Considering a point object (p) and a line object (1),
dp n 31 = -10 =>dp n °1 = 0 and dp m = 0
Rule 3:Since the interior of a point object is undefined, all intersections between the point's
interior and any of the three components of the second object must be empty.
Furthermore,thetopologierelationshipswhicharenotconsistentwiththeDMMVM,although
topologically possible under adifferent object definition, areeliminated. Thereare two cases
in this category. The first case deals with single-valued vector maps while the second deals
with multi-valued vector maps. After eliminating the topologically impossible set (using the
defined rules) and those that are not consistent with the embedding data model (DMMVM),
the resulting consistent relationships and their intersection configuration for the six object
combinations are presented in Table 4.2.
The graphic representations of therelationships are given in Figures 4.7 to 4.10. No attempt
at linguistic definition of the relationships is made; rather, each of them is coded as the
decimal conversion of the binary number corresponding to its relationship. This is because
relationships with the same topologie structure (9-intersection configuration) will have
different names in different contexts. For example, while therelationship coded as r220 can
be interpreted as overlap for area/area and line/line, the topologie overlap for point/point is
defined by r272.Thisdifficulty has alsobeen acknowledged by Mark andEgenhofer (1994).
For the distinct coding,empty intersection is interpreted as bit value 0 and non-empty as bit
value 1. Thus, relation r511 (111111111 in binary digits) represents a tuple where all nine
intersections arenon-empty.Likewise,rOOO (000000000)represents therelationship in which
all nine intersections areempty. The structure of the nine-field tupleisin thefollowing form:

30,n802 0 0,n°0 2 °0,n302dOin°02T>,nno23O,nn02°Otn-X>2 -0,nao2 -0,n°0 2
Thenumberofrelationships foreachobject combination canbefurtherreducedbycombining
the topologically similar ones (e.g., rl79 and r220 between two area objects) in Table 4.2.
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Theresult of thiscombination is thelimited numberof topologierelationshipsin vector maps
shown in Table 4.3.
Notethatthe9-intersection modelimproves onthe4-intersection model(usingonly boundary
and interior parts) (Egenhofer and Franzosa 1991), because relationships which cannot be
differentiated in the latter model can now be distinguished, e.g., relationships r252,r253 and
r255 between an area and a line object will be the same relationships in the 4-intersection
model.However, the 9-intersection model can still not eliminate all ambiguities in the types
of relationships. For example, Figure 4.5 shows two (semantically) different spatial
relationships, but they are topologically equal in the 9-intersection model. Both cases are
defined by the same relationship r287. Thus additional measures, such as the dimension of
intersection, must be applied to resolve this type of ambiguity. But by basing the realization
of therelationships ontheelementary setandtherelationalfunctions defined for the elements
of a planar graph (§4.2.1), this ambiguity can be taken care of. All simple and complex
object-level topologie relationships can then be derived from this elementary set.
However, the use of the elementary relationships between the elements of a planar graph
assumes that the geometry of the map is consistent, i.e., all the conventions relating to
geometry (see §3.2.3and §3.4.4) areobserved. Aninconsistent geometry can bedetected by
checking the topologie relationship between the geometricprimitives (arcandnode),e.g., by
checking whether two arcs intersect without a node at the intersection point or whether two
nodes overlap. Therefore, it is beneficial to also formalize the relationships between the
geometricprimitives.Rulescanthenbemadetoresolveanyinconsistency thatmayarise.The
relationships among the geometric primitives are presented in the next subsection.
vectormaps

Table4.2:Topologie relationships between twosimpleobjects 0 , and 0 2 in
Relation

Intersection

A/A

A/L

A/P

L/L

UP

P/P

aa °° °a a ° — a - °- -a -°
r026

0 0 0 0 1 1 0 10

-

-

-

-

-

Yb

r030

0 0 00 1 1

1 1 0

-

-

Yb

-

Yb

-

r031

0 00 0 1 1

111

Yb

Yb

-

Yb

-

-

r063

0 0 0 11

1 1 1

-

Yb

-

Yb

-

-

r092

0 0 10 1 1 10 0

-

-

Yb

-

Yb

-

r095

0 0 10 1 1

1 1 1

-

-

-

Yb

-

-

rl27

0 0 1 1 1

1

1 1 1

-

-

-

Yb

-

-

rl59

0 10 0 1 1

1 1 1

-

-

-

Yb

-

-

rl79

0 10 11

0 0 11

Ym

-

-

Ym

-

-

rl91

0 10 11

1

-

Yb

-

Yb

-

-

r220

0 1 1 0 1 1 10 0

Ym

Yb

-

Ym

-

-

1

1 1 1
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1 1 1

-

-

-

Yb

-

-

0 1 1 1 1

1 10 0

-

Yb

-

-

-

-

r253

0 1 1 1 1

1 10 1

-

Yb

-

-

-

-

r255

0 1 1 1 1

1

-

Yb

-

Ym

-

-

r272

10 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

-

-

-

-

-

Ym

r277

10 0 0 1 0 10 1

-

-

-

Yb

-

-

r279

10 0 0 1 0

Yb

-

-

-

-

r284

10 00 1 1 10 0

-

-

Yb

-

Yb

-

r285

10 0 0 1 1 10 1

Yb

Yb

-

-

-

-

r287

10 0 0 1 1

1 1 1

Yb

Yb

-

Yb

-

-

r311

10 0 11 0

1 1 1

-

-

-

Yb

-

-

r316

10 0 11

1 10 0

-

Yb

-

-

-

-

r317

10 0 11

1 10 1

-

Yb

-

-

-

-

r319

10 0 11

1

1 1 1

-

Yb

-

-

-

-

r349

10 10 1 1 10 1

-

-

-

Yb

-

-

r373

10 1 1 1

-

-

-

Yb

-

-

r400

1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

Ym

-

-

Ym

-

-

r412

1 1 0 0 1 1 10 0

-

Yb

-

-

-

-

r415

1 1 0 0 1 1

1 1 1

-

-

-

Yb

-

-

r435

1 1 0 1 1 0

0 11

Ym

-

-

Ym

-

-

r439

1 1 0 11

0

1 1 1

-

-

-

Yb

-

-

r444

1 1 0 11

1 10 0

-

Yb

-

-

-

-

r445

1 1 0 11

1 10 1

-

Yb

-

-

-

-

r447

1 1 0 11

1

-

Yb

-

-

-

-

r476

1 1 1 0 1 1 10 0

Ym

Yb

-

Ym

-

-

r477

1 1 1 0 1 1 10 1

-

-

-

Yb

-

-

r501

1 1 1 1 1

0 10 1

-

-

-

Yb

-

-

r508

1 1 1 1 1

1 10 0

-

Yb

-

-

-

-

r509

1 1 1 1 1

1 10 1

-

Yb

-

-

-

-

r511

1 1 1 1 1

1

Yb

-

-

-

-

-

r223

0 1 1 0 1 1

r252

1 1 1

1 1 1

0 10 1

1 1 1

1 1 1
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The symbols in Table 4.2 are as follows
- (dash) = not applicable
Yb = allowed in both single-valued and multi-valued vector maps
Ym = allowed only in multi-valued vector maps
4.2.3 Relationships Among Geometric Primitives
Two geometric primitives are usedin the DMMVM: arc and node.The thirdprimitive, face,
wasnotrequiredfor themodelling in2Dtopologie spacebecause,sinceplanarity is enforced,
every arc will have aface on either side, and since a face will always represent a 2D terrain
object, the arc can reference the object directly (see §3.1.1). Thus there are three groups of
binary topologierelationships among theprimitives,namely arc/arc,arc/node and node/node.
The definitions of the boundary, interior and exterior components of a node are similar to
those of a point object defined above. The boundary of the arc,denoted 3a, is defined by its
twoend-nodes.Theinterior, denoted °a,consists of the setof pointsof the arc,excluding the
boundary points. Since the arc is defined here as a straight line segment, the interior points
are not explicitly represented but can be derived by interpolation. The exterior of the arc,
denoted ~a, = U - (3a u °a).
Applyingthesameprocedureasinobject-level topology,thetopologierelationships inFigure
4.11 for the two topologie primitives are derived. The "r..." (e.g., r031) represents the code
of a relationship and the binary value in parenthesis (e.g., 000011111) is the 9-intersection
value of therelationship. The components of the 9-intersection are ordered as in object-level
topology (see §4.2.2.2).The asterisked relationships in the figure are not consistent with the
DMMVM and can therefore not be detected by simple query. Actually, they can occur only
before aconsistent vectormap,basedontheDMMVM,isconstructedi.e.,duringtheprocess
ofdatabasecreation andupdating.Thustheycan bedetectedonly bycomputational geometry,
using coordinate information. They are necessary for two purposes: (1) to detect geometric
inconsistency in the database and (2) for on-line geometric updating of the database. These
are further explained in the next chapter. Note that at this level, the same situation holds for
both single-valued and multi-valued vector maps because each primitive (arc or node) must
have aone-to-one link with anm-containerintheDMMVM (e.g.,one arcrepresents (part of)
just one 1-container).
Table 4.3 Number of allowed object level topologie relationships in vector maps
Object Combination

Total allowed in SVVM

Total allowed in MVVM

Area/Area (A/A)
Area/Line (A/L)
Area/Point (A/P)
Line/Line (1VL)
Line/Point (IVP)
Point/Point (P/P)

3
19
3
12
3
1

7
19
3
16
3
2
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4.3 Algorithms for Detecting theExisting TopologieRelationship
Only one of the candidate relationships derived in §4.2.2.2 can exist between two objects at
any one time. This section describes how to detect the existing relationship between two
objects in avectormap.Generally, topologierelationships betweenobjects stored in a spatial
database can be derived in two ways:
(1)through computational geometry, for non-topologicdata structures andduringthe process
of creating or updating a topologie database, and
(2) through query, for topologie data structures.
In topologie data structures such as the FDS and the DMMVM, most of the topologie
relationships supported will be implicitly represented. Those that would require the use of
computational geometry are usually represented explicitly so that they can be retrieved
without the use of coordinate information (e.g., point-in-polygon). Deriving the implicit
relationships in a spatial database using conventional database management system (DBMS)
may require some programming effort by the user because the query language of the DBMS
often lacks spatial operators. Provision of fundamental spatial operators in a spatial query
languagetodetecttheelementary topologierelationships willimprovetheperformance of the
information system. This section outlines how the topologie relationships among objects
formalized in §4.2.2 can be realised in a graph-structured vector map. The outlines can be
formulated into topologie relationship operators as a software module in an operational GIS.
The relationships between any two elements of a graph were described in §4.2.1. By
analyzing these relationships and the set intersection between the subgraphs GP(NP,AP) and
GQ(NQ, AQ) of two arbitrary elementary objects P and Q, the existing topologie relationship
between thetwoobjects can bedetected. Theanalyses whichcan betranslated (programmed)
into an overloaded spatial operatorRelation(P,Q) (where P and Q arerelated to the relevant
object type at run-time, i.e., late binding) consist of the following six main operations.
(1)

Evaluate AP n AQ
Setintersection,i.e.,evaluatewhethertherearecommonand/ordifferent elements between AP and AQ; this will indicate the possible types of relationships to further
examine,e.g., considering P and Q as area objects, an empty setreduces the possible
types to r031,rl79 and r220 see Figure 4.7

(2)

Evaluate NPn NQ
Set intersection: to check whether some nodes arecommon toboth P andQ. If P and
Q have some arcs in common, it implies that they have the nodes of those arcs in
common. But they can also have some nodes in common irrespective of whether or
not they have common arcs (e.g., see Figures 4.4b, c and d). This is useful, for
example, to determine whether P and Q intersect, overlap with common boundaries
or touch.

(3)

Determine Degree(n) Vrçe NPn N ö with respect to subgraphGP u GQ
(This helps to detect differences among similar relationships, e.g., a line object that
branches off another line object will have a common node of degree 3, while
intersecting (crossing) line objects will have a common node of degree 4.)
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(4a)
( b)
( c)

(5a)
( b)
( c)

(6)

Evaluate whether 3 a&AP 3BlaitQ]=0
(i.e., whether any arc of P lies in the exterior of Q.)
Evaluate whether 3 ajeAP BB[aj,Q]=l
(i.e., whether any arc of p is part of Q's boundary.)
Evaluate whether 3 akeAP 3B[ak,Q]=2
(i.e., whether any arc of P lies in Q's interior.)
The three operations give further indication of the type of relationship, e.g., if each
of the sets derived in a, b and c is not empty with respect to two area objects, it
implies avariantof therelationshipr511 (seeFigure4.7).They arenecessary for only
area/area and area/line combinations.
Evaluate whether 3 aßAQ 3B[a„P]=0
(i.e., whether any arc of Q lies in the exterior of P.)
Evaluate whether 3 an<zAQ 3B[a„,P]=l
(i.e., whether any arc of Q is part of P's boundary.)
Evaluate whether 3 aneAQ BB[an,P]=2
(i.e., whether any arc of Q lies in P's interior.)
The operations performed for P in 4a, b and c are repeated for Q when dealing with
two area objects. Operation 4 alone will suffice in the case of the area/line object
combination.
Evaluate °P n NQ
(i.e., whether a node of Q lies in the interior part of P; required for only area/point
combination)

The third operation will return a list of integer values indicating the degrees of node r^, the
sixth operation willreturn true (T)orfalse (F),whileother operations areevaluated as empty
(0) or not empty, with the elements of the set being kept for further analysis if necessary.
Not all the six operations will be required for each object combination. In some cases, the
occurrence of an operation may already be implied by aprevious one.For instance,°P n NQ
= T =*B[aj,Q]=2 where P = areaobject andQ = lineobject, and AP n AQ*• 0 =>NP n NQ
* 0 . Also,for any pointobject Q, AQ=0 ; henceoperations 1,4and 5willnotbe applicable
for combinations involving point objects, i.e., Area/Point, Line/Point and Point/Point. In
addition, operation 6 is required only for Area/Point combination to determine if a point
object is topologically inside an area object. This relationship can be expressed by the following function, where P = area object and Q = point object:
NQ n °P = Repr[nq,OJ*ISIN[nq,FJ*Partof[F„P] where F, = face a.
NQ n °P = 1=>point object is inside area object, and NQ n °P = 0 means it is not.
The input into the procedure Relation(P,Q) will be the geometric primitives of objects P and
Q and the return value will be the existing topologie relationship between P and Q.
The relevant operations for each object combination are elaborated in the following
subsections.
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4.3.1 Detecting Topologie Relationship Between Two Area Objects
The following expressions should be determined in order to detect the existing relationship
between two area objects in our model. In the expressions, Vi represents the return value of
the expression while the other terms are as defined above.
(1) VI = AP n AQ
i.e., VI is a set containing the set of arcs which are common to both P and Q
(2) V2 = AP - VI
i.e., V2 is a set containing the set of arcs which define geometry of P only
(3) V3 = AQ - VI
i.e., V3 is a set containing the set of arcs which define geometry of Q only
(4) V4 = NP n NQ
i.e., V4 is a set containing the set of nodes which are common to both P and Q
(5) V5 = {a,e AP 3 Bfa^Q] = 0}
i.e., the set of arcs of P which intersect the exterior part of Q.
( 6 ) V 6 = { a J e AP 3 B^.Q] = 1}
i.e., the set of arcs of P which are part of boundary of Q.
(7) V7 = {a, e AP 9 B ^ O J = 2}
i.e., the set of arcs of P which intersect interior part of Q (this is possible only in a
multi-valued vector map; a non-empty set in a single-valued map indicates inconsistency).
(8) V8 = {a,e AQ 3 B[a,,P] = 0}
i.e., set of arcs of Q which intersect the exterior part of P.
(9)V9 = {a m e AQ 3 B[a«fl = 1}
i.e., the set of arcs of Q which are part of boundary of P.
(10) V10 = { a „ 6 A Q 3 Bta^P] = 2}
i.e., setof arcs of Q which intersect interiorpart ofP (this ispossible only in amultivalued vector map; a non-empty set in a single-valued map indicates inconsistency).
Each expression is evaluated as empty (0) or non-empty (-0). The combined values of Vi,
i = 1,10, will be unique for each of the ten elementary topologie relationships, as indicated
by the examples in Table 4.4 (relate the examples with Figure 4.7).
Table 4.4 Values for some relationships between twoarea objects

Relation

VI

V2

V3

V4

V5

V6

V7

V8

V9

V10

r031

0

-0

-0

0

-0

0

0

-0

0

0

rl79

0

-0

-0

0

0

0

HZS

-10

0

0

r287 (touch as inFigure
4.5a)

0

-10

~®

-0

-0

0

0

-0

0

0

r287 (touch as inFigure
4.5b)

-0

-H0

-&> - 0

-0

-0

0

-10

-n0

0

"If condition then action" rules can then be formulated in the system based on the values of
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Vi for eachrelationship.Then, when it is requiredtofindanexistingrelationship,the values
of Vi will be computed for the object pair and compared with the predefined configuration
to ascertain which of the relationships holds.
Theprocedure canbefurther optimised byanalyzingtheimplication ofoneresult for thenext
operation. For instance, if VI * 0 and V2 = 0 and V3 = 0 , then Relation(P,Q) =r400 (i.e.,
equal) thus it is not necessary to evaluate the remaining expressions.
4.3.2 Detecting the Topologie Relationship Between an Area Object (P) and a
Line Object (Q)

(a) Two simpleareaobjects touching
atapoint
n

Todetecttheexistingrelationship between
an areaobject P and a lineobject Qin our
model, the following expressions should
be determined where VI, V2, V3 and V4
are as defined above. The eight expressions would be analyzed conjunctively to
determine theelementary relationship that
exists between the area object P and the
line object Q. These can be programmed
as spatial operators in the database.
(1) VI = AP n AQ
(2) V2 = AP - VI
(3) V3 = AQ - VI
(4) V4 = NP n NQ
(5) V5 = {aie AQ 3 Btai.Pl = 0}
i.e., set of arcs of Q which intersect the exterior part of P.
(6) V6 = [DegreeOO I {Nfa^nJ = 1 } ] ^
e V5 and i^ E N Q ;
3 14
13
(degree computed with respect to
(b)Thetwo objectstouchalong a line
the subgraph GPu GQ)
V6 is an array containing the deFigure4.5Topologierelationshipr287 (touch)
gree of each node ne. The minibetween two simple area objects
mum degree will be 1 and the
maximum will be 4 with two intermediate values 2 and 3.These should be analyzed
further to determine the location of the endpoints of the line object, e.g., two
occurrences of the minimum degree means thatthe twoendpoints of Q are located in
theexteriorof P;only one with minimum andonewithdegree 3willindicate thatone
endpoint of Q is outside of P and one is probably on the border (confirmed to be on
borderif V7isempty);oneminimum andonemaximumimpliesoneendpoint outside
and one probably inside of P (confirmed by analysis of V8); two nodes with degree
3 and others with degree 2 implies twoendpoints on border of P (confirmed if V7 is
empty); one node with degree 3 and one with maximum degree with others having
degree 2 implies one endpoint on border and one inside P (confirmed if V7 is not
empty); two nodes with maximum degree and others with degree 2 means the two
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endpoints are insideP.
(7)V7= {a,e AQ 9 B ^ P ] =2}
i.e., arcsof Qwhich intersect interiorpart ofP
(8)V8=[DegreeCnJ I{N[ak,nJ = 1}],a,,e V7andnee NQ
V8isanarraycontainingthedegreeofeachnoden,.. LikeV6,V8shouldbeanalyzed
further todetermine thelocation of theendpoints of the lineobject, e.g., twonodes
with minimum degree means that thetwoendpoints of Qarelocated in the interior
ofP;onlyoneminimumandonenodewithdegree3meansoneendpointofQinside
PandoneisprobablyontheborderofP(confirmed tobeonborderifV5isempty);
one minimum and one with maximum degree implies one endpoint inside andone
outside P; twonodes withdegree 3andothers with degree 2implies twoendpoints
on border of P (confirmed if V5 is empty); one node with degree 3 and one with
maximumdegreewithothershavingdegree2impliesoneendpointonborderandone
outsideP (confirmed ifV5isnotempty);twonodeswithmaximum andotherswith
degree2meansthetwoendpointsareoutsideP.
For example, let us assume that Figure 4.6 is
part of aconsistent vectormap(withnodes,say
nl and n2, created at the two points where the
roadintersectstheboundaryof soilal: nl introduced to decompose arcs (1,4) and (11,12)and
n2 to decompose arcs (2,3) and (12,13)). The
relationship betweenthesoilunit (areaobjectP)
and the road (line object Q) which is similar to
thequery "find theareaobject Pthroughwhich
the lineobject Qpasses", i.e., relationship rl91
(seeFigure4.8) gives VI =0 , V2=-.0,V3= F j 8 u r e 4-6- A n e w , i n e **>&** ^ r o a d )
- 0 , V4 = {nl,n2} (i.e.,-0 ), V5 = {(ll,nl), P assin 8 through existing area object
(n2,13)} (i.e., ->0), V6 (for only nodes 11,ni, (s0'1)
n2, 13 respectively)=[1,4,4, 1],i.e.,twonodes
with minimum degree hence endpoints outside, V7 = {(nl,12), (12,n2)}, V8 = [4, 2, 4]
(confirms thatthetwoendpoints areoutside).Comparethisresultwithrelationshipr447(as
representedinFigure4.8)whichisalmost similartorl91. Forr447,VI =0 , V2=-i0, V3
= - 0 , V4 = -i0, V5 = ->0, V6 = [4, 1] (confirms that one endpoint is outside and one
probably inside), V7 = -0, V8 = [3,2, .., 2, 4] (ie., one node with degree 3, one with
maximum degree andothers withdegree 2, henceoneendpoint onborderand oneoutside.
Notethatforbothrelationships,VI,V2,V3,V4,V5,andV7aresimilar,thedifference being
realised throughtheresultsandanalysesofV6andV8.Thuswhentranslatingtheeightsteps
intoa spatialoperatorfor area/line topology, theanalysesmust becarefully incorporated in
ordertodistinguish between seemingly similarrelationships.
4.33. DetectingTopologieRelationshipBetween Area ObjectandPoint Object
To determine the existingrelationshipbetween an area object P and a point object Q, the
following expressions,which area subsetof the stepsin §4.3,will suffice.
(1)VI =NPn NQ
i.e.,checkifnodeofQisanelementofthesetofnodesofP.SinceNQcontainsonly
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one element, VI will also contain one element if it is not empty. If VI is not empty,
it means that the relationship r284 (see Figure 4.10a) exists and the next step is not
required. If VI is empty, perform the next operation.
(2) V2 = °P n NQ
If V2 is true,it means the existence of r092 (see Figure 4.10a), while Boolean value
false meanstheexistenceof r030 (Figure4.10a).NotethatV2can bedetermined only
through computational geometry (e.g., using point-in-polygon algorithm) unless the
relationship is explicitly represented.
4.3.4. Detecting Topologie Relationship between Two Line Objects
Theexistingrelationship between twolineobjects PandQcan bedetectedwith the following
algorithm consisting of sixoperations tobe determined and analyzed. Vi,i=1,4is as defined
in §4.3.1.
(1)VI=A Pn A Q
(2)V 2=A P-VI
(3)V 3=A«,-V I
(4)V 4=N Pn N Q
(5) V5 = [Degreepdij), n,e V4]
V5 is an array containing the degree of each node njin GP
(6) V6 = [DegreeQ(nj), n,e V4]
V6 is an array containing the degree of each node ^ inGQ
The maximum degree of r^ in V5 and V6 will be 2 (indicating middle of line) and the
minimum will be 1 (indicating endpoint). By comparing the degree of nj in V5 and V6, it
should be possible to distinguish an intersection at the end of a line object or somewhere in
its middle (like a road branching off another compared with two crossing each other). The
combination of this with the values of Vi,i =1,4, can then be applied todetect the topologie
relationship between two elementary line objects.
For example, compare the values for the five relationships in Table 4.5 (relate with Figure
4.9)
Table 4.5 Values for some relationships between two line objects
Relation (see Figure 4.9)

VI

V2

V3

V4

r031

0

-0

-0

r095

0

-10

r220

-0

r400
r435

V5

V6

0

[]

[]

-0

-0

[2]

[1]

-10

0

-10

[2,2]

[1,1]

-0

0

0

-0

[1 H

[1 1]

-0

0

-0

-0

[1.1]

[1,2]
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4.3.5. Detecting Topologie Relationship Between a Line Object and a Point Object
Thefollowing twooperationswillsuffice todeterminetheexistingrelationshipbetween aline
object P and a point object Q:
(1) VI = NP n NQ
(2) V2 = Degree,^), nj e VI
V2 is computed only if VI is notempty and it indicates whether the point lies in the middle
of thelineobject, wherein V2=2(relationshipr092,Figure4.10b),oratoneof itsendpoints,
wherein V2 = 1(relationship r284). If VI is empty, it indicates relationship r030.
4.3.6. Detecting Topologie Relationship Between Two Point Objects
Only one operation is required to determine the existing relationship between two point
objects, viz.
Determine VI = NP n NQ
If VI is empty, it indicates relationship r026 and non-empty set (with oneelement) indicates
r272 (see Figure 4.10c).

4.4 Summary
In this chapter, an extensive set of object-level topologie relationships in vector maps has
been derived using 9-intersection point-set algebraic topology. The topologie relationships
between geometric primitives were also derived; these can be combined with the graph
structure of the model and used as the elementary set from which the object-level
relationships are derived. Algorithms are then defined for detecting theoccurrence of any of
the elementary relationships for any object combination. The algorithms can be translated to
topologie operators and used for topologie queries, as well as a tool for detecting violation
of and enforcing geometric constraints. In the latter case, the topologie operators will serve
as detectors of inconsistencies. The return value of an operator will trigger the relevant rule
that will enforce consistency if violation occurs. The rules that will enforce the geometric
consistency are presented in the next chapter.
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Figure 4.7 Topologie relationships between two area objects
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Figure 4.8 Topologie relationships between an area object and a line object
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Figure 4.10 Topologie relationships between (a) an area object and a point object,
(b) a line object and a point object, (c) two point objects
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MONITORING AND ENFORCING INTEGRITY CONSTRAINTS IN
VECTOR MAPS
For every large data collection intended for repeated production of information, as in GIS,
controls must be installed to check that all incoming data or changes made to existing data
follow some pre-defined rules and do not contradict existing data in the database. Internal
contradictions in the data will cause retrieval of inconsistent information from the database,
which leads to users' lack of confidence in the data (Frank, 1984). The logical consistency
of data is in fact one of the main components of data quality in GIS, a constituent of
reliability. The other components of data quality are positional accuracy, attribute accuracy,
completeness andlineage(DCDSTF, 1988;Aronof, 1989).Likeothercomponents,itdeserves
serious attention in spatial databases, considering the fact that the major cost of setting up a
GIS arises from data acquisition. The logical consistency of thedata contained in a database
can be ensured by enforcing integrity constraints. Integrity refers tothe (logical) accuracy or
validity of data (Date, 1990). Consistency or integrity constraints are statements that must
always be true for data items in the database (Zdonic and Maier, 1990), i.e, they can be
regarded as conditions that a correct state of the database is required to satisfy.
Integrity constraints may exist indifferent forms, from simple (e.g., specifying that all object
identifiers must be represented by a four-byte positive integer),to more complex constraints
(e.g.,the boundary polygon'of a land parcel must beclosed and must abut aroad).While the
former can beenforced atrun-time bythe system,the latter hastobemonitoredand enforced
by some kind of user-defined consistency rules. Lack of data integrity can arise from many
different sources (Hughes, 1991),includingdataentry errors,logical errors inthe application
program, errors in system software which result in data corruption, and topologie errors.
Unfortunately, most commercial GIS software does not adequately support integrity
constraints -except for someconstraints on thedomain of object identifiers, key constraints,
orreferential constraints (Date, 1990;Hughes, 1991; Nassif et al, 1991; Kemppainen, 1992)and most integrity checking is still done by user-written procedural code. It ispreferable to
specify integrity constraints in a more declarative fashion so that the system can do the
checking.Furthermore,inspatialdatabases(whereterrainobjectsarethemainfocus), because
the objects do change with time, it is necessary to update the database, whereas updating
operations always imply the risk of disturbing data consistency. To prevent this, the
information system should be able to monitor its own consistency and to take measures to
preserve it (Molenaar, 1991c). Thus integrity enforcement is an important aspect of GIS
development.
In general, two types of integrity constraints can be distinguished (Nassif et al, 1991;
Hadzilacos and Tryfona, 1992):
(1) Static integrity constraints, which define the valid state of the database.
(2)Dynamic integrity constraints, which are theconditions on the allowable transitions from
one database state to another.
The static constraints areclosely related tothe structure and semantics of theembedding data
model, while the dynamic constraints relate mainly to the implementation domain, e.g., how
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a multi-user database is managed during an updating session. The focus in this thesis is on
the static consistency constraints.
In a spatial database, an important consideration for determining whether a database state is
correct or not is topology. For example, two neighbouring countries must have a common
border, two land parcels cannot overlap,every parcel must have access to aroad, etc,are all
topologie constraints. However, not all constraints are topologie. Some are specific to the
database model used for the implementation of a conceptual data model. For example, the
threetypesofintegrity constraintsin arelational databasemodel,namely (1)domain integrity
which specifies therangeof legalvaluesforeachfield inarelation,(2)intra-relationintegrity
which relates to the correctness of relationships among attributes of the samerelation and to
the preservation of key uniqueness, and (3) referential integrity constraints, which assert that
a reference in one data item indeed leads to another data item (e.g., when an arc is part of
a road, then a data item for that road must actually exist). Some DBMSs provide triggers to
helpenforce someofthesedatabasemodel-relatedconstraints,althoughmainlyforthedomain
integrity constraint. In general, to enforce consistency, actions can be initiated on access to
particular data items,either to check that the stated constraints hold or toperform additional
updates to bring the database to a state of consistency.
This thesis focuses on the provision of consistency rules for monitoring and enforcing static
geometricintegrityconstraintsunderupdatingoperationsinvector-structuredspatialdatabases,
using the DMMVM as a framework. The rules should ensure that the database state after an
update is a correct mirror of the reality that it models. This implies that the database is
assumed to beconsistent before an update operation. This assumption will holdwhere initial
databasecreation isalsoregardedasupdating,inthiscasefrom "zero-level"with enforcement
of consistency during data input. This approach has been adopted in this thesis.
The proposed consistency rules can be grouped into two classes, namely
(1) theconsistencyrulesfor thegeometric structureof thedatamodel,i.e., structural integrity
rules,
(2) consistency rules related to the application making use of the model, i.e., applicationdependent semantic integrity rules.
The simple constraints in the two groups - such as uniqueness of identifiers, unique
occurrence of instances of data types ~ can easily be checked and enforced during
implementation. These are related to the definition of acceptable values (domain) for the
identifiers, as well asrules for installation-wide uniqueness and existence of the identifiers.
Many systems do provide automatic immutable identification of objects (e.g., Postgres and
Arc/Info) together with indexing mechanisms to eliminate repeated identifiers where the
identifier is defined by the user. The user-defined identifiers are often mapped to one of the
system's base types, which are already provided with operators to reject non-valid values.
Thus these simple constraints will not be given attention in this thesis.
Inthefollowing section,constraintsinthefirst groupwillbeanalyzedwiththe corresponding
rules for monitoring and enforcing the constraints. The second group will be treated in §5.2.
An approach for their implementation is outlined in §5.3, with a summary in §5.4. The
topologie relationships formalized in the preceding chapter will play a major role in the
monitoring of the two groups of constraints.
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5.1 Structural Consistency Rules
Fromthebasicstructureofterrain objectsinfigure 3.2,thethreecomponentsofeachobject,
namely the object identifier and its two semantic characteristics (thematic and geometric),
representedinthedatabasedohavetheirindividualintegrityconstraints.Becauseobjectsfrom
different layers can overlap in space,the data type m-container wasintroduced touniquely
identify overlapping sections of objects; the geometric description of anobject is therefore
composedofthegeometryofitscomponentm-containers.Eachm-containerisgeometrically
described by the two (geometric) primitives, arc and node. These m-containers and the
geometricprimitivesalsohaveintegrityconstraintswhichmustbemonitoredandmaintained.
Inaddition,thereareconsistencyrulesforthefunctionalrelationshipsamongthesedatatypes.
Therefore, the structural consistency constraints for a vector map that is based on the
DMMVMcan be analyzedin different levelsof complexity as follows.
(1)Consistency rules for thegeometric primitives arc andnode.
(2)Consistency rulesfor thegeometric structureof m-containertypes.
(3)Consistency rule for theplanarity of themap(Eulerconstant)
(4)Consistency rulesfor the structure ofobject types
- rulesrelatedtothethematic component of objects,
- rules for thegeometric descriptions of objects.
(5) Consistency rules for the functionalrelationshipsamong the data types (node, arc,mcontainer, andobject).
5.1.1 Consistency Rulesfor theGeometricPrimitives
When thegeometry of aterrain object changesorwhen anewonehastobeinsertedinthe
database, it implies insertion, modification ordeletion of somearcsand nodes.Thismeans
that updating operations have to be performed on the set of arcs and nodes related to the
objectinamannerthatmaintainsthegeometricconsistencyofthedatabase,i.e.,inamanner
that preserves the topology of geometric primitives.This is the lowest level of consistency
rules for vector maps. It is the lowest level because updating of the geometric primitives
dependsonthebehaviourofm-containerswhoseupdatingdependsonthedynamicsofterrain
objects.Atthis level,thesystemshouldcheckthatconventions 3to6of §3.4.4are fulfilled
for each arcor nodeintroduced into thedatabase.
Conventions3and4canbeeasilyenforced duringthedatacollectionphase,i.e.,eachpoint
introducedshouldbetreatedasanodeandeachstraightlinesegmentshouldbetreatedasan
arc.Conventions 5and6aretopologieinnatureandcantherefore betranslatedbroadlyinto
thefollowing topologieconstraints,with anadditional onefornodes.
Geometric Primitive Constraint#1(GPC1): Nodes must not overlap
Geometric Primitive Constraint#2{GPC2): Arcs must notintersect
Geometric Primitive Constraint#3(GPC3): Arcsmustnotoverlap
Geometric Primitive Constraint#4 (GPC4): Anarcmust bedefined byonly two adjacent
node.
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The GPC_1 arises from the fact that there is a single-valued link between a node (geometric
primitive) and a O-container. In addition, because geometric primitives can be shared by
objects, anode thatdefines aO-containercan alsobe anodeof anarc,but withthe conditions
that only a single set of coordinates are kept for the node and the identifier must be unique.
Hence we still have the condition that two nodes may not overlap.This condition is violated
if the position of a new point coincides with that of an existing point. GPC_2 is a planarity
condition in graph theory which formed the basis of our model (see §3.1.1).GPC_3 is akin
toGPC_1 because an arc must have a single-valued link to a 1-containerand/or boundary of
a 2-container. The fourth arises because we treat every point as a node (see convention 3 in
§3.2.3) hence, when a new node (representing a new point object for instance) falls on an
existing arc (but not on its nodes) the existing arc must be decomposed.
Violation of any of the four conditions can be interpreted as an inconsistent topologie
relationship between twogeometric primitives.Toensure that theconstraints arenot violated
during database updating, an automated consistency rule for monitoring andenforcing them
must be provided. The strategy being proposed here is to use topologie relationships among
geometric primitives as "alerters" and to define the consistency operations that should be
performed by the system in response to each inconsistent topologie relationship in order to
maintain geometric consistency. In other words, when a geometric primitive is inserted into
the database, the consequent automated updating of the database involves two integrated
operations: (1)evaluation of thetopologie relationship between theprimitive and each of the
otherexistingprimitives,and (2)theresultoftheevaluation (typeofrelationship)triggers the
necessary consistency rules.
When GPC_1 is converted to a topologie relationship between geometric primitives (see
Figure 4.11), its violation implies one occurrence of the following set of relationships:
{r272(node,node), r284(arc,node), r287(arc,arc), r400(arc,arc),r435(arc,arc),r476(arc,arc)}.
Violation of GPC_2 means the occurrence of one of the following set of topologie
relationships: {r063(arc,arc),r095(arc,arc),rl59(arc,arc)} whileaviolation ofGPC_3implies
the existence of a member of the topologie relationship set {rl79(arc,arc), r220(arc,arc),
r255(arc,arc), r400(arc,arc), r435(arc,arc), r476(arc,arc)}. The fourth, GPC_4 is violated if
there is occurrence of a relationship e {r092(arc, node),r063(arc, arc),r095(arc, arc), rl79(arc, arc), r220(arc, arc), r255(arc, arc), r435(arc, arc), r476(arc, arc)}. The four topologie
constraints can therefore berepresented byanegation (using->) of the applicablerelationship,
e.g., -Tl59(arcl,arc2) means "two arcs must not intersect".
To detect these inconsistent topologie relationships, computational geometry must be used.
For instance,an algorithm similar to line intersection will be usedto check whether two arcs
intersect.
The consistency rules for monitoring and enforcing the three constraints as defined in
Kufoniyi et al (1993 and 1994) are described in the following section.
The rules can be translated into theIF conditionTHEN action convention as follows, using
relation r272(node, node) as an example.
If RelationfNewNode, OldNode) =r272
Then
do GP_Rule_l
The mandatory time to enforce the rules is during insertion of a geometric primitive. They
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can also be checked, optionally, at some defined intervals to validate the reliability of the
database.
Rules for enforcing consistency of the geometric primitives
The consistency operations that must be performed tomaintain the four constraints, GPC_1,
GPC_2, GPC_3, and GPC_4, during (geometric) updating are defined in Table 5.1. The
following notations are used in the table.
Let the universal set of arcs of the map berepresented by A where ai e A. Let A be further
subdivided into two subsets P and Q where P = set of arcs already existing in the database
and Q = set of new arcs to be inserted, i.e., A= P u Q. Note thatP and Qmust be mutually
exclusive 9 P n Q = 0 hence ai € P => ai « Q. In other words,if a new arc already has a
counterpart in the database, the new arc should not be accepted by the system; rather the
affected properties of the existing arc (brought by the new arc) should be only updated to
reflect the changes.
Let the universal set of nodes of the map = N 3 n e N.Let N be further subdivided into p
andq wherep = set of nodesexisting inthedatabase andq =setof new nodestobe inserted.
Hence, as in arcs, N = p u q and n e p =*n i q.
One existing arcis then defined byPI = (pl,p2) wherepi andp2arerespectively the starting
and ending nodes of the arc, while a new arc is represented by Ql = (ql,q2) where ql and
q2 are respectively the starting and ending nodes of the arc.
The fact that a node of one arc, say ql of Ql, intersects the interior (°) of another arc, say
al, is represented as ql n °al.
Table 5.1 Consistency rules for geometric primitives
Topologie
Constraint

Intersection
Rules

Violation response

-r272(nl,n2)

nl e p,n2 e q
orv.v.

store themoreaccuratecoord., assign
numberof existing nodetonew.

-r092(ai,n)

aieQ, nep

decompose aiinto(qlJi) &(n,q2)

NameofRule
GP_Rule_l
GP_Rule_2a

decompose aiinto (piA)&(n,p2)
GP_Rule_2b

aieP, neq
-r063(al,a2)

aleP, a2eQ

doGP_Rule_2b 9n e {ql,q2}

GP_Rule_3

-r095(al,a2)

aleQ, a2eP

doGP_Rule_2a 3n e {pl,p2}

GP Rule 4

->rl59(al,a2)

aleP, a2eQor
v.v.

replace al and a2by four arcsjoining GP_Rule_5
atnewnode,computeandinsert
coord,of newnode.

-rl79(al, a2)

aleQ, a2eP

splita2into (pl,ql), (ql,q2),(q2,p2);
update attributes of al

->r220(al,a2)

aleP, a2eQ

split a2into (ql.pl), (pl,p2),(p2,q2);
update attributesof al

GP_Rule_6

GP_Rule_7
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-*255(al,a2)

aleQ, a2eP or
v.v.

If (q2n°a2Apln°al)
then
replace al by (ql.pl),
doGP_Rule_2b 9n=q2,
update attributesof (pl,q2),
deletea2
Elself (qln0a2Apln°al)
then
replace al by(pl,q2),
doGP_Rule_2b 3n =ql,
update attributesof (pl,ql),
deletea2
Oself (qln°a2Ap2n°al)
then
replace al by(p2,q2),
doGP_Rule_2b 3n=ql,
updateattributesof(ql,p2),
deletea2
Elself (q2n°a2Ap2n°al)
then
replace al by(ql,p2),
doGP_Rule_2b 3n=q2,
update attributes of(q2,p2),
deletea2

GP_Rule_8

-r287(al,a2)

aleP, a2eQ or
v.v.

doGP_Rule_l

GP_Rule_9

-•r400(al,a2)

aleP, a2eQ or
v.v.

do2xGP_Rule_l,
update attributes of al ifnecessary

GP_Rule_10

--r435(al,a2)

aleQ, a2eP

doGP_Rule_l,
update attributes ofa2
replace al by (nlji2) 9nl e {pl,p2}:nln°al,n2e (ql,q2}:n2 e. {pl,p2)

GP_Rule_l1

->r476(al,a2)

aleP, a2eQ

doGP_Rule_l,
doGP_Rule_2b 3n e {ql,q2},update component of al which=a2,
delete al

GP_Rule_12

The 12 consistency operations for the geometric primitives can then serve as elementary
operations on which updating of the geometric aspects of objects can be decomposed, as
shown in the following section.
Application of the Geometric Consistency Rules
The following two examples will illustrate the use of the consistency rules defined in Table
5.1 during updating of vector maps. A more intensive illustration of the application of these
rules during updating will be given in the next chapter.
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(a) With reference to Figure 4.5b, suppose the area object O,, defined by the set of arcs
{(1,2), (2,3), (3,4), (4,1)}, is being newly inserted into the database, and 0 2 , defined by
{(11,12), (12,13), (13,14), (14,11)}, already exists in the database. This situation requires
geometric updating to make the database consistent. This can be effected by the system
without interference of the human operator. First, the system evaluates the topologie
relationship between each arc of O, and each arc of 0 2 using theprocedure Relation(arcl,arc2). The result of this procedure should then trigger the necessary updating rule. In this
particular example, the system enforces geometric consistency in the following ways:
(i) Relation(arcl,arc2) where arcl = (1,2) and arc2 = (14,11) will return r063 which then
triggers the GP_Rule_3, and
(ii) Relation(arcl,arc2) where arcl = (2,3) and arc2 = (14,2) will return r400 which triggers
the GP_Rule_10.
(b) Suppose in Figure 4.6 that theroad, defined by {(11,12),(12,13)},has been inserted into
a staticdatabase (i.e., without dynamic updating facility) and soil unit al, defined by {(1,2),
(2,3), (3,4) & (4,1)}, exists in the database before the insertion of theroad. The situation in
the figure violates the planar graph constraint of our data model because arcs (4,1) and
(11,12) as well as (12,13) and (2,3) intersect without creating nodes at the points of
intersections. As in the previous example, the system evaluates the topologie relationship
between each arc of the road and each arc of soil unit al. Relation(arcl,arc2) where arcl =
(11,12) and arc2= (1,4) should detect thetopologie relationship rl59 which then triggers the
GP_Rule_5. Similar operations will be performed for the two arcs (12,13) and (2,3).
5.1.2 Consistency Rules for the Geometric Structure of M-container Types
In this subsection, consistency rules for the geometric structure of the m-container where m
e {0,1,2} are defined. The rules are at a higher level than the preceding ones since the
behaviour of an m-container affects the geometric primitives that describe the m-container.
They are, however, on a lower level in comparison with the consistency rules for terrain
objects because the dynamics of an m-container depends on the behaviour of the terrain
object(s) which the m-container is part of. If the DMMVM is used for a single layer, there
willbea 1:1relationshipbetween them-container andtheterrainobject; hencethe constraints
defined for the m-container become the constraints for the terrain object of equivalent
dimension.
O-Container
Geometrically, a 0-container is represented by a single node with X,Y and Zcoordinates. In
this respect, what needs to be checked is that the node defining the geometry of the 0container exists. This can be done by a simple query.
1-Container
The geometry of an instance of this type is defined by the subgraph G L (N L ,AL) (see §3.4.2).
The following constraints must hold for each instance, the violation of which will have the
consequence of retrieving the wrong metric and topologie information for the line objects of
which the affected 1-container is a part.
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1-ContainerConstraint #1 (1CC1): For each 1-container,a simple and elementary path
must exist (see §3.1.1).
1-ContainerConstraint #2 (ICC 2): The length of thepath in ICCJ must be >1.
From thegeometricdefinition ofa 1-containerL, 1CC_1translates tothefact thatexactly two
elementsof NLmust havedegreeL(n)= 1,whileallotherelementsof NLmust havedegree^n)
= 2.Inother words,a 1-containermust notclose backonor intersectitself.Thetwo 1-degree
nodes are the end-nodes of the 1-container.
This constraint can be checked after the overlay of twoor more layers,i.e., after the creation
of themultivalued spatialdatabase,byretrievingthebeginningandendnodesofeach element
of ALfor thesubject 1-containerandcountingthe number of timeseach nodeoccurs,i.e., the
degree of each node, in the list.
Violation of the constraint may arise from a gap (undershoot), hanging arc or sliver line in
the chain of arcs of the 1-container.These will be manifested in the degrees of the elements
of NL. If a gap exists, there will be a minimum of four elements of NL having degree 1.An
overshoot will give rise to three nodes with degree 1and at least one node with degree 3.A
sliver line will lead to two connected nodes having degree 3. They may result from a
digitizing error, e.g., a gap may be caused by a digitizing error whereby a node connecting
two adjacent arcs of the 1-container is digitized twice (for each arc) with the coordinate
difference between the two being greater than the defined threshold for snapping two nodes.
The undershoot error will arise only if the digitizing is done in multivalued mode,i.e., direct
digitizing of a multi-valued vector map from primary sources (photographs, images, etc) or
from a hardcopy map.Itcan alsobecausedbyincorrectcodingduringmanualinput whereby
one of the arcs of the 1-containeris mistakenly omitted. The errors can also be caused by a
failure to georeference all layers on the same system. These types of gross error or blunder
can beeliminated only byremeasuring the 1-container,orrecomputationof overlaywith new
snapping tolerance, or proper coordinate transformation.
1CC_2 means that set ALmust contain at least one element. This implies that AL* 0 . If AL
= 0 , it implies that NL = 0 since each element of ALis defined by a subset of NL. Violation
of thisconstraint therefore meansthatthegeometry of the 1-containerisnotdefined atalland
can be checked first within the consistency rule for 1CC_1.

Consistency Rule for 1-container
The following consistency rule, called lCC_Rule_l, can be defined to monitor 1CC_1 and
1CC_2. The checking will occur during insertion of a 1-container or after an overlay
computation.
Let Lset be the set of 1-containers with L e Lset defined by subgraph G L (N L ,AL).
For each L
Count number of distinct n,e NL
If n; < 2 notify user "1-container ill-defined: length of path = 0 or is defined by only
one point"
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Exit to data input
Else continue
Count occurrence of a;e AL
If Count(aj) > 1/* i.e., if % occurs more than once */
Display error message: "path not simple"
Display L for interactive editing
continue
For each ^ e NL
compute degree^n,)
letj e {n, IdegreeL^j) = 1}
k e {njIdegree^n,) = 2}
m € {nj I degreeL(ni) > 2}
If 5 j = 2 and 2k = NL - 2j -» consistent
goto next L
Elseif H >2 and I m = 0
display error message: "no path: gap in 1- container"
display L for interactive editing
Elseif 2J < 2 or m >= 1
display error message: "path not elementary, loop or overshoot in 1container"
display L for interactive editing
Endif
Next nj

Next L
2-Containers
The geometry of a 2-container is defined by the subgraph G E (N E ,AE) (see §3.4.2).
The following constraint must hold for each instance of this type to satisfy the geometric
definition.
2-Container constraint 1 (2CC_1):For all nt e NLdegreejnj^ 2
The implications of this constraint are
(a) The start-node and end-node of the 2-container must be equal.
(b) A simple path must exist between its start-node and end-node.
(c) The length of thepath must not beless than 3(because an arc isdefined as a straight line
segment here).
(d) The length of the path must be equal to the total number of nodes.
Thus satisfying 2CC_1 will automatically enforce the four implied constraints.
A violation of 2CC_1, as in 1CC_1, occurs if there is a gap (undershoot) or an overshoot,
or sliverpolygon.Theycan becausedbydigitizing errororomission of anarcduring manual
input, or by incorrect geo-referencing of the layers on the same system. The constraint must
be checked when inserting or modifying a 2-container, and the system should warn the
operatorof aviolation sohecan perform immediate interactiveediting.If acquisition ismade
in multivalued mode, a snapping distance can be defined to automatically ensure that the 2container is defined by a closed polygon. The consistency rule, called 2CC_Rule_l, for
monitoring this constraint is as follows.
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Consistency Rule for 2-Container
For each 2-container E
For each distinct tij e NE
compute degreeE(ni)
if 3 riie NE 3 degreeE(nj) < 2
display error message: "gap in 2-container"
display E for interactive editing
else
if 3 nje NE 3 d e g r e e ^ ) > 2
display error message: "overshoot in 2-container"
display E for interactive editing
endif
next nj
next E
5.1.3 Consistency Rule for the Planarity of the Map
To ensure that the overall geometry of the vector map is consistent as a planar graph, the
Eulerconstant must be checked.Theconstants for connected anddisconnected planar graphs
are given in §3.1.1. Although itcan be assumed that if the constraints at thetwolower levels
are enforced, theEulerconstant should alsofollow. Nonetheless,it ispreferable tocheck the
constant at someintervals to ascertain that the overall geometry isconsistent. A violation of
the Euler constant definitely implies that one of the constraints at the lower levels has been
violated.
It is assumed that the preceding constraints have been fulfilled. If this assumption holds, the
Euler constant (see §3.1.1) can then be checked for a subset of the map, consisting of the
planargraphinwhich allarcshavingBfo, AOf]=2areisolated (theseindividual 1-containers
can be checked separately as described above).Here, % =arc iand AOf = 2-container f. The
procedure for monitoring the constant will then be as follows.
Let the map be represented by the planar graph G(M,A) where Mis the set of nodes and A
is the set of arcs.
Subtract {rije Ml degree^,) = 0} from M/* eliminate isolated nodes */
Select {Temp2} = ^ e Al B[aj,AOf] = 1}/* select arcs that define boundaries of 2containers */
Let N2 = number of arcs in {Temp2} /* count number of arcs in Temp2 */
Select {Temp3} = {a,e AlB[aj,AOf] = 2}/* select arcs thatdefine only 1-containers
*/
Let N3 = number of arcs in {Temp3} /* count number of arcs in Temp3 */
Let {Tempi} = {nil(N[aj,ni]=lAN[ak,ni]=0, % e Temp3,a^ e Temp2, k = 1,N3)} /*
select the nodes that define only 1-containers */
Let {M} = {M} - {Tempi} (i.e., subtract {Tempi} from {M})
Let N4 = number of nodes in {Tempi}
Let N5 = number of (remaining) nodes in {M)
Let N6 = number of distinct 2-containers
Compute E (general Euler constant) as
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E = N5-N2+N6-1 (i.e., v-e+f-1)
Analyze value of E:
E = 1=>consistent and connected map
E > 1: investigate presence of subgraphs. Number of subgraphs should equal E else
map is not geometrically consistent.
As an additional check, the total number of arcs must equal N2 +N3.
5.1.4 Consistency Rules for Elementary Object Types
At the next higher level of complexity are theconsistency rules for terrain object types. The
semantics of the objects are given by their geometric type and their thematic classes
(Molenaar, 1991c); thus two sets of consistency rules can be defined for each object. These
are:
(1) Rules for the geometric description of individual elementary objects.
(2) Rules related to the thematic component of the object.
Rules for the Geometric Description of Elementary Objects
Thegeometricdefinitions ofelementaryobjects invectormapshavebeengivenin §3.4.5(see
alsoMolenaar, 1991c).The geometry of each object in a vector map must beconsistent with
these definitions, i.e., the topology of individual objects must be consistent and must be
preserved. If the consistency rules at the three lower levels have been fulfilled, the rules for
the geometric structure of an object can easily be checked. There are two aspects of these
rules.First, the geometric description of theobject must beconsistent (i.e.,properly defined)
duringdatacapture before itis acceptedintothedatabase.Thedatainput andeditingroutines
of most data acquisition subsystems can handle this. Second, the geometry of the object as
provided by the m-containers representing it must be consistent after insertion. This has to
be done by specified rules as outlined below.
Point Object
For an individual point object, it should be verified that the O-container defining the object
has been created.
Line Object
For an elementary line object, a simple and elementary path (see §3.1.1) must exist between
the beginning and end of the chain of 1-containers defining the object, i.e., the chain of 1containers representing the object must be fully connected. In other words, let L,jrepresents
1-containerj of line object L,;for the object's geometry to be consistent after the creation of
its 1-containers, the terminal node of L^.,, must be the initial node of Ltj, the terminal node
of L,jmust be the initial node of Liü+I), etc. (Note that if the DMMVM is used for a single
layer,eachobject will berepresented byasingleequivalent m-container.) Thisconstraint can
be monitored by evaluating the topologie relationship between pairs of the 1-containers
representing the line object, as illustrated in the following rule LO_Rule_l:
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Consistency Rule for Line Object (LO_Rule_l)
Let {....Ljj,...} be the chain of 1-containers representing line object L(.
If Relation(Lu,Li[j+1]) * r287 then
display error message
display {...,LU,...} for editing.
Ifthe geometryof theobject hasbeencorrectlymeasuredwithaccurategeoreferencing during
acquisition, then theerror can be due only togap(s) or overshoot(s) during creation of the 1containers (e.g.,by overlay computation), which can be caused by incorrect tolerance values
for snapping. By displaying the chain, the erroneous segment can be corrected.
Area Object
For an individual area object, the 2-containers representing the
object must be connected and non-overlapping. This constraint can be monitored by
evaluating the topologie relationship between pairs of the 2-containers as follows:
Consistency Rule for Area Object (AO_Rule_l)
Let {...,FM,...}be the set of 2-containers representing area object Fj.
If Relation(FM,Fiü+I1) « {r279,r285, r287} then
display error message
display {..„Fy,...} for editing.
As in the case of line object, if the geometry of the object has been correctly measured with
proper georeferencing during acquisition, then the error can be caused only during creation
of the 2-containers (e.g., by overlay computation), which may be due to incorrect tolerance
valuesfor snapping.Bydisplayingthesetof2-containers,theerroneouspartcanbecorrected.
The othercomponents of geometric aspects of an object are the shape and size of the object.
These are constraints such as: a house must be rectangular, the two sides of a road must be
parallel,etc.Theseconstraintscanberelatedtothethematicclassesof theobject as suggested
by Molenaar (1991c).
Rules for Thematic Component of Objects
The thematic data of individual objects are application-dependent. However, apart from the
constraints that will be defined for these data, the constraints described in §3.4.1. must be
enforced for each object to conform with the strict classification hierarchy of the DMMVM.
These mandatory constraints are:
(a) Cyclic classification hierarchy is not permitted.
(b) The classification must be complete, i.e., all objects must be classified.
(c) The classes must be mutually exclusive, i.e., each object must belong to only one class
in each layer, but if one object appears in more than one layer, the object can be classified
in the other layer as well.
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5.1.5 Consistency Rules for Functional Relationships Among Data Types
The functional relationships among the eight data types of the DMMVM, namely node, arc,
O-container, 1-container, 2-container, point, line and object, are described by the elementary
links of §3.4.3These relationships should be checked for consistency.
In the preceding sections, consistency rules have been defined for individual data types and
between arcs and nodes. The functional relationships among different data types can be
verified for consistency by using the relational functions described in §4.2.

5.2Semantic Consistency
In general, semantic constraints areapplication-dependent andthey areboth spatial (e.g.,two
adjacent parcels must share a common border) and non-spatial (e.g.,alessee cannot transfer
hisright on a leasehold parcel beyond theperiod of thelease).In the spatial domain, they are
mostly a groupof forbidden relationships between pairs of objects.Here the focus will be on
the geometry-related semantic constraints. These constraints are also important in spatial
databases because the database may be geometrically consistent (satisfying the constraints in
thepreceding sections) but semantically inconsistent. Forinstance,itistopologically in order
for a line object tocross an area object insofar as the geometric constraints are fulfilled. But
this relationship may or may not beconsistent, dependingon themeaningof the twoobjects,
i.e., the application for which the data model is being used.
This makes it difficult toprovide a generic algorithm for resolving semantic constraints. But
a monitoring procedure can be formulated for those that are topologie in nature, especially
between pairs of objects. The monitoring strategy being proposed here is to use topologie
relationships as alerters. The strategy is for only semantic constraints that are geometric in
nature, and it is based on the assumption that the database is structurally consistent. Someof
these constraints are for individual objects, e.g., size and shape constraint. These can be
monitored and enforced by the editing routines of the data acquisition system or with
functions defined as part of the topologie editor.
A scheme for monitoring the constraints between object pairs is as follows (see Figure 5.3).
Translate the constraint to a set of expected topologie relationships ({E}) which will
maintain the consistency of the map. In practice, this can be done for all semantic
constraints (topologie) in the application and stored in the database.
On-line derivation of the actual relationship (A) by the system during insertion using
the topologie relationship operator (implementation of the scheme in §4.3)
System checks for membership of A in the set E
If A £ {E}then violation hasoccurred andthe systemshouldwam the user.The user
can then interactively resolve the violation either by using pre-defined rules (if
applicable) or by taking any other action.
This strategy will be illustrated with some examples of semantic constraints in cadastral
application.
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Examples of Constraints in Cadastral Mapping
Constraint#1: A rivermay not flow into or througha cadastral parcel.
Assuming that a river, represented as line object L, and a parcel,represented as area object
A, exists as depicted in Figure 5.1
Translating the constraint to the expected
topologie relationships (E) gives
{E} = {r031, r063, r285, r287, r316, i317,
r319) (see Figure 4.8). The actual relationship A (to be derived by the procedure
Relation(A, L)) =rl91. Testing Afor membership of {E} indicates that A i (E) thus
a violation has occurred. The system must
then warn the user about this inconsistency
or execute the relevant rule to enforce consistency if such a rule has been defined.
Possible causes of this may be incorrect
Figure 5.1 A river crossing a cadastral
geo-referencing or incorrect digitizing (by
parcel
field survey or anyother means) ofeitherof
the two objects. Assuming that the geo-referencing is accurate and the digitizing is within
tolerance, then the parcel must be partitioned into two and re-allotment carried out if
necessary.
A similarconstraint tothis is that a(residential) building (represented asan areaobject) must
not be crossed by a (underground) gas pipeline (represented as a line object). If the actual
relationship (A) is not an element of the above set E, then violation has occurred and the
building plan must be disapproved (assuming the digitizing of the two is accurate and georeferencing is accurate).
Constraint#2: A parcel must have access to aroad.
This is an important constraint in modern cadastral layout, a topologieconstraint concerning
the connectivity of a land parcel and aroad. Let a parcel be represented as an instance Aof
areaobject typeandaroadan instanceL of lineobject type.Theconstraint canbe monitored
for each parcel being inserted by the system with the following algorithm:
IfRelationfAJ.) e {r063,r285, r287, r316, r317, r319} then display errormessage: "parcel
A does not abut aroad".
Here, Relation(A,L) will return the actual relationship (A in Figure 5.3) while the
relationships inside braces are the expected relationships (E) (see Figure 4.8).
If an inconsistency is detected and it is certain that the survey was done accurately, then a
buffer can be defined around the parcel and the parcel together with the objects inside the
buffer displayed to assist the human operator in interactive editing.
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Constraint#3: Twoparcels must not overlap.
Given the situation in Figure 5.2 between new parcel Ol and an existing parcel 02.
The expected relationships that will not
violate the constraint, i.e., {E} = {i031,
r279,r285,i287} (seeFigure4.7).Note that
although r279 and r285 do not actually
violate this particular constraint, occurrence
of any of them will not be permitted because of constraint #2 above. Thus {E}reduces to {r031, r287}. From Figure 5.2, the
actual relationship A = r511. Since A e
(E), the constraint is violated and the system should warn the human operator.
The possible actions to be taken by the F i 8 u r e S2 T w o overlapping parcels
operator include an adjudication process if
the overlap is caused by what is commonly referred to as "land-in-dispute" in cadastral
surveying, re-measurement of one or both of theparcels, splitting the twoparcels into three,
orreduction of the size(s)of one orbothof them.This example clearly indicates that human
intervention will still be required to resolve some inconsistencies.
Constraint #4: A building must be contained inside a parcel.
This constraint is normally checked before a building plan is approved. Assuming that
buildings and parcels are represented as area objects, the expected relationships are {E} =
{rl79, r220,r400,r435, r476} (see Figure 4.7). The actual relationship (A) between a given
building and theparcel on which it is to be located (assumed toexist in the database) should
be derived by the procedure Relational, 02). If A « {E} then violation has occurred and
the building plan will not be approved pending the resolution of the conflict.

53 Implementation Approach
Figure 5.3 showstheflow-chart of theschemefor spatialconsistencymanagement inavector
GIS.At thecoreof theGIS is a spatial database which isassumed tobe structured according
totheDMMVM.Thetopologierelationshipoperatorswillconsistof theautomated procedure
to dynamically derive the existing topologie relationships between objects and between
geometric primitives using the algorithms in §4.3 and computational geometry where
necessary.Thetopologieeditorwillcomprisetheautomatedprocedures tocarryout topologie
editingof thedatabaseinaconsistentmannerasdescribedin §5.1.1. User-defined operations
will consist of the operations that must be performed when there is a violation of semantic
constraints. The operations may include the use of the topologie editor functions.
The set of expected topologie relationships {E} between geometric primitives that will not
result inconstraint violation may bestoredas akindof look-up table (LUT).This should also
be done for the semantic constraints (geometric) between objects. To monitor topologie
consistency, e.g., between two objects, the system will then evaluate the actual relationship
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Figure 5.3 Scheme for consistency operations in vector maps
(A) between the two objects, check for its occurrence in the set {E}for that constraint, give
a message if violation occurs,resolve the violation if the operation isprovided orcall for the
decision of the human operator.

5.4 Summary
A large proportion of the cost of setting up a database for spatial information production is
attributed to data acquisition. To offset the cost and derive profit, the information produced
by that system must be reliable, i.e., the quality of the data from which the information is
derived must be trustworthy. This has made the issue of data quality an important aspect in
GIS. Dataconsistency is acomponentof dataquality because consistency isessential for the
database's reliability. This chapter has focused on this issue.
Consistency rules have been formulated to ensure structural constraints, while a monitoring
strategy wasproposed for semantic constraints.Inbothcases,topologierelationships play the
central role as alerters of constraint violations. The next chapter will focus on the handling
of object dynamics inthedatabasein amannerthatdoesnotdisturbits structural consistency.
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OBJECTDYNAMICS ANDUPDATING INVECTOR MAPS
In geo-information production, currency of thedataplays avery importantrole,together with
dataquality (accuracy,completeness,consistency),inthereliabilityoftheinformation. In the
preceding chapter, procedures were defined for monitoring and enforcing one aspect of data
quality: data consistency. This chapter focuses on the maintenance of data currency, i.e.,
updating. Database updating is an important aspect of GIS development because the terrain
objects represented in the database are generally not static in time; thus the database should
alsorespond to such object dynamics through "consistent" updating. Byconsistent, wemean
that the structural and semantic constraints of the database (see chapter S)must be enforced
after each update.
In the mapping disciplines, in reaction to the evolution of mapping methods and processes
(from conventional analogue mapping through computer-assisted mappingtodigital mapping
and then toGIS),updating of geo-information has evolved from simple graphic map revision
using analogue methods andequipment through digital maprevision with theaidof computer
hardware and software but using a spaghetti model and with intensive involvement of the
human operator. The goal is to be able to update a structured database in a GIS with a high
degree of automation, but this last stage is still very much confined to the research and
development domain; this thesis aims at contributing towards achieving that goal.
Inprinciple,itis simple toupdate adatabase:remove theoutdateddataandreplacethem with
the new data. This used to be largely true when updating was carried out on the (plastic)
mastercopy of thehardcopy map.Themajor problem then wason howtodetect changes and
whatpolicy tofollow for the updating,i.e.,whethercyclic, selectiveorcontinuous; the actual
change involved peeling off the old data on the master copy and scribing in the new
information. Still, it is an expensive and complex operation which leaves many maps unupdated, especially in developing countries.
Inthisdigitalerawhen many processes are being automated totakeadvantageof technologic
developments, and where the interrelationships among terrain objects are also modelled to
make the database more useful, updating has become a more complex operation and
researchers arefocusing attention onthecomplete automation of updatingprocedures starting
with changedetection through the extraction of changed data, todatabase updating including
editing and quality assessment The general procedure for the updating of geo-information is
represented in Figure 6.1.
For change detection, superimposition techniques and image processing and analysis are
powerful tools. Information about changes in the terrain can also be obtained from local
knowledge,i.e.,from people andagenciesinvolvedinbuilding andconstruction.The changes
can be extracted manually or automatically by means of photogrammetry (mono or stereo),
image processing, head-up (screen) digitizing, field survey, etc. These aspects (change
detection and data collection) are not addressed in this thesis. Rather, the focus is on the
database updating aspect, addressing the issues of update propagation, topologie editing and
consistency enforcement in vector-structured spatial databases. In this context, database
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Figure 6.1 General procedure for geo-information updating
updating denotes an operation thatleads to(a)the insertion of newdata intothedatabase, (b)
the modification of some existing data, and (c) the removal (deletion) of obsolete data from
thedatabase.Because theDMMVMisatopologiemodel,therepresentationofterrain objects
includes their interrelationships; it is thus possible that an update on one object will effect
another object(s), causing an inconsistent state. To forestall such inconsistency, an update
"propagation" must be effected when any of the three updating operations is carried out.
Intuitively, update propagation means the system should identify all objects that are affected
by a single update and modify them (or give warning to the human operator) to ensure
consistency.
In the DMMVM, three generic types of spatial object are represented: point, line and area
objects. Changes in the database will therefore result from the dynamics of these objects. In
Figure 2.2, an object (O) is uniquely defined by its geometry (G) and the set of its thematic
attributes (T),i.e., O=f(G, T).Thedynamics of anobject canthus be groupedintotwobasic
aspects: thematic changes and geometric changes. In addition there can also be a change in
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the aggregation structure of objects (see Molenaar, 1991).These changescan occur singly or
jointly.
The aggregation aspect of terrain objects indicates how a complex terrain object can be
composed from smaller objects. Since the aggregation structure of objects is not explicitly
represented in the DMMVM (they can be derived through queries), this aspect will not be
considered as a basic updating operation in the database.
The updating of the other two aspects are analyzed in the following sections with emphasis
on the geometric aspects. The procedures for propagating the geometric updates are also
presented in pseudo codes.

6.1 Updating Thematic Data of anObject
Here, the thematic attributes of an object arerestricted toits thematic class label in order to
focus on the more complex geometric updating, but the other attributes can be handled as
well. Thus only the class label will require updating, as in the reclassification of an object
(e.g., an area object "parcel"changing from class "vacant" toclass "built-up"). It is assumed
that the DBMS of the implementation platform will have facilities (e.g., insert, update, and
delete in RDBMS) for simple updating in which propagation is not required. When a new
object comes into existence, simple insertion of its class label (and other thematic attributes
if any) can easily be done by the DBMS tools.The same holds when an object comes to the
end of its life-span, in which case its thematic information is simply deleted.
However, if hierarchic classification is implemented, then certain rules must be observed
when updating the thematic classes. For class creation, the superclass has to be created first
because its attribute structure is expected to be inherited by its subclasses. The consistency
rules defined for thematic data (see §5.1.4) should also be monitored and enforced. The
insertion of the thematic attribute values of the individual objects belonging to the class can
then be effected by the DBMS commands. When it is necessary to remove a class, an
essentialrule isthata superclasscannot bedeleted unlessallits subclasses have been deleted.
And in general, no class should be deleted unless all its instances have been deleted.
Hereafter, the analyses will focus on the updating of geometric aspects of objects.

6.2 Updating of Geometric Components
Changes in the geometric aspects of an object might include a change of position, or size or
shape, or a combination. These changes may also lead to changes in the topologie
relationships among theobjects in the database.Thus care has tobe taken toensure integrity
of the database during geometric updating of objects. The main focus of the updating
procedure is therefore on this aspect. In this research, it is assumed that the boundaries of
objects are well-defined (crisp dataset). The objects are also assumed to be correctly georeferenced, using the same coordinate reference system and the same resolution.
In the DMMVM, the geometric characteristics of objects are defined by the data types 2container, 1-containerandO-container,whicharerepresentedbythetwogeometricprimitives:
arcs and nodes. Thus geometric changes directly imply changes in the five data types. The
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updating can be analyzed at three levels.The lowest level concerns the geometric primitives
whose updating is triggered by an updating request from higher level data types by
propagation. The next higher level concerns the m-containers, m e {0,1,2}, whose updating
will also be triggered by propagation from the updating at the highest (i.e.,object) level. At
the highest (and user) level are the individual terrain objects of types point, line and area,
which actually trigger the database updating.
The update propagation path is depicted by Figure 6.2, indicating that the updating must
always be initiated by the need to update (insert, modify, delete) terrain objects. The
expectation in automated database updating is therefore that the system receives an updating
request at the highest (i.e.,object) level,together with thenecessary input data,and performs
thepropagation from the object level tothelevel of geometric primitives. In addition, for the
database to be geometrically consistent, all the constraints defined in chapter 5 must be
satisfied after each updating.Thus (automated) procedures must beprovided topropagate the
update while checking and enforcing the constraints. In the following sections, the update
propagation involving the basic data types (area, line, point, 2-container, 1-container, 0container, arc and node) are analyzed at theirrespective levels, starting from the lowest level
(node and arc), with each level serving as "building block" for the next higher level.
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6.2.1 Notations
We will recall the functions presented in chapter 4 (see §4.2.1 and §4.2.2) for representing
the functional relationships between data types, and add other ones to completely represent
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the functional relationships amongthedatatypesin theDMMVM (seeFigure 3.8) by similar
notations.Thefunctionalrelationshipsindicatethenavigationrouteamongthedatatypes;thus
the functional notations described here will be used in the pseudo codes for the update
propagation procedure described in this chapter.
Link between thematic class and terrainobject
The link belongs-tobetween aterrain object O,andthethematic classTCjcanbe represented
by:
Belongs-to[TCj,OJ e {0,1}
When the function has the value 1,the object belongs tothat class, and when it has value 0,
the object does not belong to that class.
Link between elementary terrain objectandm-container
The links between an elementary object O, (Oje {area, line, point}) and m-container (m e
{2,1,0}) can be represented as follows.
The fact that a 2-containerj is part-of an area object AO, can be represented by
PartoflAO^-containerJ = I
And if the 2-container is not part of the area object, then
Partof[AO^-containerJ = 0
If a 1-containerj is part-of a line object LO,, it will be represented by
Partof[LOt,l-containerß = 1
And if the 1-container is not part of the line object, then
Partof[LOi,l-containerj = 0
Also,the link represented by between apoint object PO,and aO-container^can be indicated
by the function
Repreby[POit0-containerj]= 1
If the 0-container does not represent the point object, then
ReprebylPOiß-containerJ = 0
Link between m-container and geometricprimitives (arc and node)
In the DMMVM, planar enforcement must be satisfied. Thus an arc must always have one
2-container on its left side and one 2-container on its right side.The relationship between an
arc a,and a 2-container; can then be depicted as follows.
The existence of the relationship left between arc ajand 2-containerj can be represented as
Leftll-container^aJ = 1;
if the 2-container is not on the left of the arc, then
Leß[2-containeritaj] = 0.
And the fact that arc a^ has 2-containerj on its right side can be represented by
Right[2-containeritaß =1;
if the 2-container is not on the right of the arc, then
Right[2-containeritaJ = 0.
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A boundary arc a,of 2-container, can then be found from the function
Boundary[2-container„a^ = Leftß-container^aJ+Rightfi-container^aj]
If this function = 1, the arc is part of the boundary of the 2-container, and if = 0 or 2 it is
not.
The fact that arc aj is part of 1-container, can be represented by
Partofll-containeritajj = 1;
if the arc is not part of the 1-container, then
Partofll-container^ = 0.
The fact that node njrepresents O-container can be represented by
Repr[0-containeri,nJ]= 1
If the node does not represent the O-container, then
Repr[0-containeri,nj] = 0.
Link between arcs and nodes
See §4.2.1.
Other Links
The link crosses between 1-container, and 1-containeTjcan be represented by
Crosses[l-containeri,l-containerj] = 1 whenj crosses i, and
Crosses[l-container••,!-container^ = 0 if they do not cross.
Also, the fact that 2-container, contains O-containerj can be depicted by
Containsß-container^O-containerj]= 1,
and if it does not contain it, then
Containsp.-containerß-container^ = 0.
From the basicfunctions above,othertransitivelinkscan alsobederived,e.g., whetherornot
1-container is part of the border of 2-container, can be found through
Border [2-container itl-container J =
(Left[2-containeri,aJ]+Right[2-container^ajl^Partoffl-container^aj]
If the value of the function = 1,then the 1-container lies on the border of the 2-container; if
the value is 0 or 2 it does not.
Whether or not arc ajis part of area object AO,can be established from
Partof[AOita) =
PartoflAO^-containerJ^Lefi^-container^ajl+Right^-containerk,aj])
If the value of the function = 1,the arc is part of the area object's geometry; if = 0 or 2, the
arc is not part of the geometry of the area object.
6.2.2 Updating of Geometric Primitives
At the lowest level of the update propagation path are the two geometric primitives. Their
updating will normally be an indirect operation triggered by geometric updating at the next
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higher level. The consistency rules defined for the geometric primitives in chapter 5 (see
Table5.1) areintendedtopropagateupdatingoftheprimitives whilemaintaininggeometric
consistency. The updating operations (resulting from insertion, deletion or modification)
involvingthetwoprimitivesareanalyzedbelow.Theywillserveastheelementaryoperations
intowhich theupdatingof the higherlevel data typescan bedecomposed.
Insertinga new node
Wheninsertinganewnodeinthedatabase,thetopologierelationshipsbetweenthenewnode
and the existing arcs and nodes should bechecked for inconsistent relationships (r272and
r092 in Table 5.1); if they occur, the necessary consistency operation is performed by the
system;otherwise,thenode(andcoordinate information) canbeinserted.Thealgorithm for
insertinganodeisasfollows.TheblockdiagramofthealgorithmisgiveninAppendix 1.1.1.
Algorithm Insert_Node:
begin
get nodeid (nl) anditsproperties (x,yandzcoord andaccuracy data)
dowhileexistsnje NIDegree^)^ /*N=existingnodes*/
determine Relational,iij) /*bycomparingcoordinates*/
if Relational,nj) =r272
doGP_Rule_l
gotoend
endif'
enddowhile
dowhileexistsaje A/* A=existing arcs*/
determine Relationen1)/* usingcoordinate geometry*/
if Relationnel) =r092
doGP_Rule_2
gotoend
elseif Relationen1)=r284/*bycomparingcoord,seeFigure4.11b
*/
doGP_Rule_l
gotoend
endif
enddowhile
insert nl (anditsproperties)
end
Deleting anexisting node
Before a propagator causes the deletion of a node during update propagation, the system
shouldcheckthatthenodedoesnotdefine otherarc(s)and/oraO-container.
The following is the procedure Delete_Node for deleting a node n,, in pseudo code (see
Appendix 1.1.2 for the blockdiagram):
begin
getidentifier of n,from propagator
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check for each O-container OCj
if 3 OCj9 ReprfOCj.nJ = 1
goto end /* i.e., do not delete /*
else nextOcj
endif
check for each arc ÜJ
if 3 a, 3 (Beg[a,,nJ = 1v Endr_[a,,iiJ = 1)
goto end /* i.e., do not delete /*
else delete node (and its attributes)
endif
end
Modifying an existing node
The modification request for a node may arise when the value(s) of one (or more) of its
coordinates is (are) to be changed, e.g., because of more accurate measurement. This
modification request is not as simple as it appears because the node's existing topologie
relationships with some arcs (if any) may haveresulted from the previous coordinate values.
It may also be defining a O-container which represents more than one point object. It is
therefore necessary to ascertain that this node does not define the position of other arcs or
point objects (sameO-container) before themodification. The most appropriate solution is to
insert the affected node as new (with its new coordinate values) using Insert_Node procedure
and delete the old using the Delete_Node procedure.However, if only the accuracy property
has changed, this can be effected by simple updating facilities of the DBMS.The algorithm
for effecting the modification will therefore be as follows (see Appendix 1.1.3 for the block
diagram):
Algorithm Modify_Node
begin
get nodeid and modified properties
select the node and current properties /* as a kind of view */
modify requested values and assign new id
do Insert_Node /* with its modified values and unchanged properties */
do Delete_Node I*for obsolete node */
end
Inserting a newarc
To maintain the integrity of the database when a new arc is being inserted, the geometric
primitive constraints GPC_i, i e {1,2,3,4} should be enforced through the consistency rules
defined in Table 5.1., i.e., when a new arc is inserted, the system must evaluate the arc's
topologie relationship with each of the existing primitives in the database and apply the
corresponding consistency rule for any relationship that violates geometric consistency.
The following is the algorithm Insert_Arc for inserting a new arc.The block diagram of the
algorithm is given in Appendix 1.1.4.
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Algorithm Insert_Arc:
begin
get new arc a, (and its properties: id, coords, left, right, 1-container)
assign node numbers for its start and end nodes
do while exists nje NIDegree(nj)=0 /* N = existing nodes */
determine RelationCa^) /* by coordinate geometry */
if Relation^,^) = r092
do GP_Rule_2
endif
if Relation^,^) = r284 /* by comparing coord, see Figure 4.11b */
do GP_Rule_l
end do while
do while exists aj e A/* A = existing arcs */
determine Relation(ai,aj) /* using coordinate geometry */
Case r063 do GP_Rule_3
Case r095 do GP_Rule_4
Case rl59 do GP_Rule_5
Case rl79 do GP_Rule_6
Case r220 do GP_Rule_7
Case r255 do GP_Rule_8
Case r287 do GP_Rule_9
Case r400 do GP_Rule_10
Case T435 do GP_Rule_l1
Case r476 do GP_Rule_12
goto end
end do while
determine new values for left and right relationship
storea,
insert start and end nodes of aj using Insert_Node
end
Deleting an existing arc
When a delete request is propagated to an arc, the system should first verify that the arc is
not linked to other primitives. An existing arc will have one of the following combinations
of properties at one time:
(1) Left[2-containeri,aj] = 1 A Rights-container,,^] = 1 APartof[l-containerk,aj] = 1 (A=
logical and), i.e., the arc has the same 2-container on each side and represents part of a 1container. In this case, the arc defines only (part of) a 1-containerandcan be deleted only if
the 1-container is being deleted or modified.
(2) Left[2-container„a|] = 1 A Rights-container^] = 0 (or vice versa) A Partof[lcontainerk,aj] = 0, which means that the arc demarcates two 2-containers and can be deleted
only if a preceding updating operation would have made left = right.
(3) Left[2-containeri,aj] = 1 A Right[2-containeri,aj] = 0 (or vice versa) A Partof[l-con-
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tainerk,aj] = 1,inwhichcasethearcrepresents a 1-containeranddemarcates two2-containers.
It can be deleted only if the updating operation requires that the 1-container which the arc
represents be deleted, and left and right are first updated to have equal values.
(4) Left[2-containeri,aj] = 1ARight[2-containeri,aj] = 1 A Partof[l-container,^] = 0. This is
a 'dangling' arc which should be deleted from the database.
Thus if an existing arc was deleted, thepreceding operations inthe update propagation chain
that triggers itwould haveledtothe fourth situation; otherwise the arc would havebeen only
modified. The following algorithm Delete_Arc willdo thenecessary checking anddelete the
arc if it is now redundant (see Appendix 1.1.5 for the block diagram):
Algorithm Delete_Arc:
begin
get arc id -» aj
if Left[2-containeri,aj] = 1A Right[2-containeri,aj] = 1A Partof[l-containerk,aj]
= 1 goto end /* do not delete */
if Left[2-containeri,aj] = 1 A Right[2-containerB,aj] = 1
(where i * n)
Partof[l-container,^] = 0 goto end
if Left[2-containeri,aj] = 1 A Right[2-container„,aj] = 1
(where i * n)
Partof[l-containerk,aj] = 1goto end
(where i = n)
if Left[2-container„aj] = 1 A Right[2-container„,aj] = 1
Partof[l-containerk,aj] = 0
then
select nil Beginn1] = 1and n2l End[aj,n2] = 1 /* beg &end nodes */
delete ^ I*simple DBMS command to remove record of aj */
do Delete_Node(nl)
do Delete_Node(n2)
endif
end
Modifying an existing arc
During update propagation, the modification of an existing arc may be necessitated by any
of the following situations:
- When the value(s) of the Left and/or Right function(s) of the arc change(s), which may be
caused by the creation or modification of a 2-container.
- If thereis achange in thevalueof therelationship Partof between the arc anda 1-container,
which may be caused by an insertion of a new line object (thus modification or creation of
a 1-container) or deletion of a 1-container.
- When there is a change in the coordinates of one or both of its two nodes. This may arise
from more accurate measurement of the position of the node(s) and, because this may affect
the existing topology, the affected arc should be inserted as a new arc using the Insert_Arc
procedure,therebyrecreatingthetopology (thiscan beoptimised byforcing thesystem touse
theprimitives associated withtheformer arcandthoseinthatvicinity) andtheoldarc deleted
using Delete_Arc procedure.
- When a new node or a new arc is inserted and necessitates the execution of any of the
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consistency rules GP_Rule_i, 2 < i < 12(see Table 5.1). The necessary modification will be
performed within the propagation chain that triggers the insertion of the new primitive. The
algorithm for modifying an existing arc is given below; the block diagram is shown in
Appendix 1.1.6.
Algorithm Modify_Arc
begin
get arcid and modified properties
if 3 locational change
select the arc and current properties /* as a kind of view */
modify requested values and assign new id to arc and its nodes
do Insert_Arc /* with its modified values and unchanged properties */
do Delete_Arc /* for obsolete arc */
else
modify affected property /* simple DBMS command */
endif

end
6.2.3 Updating of the m-Containers
At the next level of the update propagation path are the three m-containers: 2-container, 1container andO-container.Their updating will normally be anindirect operation triggered by
updating at the highest level,i.e.,of individual terrain objects. Likethe geometric primitives,
the updating of the m-containers should be automated as much as possible while enforcing
theconsistencyrulesdefined forthem(seechapter5).Theupdatingoperations (resulting from
insertion,deletion ormodification of aterrainobject) involvingthethreetypesof m-container
are analyzed below.
Inserting a new 2-Container
To satisfy completeness of incidence in the DMMVM as a planar vector map, all 2D
segments (faces) mustbeclassified, i.e.,every closedpolygon mustbe(partof) a 2-container;
thus the addition of a new 2-container implies modification or deletion of an existing one.
This means that insertion of a 2-container involves a combination of insert, modify and/or
delete operations. It is thus a complex operation which may still require the use of semantic
information as well as human intervention. For example, in a single-valued vector map, the
new 2-container will be spatially coincident with one or more existing 2-containers. If after
analyzing the semantic information of those 2-containers (through the Partof[area-object, 2container] function) it is found that they are part of area objects classified as "vacant" (or
"unclassified"), then the update propagation can proceed; but if any of those 2-containers is
partof a "real"terrain object thenthehuman operator's decision isrequiredastowhetherthat
existing object should be deleted or modified. Also, in the multi-valued situation, it must be
determined first if the overlapping 2-containers are class-compatible, e.g., a cadastral parcel
cannot overlap a lake. Class-incompatibility can be predefined in a look-up table (LUT), for
example, such that the system consults the table when a new 2-container is being inserted
and, in general, during overlay computation to ascertain if the overlapping 2-containers
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represent compatible objects. The same situation holds for 1-containers and O-containers.
Detecting and forestalling such incompatibilities can be handled in two ways: (1) at the
beginning of the update propagation (or overlay computation toderive a multi-valued vector
map),or(2)immediately after theupdate/overlay computation.Thefirst approach impliesthat
the checking routine should be part of the algorithm being used for the computation, but it
will require more interaction with the human operator (except if an LUT is provided) during
the updating. The second approach allows the use of any available overlay computation
algorithm, after which the consistency module can check for compatibility. The algorithm
provided here uses the first approach, but this part can be transferred to the end during
implementation if the user so decides.
If the insertion is allowed, the existing O-containers topologically contained by the 2containers should be identified (computationally) in order to make this relationship explicit.
The system should continue the update propagation by inserting one arc of the 2-container
at atime using the Insert_Arc algorithm (defined in theprevious section).Someexisting arcs
may need to be deleted, while some may require modification. For example, Figure 6.3a
showsa small vector map which hasbeen structured according totheDMMVM; 2-container
A5 is to be inserted, as shown in Figure 6.3b.
From the figures, it is obvious
that the new 2-container's position has affected the geometry
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arc will update arcs (16,5) and (5,13),whilethe algorithm for deleting an arc will delete arcs
(12,5), (11,5), (15,5) and (14,5) (arcs having Left[A5,ai]=l and Right[A5,aJ=l and Partof[lcontainernüMtal!,ai]=0 where a,is an existing arc).It is therefore obvious that having provided
the basic updating operations for arcs, any complex situation can be decomposed into a set
of elementary updating operations. The generalised algorithm for inserting a new container
is defined below (see Appendix 1.1.7 for the block diagram):
Algorithm for inserting a 2-container: Insert_2-container
begin
do for each new 2-container c2
get Gc2(Nc2,Ac2)
do 2CC_Rule_l /* consistency rule for 2-container */
select all existing 2-containers OC2 for which oc2 e OC2I Relation(c2, oc2)
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e {rl79, r220,r400, r435, r476,r511} /* using computational geometry e.g.,
any polygon intersection algorithm */
for each oc2
select area object AOj for which Partof[AOj,oc2]=l
if map is single-valued
determine thematic class of AOj
if class g {"vacant", "unclassified"}
notify user /* decision e {interactive editing?, next oc2) */
else next oc2
endif
else
if map is multi-valued
determine compatibility between AOj and new area object
represented by c2 /* LUT or user decision */
if class incompatible
notify user /* decision e {interactive editing?, next oc2) */
else next oc2
endif
endif
display all 2-containers EC2 3 V ec2 e EC2 is Relation(ec2,c2) e {rl79,
r220, r400, r435, r476,r511) /* see Figure 4.7 */
perform interactive updating /modify neighbouring 2-containers which are
affected by the new one and insert arcs and nodes of c2; using update
algorithms of lower level data types */
for each ec2 e EC2 where Contains[ec2,c0]=l /* cO=anexisting O-container
*/
determine the new 2-container nc2 3 Contains[nc2,c0]=l
if nc2 exists, store relation as property of nc2 and property ofcO
next ec2
next c2
end
Deleting a 2-container
Deletinga2-container mayinvolveacombination ofdelete,modify andinsertoperations.The
delete request may be triggered because an area object represented by the 2-container is to
be deleted or its location is to be shared among neighbouring 2-containers. In both cases,
modification of the geometry of neighbouring 2-containers will berequired byinserting extra
arcs and deleting some obsolete arcs. Moreover, the O-containers inside the affected 2container may have a new topology: now inside oron the boundary of anew 2-container. To
handle the operations leading to a consistent database, the procedure for deleting the 2container should comprise the following main steps (see the block diagram in Appendix
1.1.8).
Algorithm Delete_2-container:
begin
get id of the 2-container -* c2
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select the 0-container(s) c0 for which Contains[c2,c0] = 1
select all existing 2-containers 0{ for which(\E OJ Relation(c2, cv) e
{rl79, r220, i279, r285, r287, r400, r435, r476, r511} /* figure 4.7
refers */
modify c^€ Oje.g., byinserting new arcs to modify its geometry /* has tobe
done interactively but using combinations of Insert_Arc, Delete_Arc and
Modify_Arc */
delete any arc aj for which Left[2-container„aj]=l A Right[2-containerm,aj]=l
A Partof[l-containerlc,aj]=0 where i = m
determine 2-container nc2 for which Contains[nc2,c0]=l /* using computational geometry e.g., point-in-polygon algorithm */
if True, store as property of nc2 and property ofcO
end
For example, 2-container A5 is to be deleted from Figure 6.3b and its former space
apportioned among adjoining 2-containers as shown in Figure 6.3a. This operation involves
- geometric update of 2-containers Al, A2, A3,A4 (by inserting arcs (11,5), (12,5), (14,5),
and (15,5) or new arcs as defined by user's sharing criterion, which is simply bydefining the
position of the common node)
- update of arcs (17,12), (12,13), (13,18),(18,14), (14,19), (19,15), (15,16), (16,11),(11,17),
(16,5) and (5,13)
- after theimmediate stepabove,thesystemwilldeletearcs(17,12),(12,13),(13,18),(18,14),
(14,19), (19,15), (15,16), (16,11) and (11,17) using the algorithm for deleting an arc since,
in each case, the values of the left andrightrelationshipsare equal and the arc is notpart of
any 1-container.
Modifying an existing 2-container
Modification of an existing 2-container can be triggered in three ways: (1) when a new 0container falls in the interior of the 2-container, thereby necessitating the modification of the
value(s) of the relationship Contains[2-container,0-container]; this modification, being a
secondary update, will be triggered by the lnsert_0-container algorithm; (2) as a secondary
modification triggered by an insertion of a new area object, or deletion or (geometric)
modification of another existing one causing the modification of this 2-container; this
modification will therefore be triggered by the primary update; or (3) as a primary update
triggered bytheneedtomodify thegeometry ofoneofthe areaobjects which the 2-container
is part of (e.g.,caused by the expansion of the size of an area object "parcel" from 36 m by
18 m to 36 m by 36 m), or an additional area object (as a result of overlay) is to be
represented by the 2-container, or the area object(s) which the 2-container is part of is (are)
to be deleted.
In the third case, if the modification involves changing only the value(s) of the relationship
Part-of (between area object and the 2-container), this can be effected by simple "add",
"remove" or modify commands of the DBMS. If geometry is involved and if the change is
substantial, the strategy is to use the algorithm for inserting a 2-container to insert the modified version and use the algorithm for deleting a 2-container to delete the obsolete one. If
only a few arcs are involved, the affected arcs are isolated from the (retrieved) arc list of the
2-container, the new arcs (to replace the affected ones) are added and the new geometry of
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the 2-container is inserted using the algorithm for inserting a 2-container while the isolated
arcs are deleted using the algorithm for deleting an arc. This can be summarised in the
following algorithm for (primary) modification of a 2-container (see Appendix 1.1.9 for the
block diagram).
Algorithm Modify_2-container:
begin
get 2-container_id -» c2
if much geometric change /* subjective decision of user! */
then
insert modified 2-container with Insert_2-container
delete obsolete 2-container with Delete 2-container
else
retrieve G ^ N ^ . A J
isolate affected arcs (Ak) from A,.2
add new arcs (A„) 3 Ac2 = (A,.2 - Ak) +A„
(re)insert Gc2(Nc2,Ac2) using Insert_2-container
delete a;€ Ak using Delete_Arc
endif
end
Inserting a 1-container
The insertion of a new 1-containeris triggered when a new line object comes into existence
orpart of anexistingonehas a geometric change.Aspartof therequired update propagation,
the class compatibility of the line objects represented by the 1-container should be
ascertained; where they are not class-compatible, the insertion should be rejected. For
example, a river and a road cannot be represented by the same 1-container. In addition, the
consistency rule lCC_Rule_l (see §5.1.2) should be enforced by the system. If the line
objects whichthe 1-containerispartof areclasscompatible andtheconsistency rule hasbeen
enforced, theupdatepropagationcanthencontinuebyfirst determiningifthereisanyexisting
1-container having the topologie relationship rl59 (see Figure 4.9), i.e., crossing, which is
then stored asan instance of theexplicit relationship Crosses (see Figure 3.8).Then each arc
ofthe 1-containerisinsertedusingtheInsert_Arc algorithm.Thealgorithm Insert_l-container,
in pseudo-code, is presented below, and its block diagram is shown in Appendix 1.1.10.

Algorithm Insert_l-container:
begin
do for each new 1-container cl
get Gcl(Nc„Acl)
do lCC_Rule_l /* consistency rule for 1-container */
select all existing 1-containers C, for which ck e C,l Relational, ck) e
{rl59, rl79, rl91, r220, r223, r255, r400, r415, r435,
r439, r476, r477, r501} /* see Figure 4.9; using computational geometry */
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for each ck
select line object LOjfor which Partof[LOj,ck]=l
if map is single-valued
notify user /* error, requires decision e {interrupt, next ck) */
else
if map is multi-valued
determine compatibility between LOj and new line object
represented by ck /* LUT or user decision */
if class incompatible
notify user /* error, requires decision € {interrupt, next c j */
else next ck
endif
endif
endif
determine existing 1-container, eel for which Relation(cl,ecl)=rl59
/* using computational geometry (see Figure 4.9 for rl59) */
if eel exists, store Crosses[cl,ecl]=l as properties of cl and eel
for each a,e Aci
do Insert_Arc(ai)
next a,
next cl
end
Deleting a 1-container
The triggered request todelete a 1-containermay ariseif thelineobject(s)representedby the
1-container nolonger exist or because of substantial locational changes of theobjects. When
an existing 1-container cl is to be deleted, the following operations must be performed:
- check if there is any 1-container eel for which Crosses[cl,ecl]=l; if so modify eel by
setting Crosses[cl,ecl]=0.
- delete the arcs of the 1-container using the algorithm for deleting an arc.An arc that exists
only becauseof the 1-container willhaveequal values for itsleft andrightrelationships; such
an arc should be deleted. Where these values are not equal, the value of the Partof
relationship between the 1-container and the arc should be changed to zero or null because
the arc still demarcates two area objects.
These operations can be translated into the following algorithm Delete_l-container for
deleting a 1-container (the block diagram is given in Appendix 1.1.11).
Algorithm Delete_l-container:
begin
get id of the 1-container -» cl
select the 1-containereel for which Crosses[cl,ecl] = 1
if exists, set value to zero
for each arc % e Acl having Partof[cl,aj]=l set value of Partof = 0
for each arc ^ e Acl /* arcs of the 1-container cl */
do Delete_Arc(ai)
end
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Modifying a 1-container
Modification of an existing 1-container can be triggered in three ways: (1) when a new 1container crosses a 1-container, thereby necessitating the modification of the value(s) of the
relationship Crosses[l-containerl,l-container2]; this modification, being a secondary update,
will be triggered by the Insert_l-container algorithm; (2) as a secondary modification
triggered by an insertion of a new line object, or deletion or (geometric) modification of
another existing one causing the modification of this 1-container; this modification will
therefore betriggeredby theprimary update;or(3)asaprimary updatetriggeredby theneed
tomodify thegeometry ofoneof thelineobjects which the 1-containerispartof (e.g.,Figure
6.4), or to delete some of the line objects which the 1-container is part-of.

a.Oldsituation

b.New situation
Figure 6.4 Modification of a 1-container

In the latter case, if the modification involves changing only the value(s) of the relationship
Part-of (between line object and the 1-container), this can be effected by simple "add",
"remove" or "modify" commands of the DBMS. If geometry is involved and if the change
is substantial,thestrategyistousethealgorithmfor insertinga 1-containertoinsertthemodified version and use the algorithm for deleting a 1-container to delete the obsolete one. If
only a few arcs are involved, the new arcs (to replace the affected ones) of the 1-container
are inserted using the algorithm for inserting an arc,whilethe affected arcs are deleted using
the algorithm for deleting arc.
Forsmallchanges,itmustalsobeverified whetherthe 1-containercrosses/intersects anyother
1-container within the changed segment (in which case the two 1-containers will have a
common node in this segment). Three new possibilities can then be identified:
- the two still intersect/cross at the same point despite the geometric change
- they are now disjoint
- they have a new intersection/crossing point and situation (upper/lower).
The first possibility requires no action. In the second, the value of the relationship Crosses
for thetwo 1-containersshould be set tozero.Inthethird,thenew cross-point of the affected
1-containers)shouldbedetermined andvalueof Crossesupdated toreflect thenew situation.
These can be summarised in the following algorithm for (primary) modification of 1container. The block diagram of the algorithm is presented in Appendix 1.1.12.
Algorithm Modify_l-container:
begin
get l-container_id -> cl
if much geometric change /* decision of user */
then
insert modified 1-container with Insert_l-container
delete obsolete 1-container with Delete_l-container
else
retrieve G^N^A,.,)
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determineexisting 1-container,eel for which Relation(cl,ecl)=rl59 /*
reference Figure 4.9 for rl59) */
if eel exists set Crosses[cl,ecl]=0
select affected elements of Ac, (say Ak)
for each aje A„/* A,,= the replacement arcs */
do Insert_Arc(aj)
next aj
for each aj e Ak
do Delete_Arc(aj)
nexta^
endif
determine existing 1-container, eel for which Relation(cl,ecl)=rl59
if eel exists set Crosses[cl,ecl]=l
end
Inserting a0-container
Before propagating the triggered insertion of a 0-container, it is necessary to verify that,
wherethe 0-container represents morethan onepoint object, theobjects are class-compatible
(see discussion on inserting 2-container). If the insertion should be propagated, the system
should determine (by using a computational algorithm) if there is any existing 2-container
topologically containing the 0-container and register the occurrence. The node defining the
geometry of the 0-container should then be inserted using the Insert_Node algorithm.
These operations can be translated into the following algorithm lnsert_0-container (see the
block diagram in Appendix 1.1.13).
Algorithm lnsert_0-container:
begin
do for each new 0-container cO
get G ^ N ^ A J /* note: Ac0= 0 */
retrieve existing 0-container ecO 3Relation(ec0,c0)=r272
if exists and map is single-valued
notify user /* error, requires operator decision */
endif
else
if exists and map is multi-valued
select point object(s) POj for which Repreby[POj,ec0]=l
determine compatibility between (each) POj and new point
object represented by cO /* LUT or user decision */
if class incompatible
notify user /* error, requires operator decision */
endif
endif
endif
determine existing 2-container, ec2for which Contains[ec2,c0] = 1 /* using
computational geometry */
if eel exists, store Contains[ec2,c0]=l as properties of cOand ec2
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do Insert_Node(Nc0)
nextcO
end
Deleting a 0-container
The triggered deletion of a 0-container cO may be required if the point object(s) represented
by the 0-container no longer exist or because of changes in its/their location(s). Before
effecting the delete operation, the existence of any 2-container ec2 for which Contains[ec2,c0]=l should be checked; if so, modify the property of ec2 by setting Contains[ec2,c0]=0.Then the 0-container can be deleted and its nodedeleted using Delete_Node
algorithm.Theseoperations can betranslatedintothefollowing algorithm Delete_0-container
for deleting a 0-container (see the block diagram in Appendix 1.1.14).
Algorithm Delete_0-container:
begin
get id of the 0-container —» cO
select iijfor which ReprlcO,^] = 1
select the 2-container ec2 for which Contains[ec2,c0] = 1
if exists, set value to zero
deletecO
do Delete_Node(nj)
end
Modifying an existing0-container
There are usually three reasons for a triggered modification of a 0-container:
(1) When one of the point objects represented by the 0-container requires deletion or
positional shifting while the other point objects remain at the same location; this is a
secondaryrequestwhichinvolves asimpleoperation of modifying thevalueoftheRepresentby relationship between the 0-container and the point object that triggers the update.
(2)ChangeinrelationshipContains[2-containerj,0-containeTj]causedbyachangeinthestatus
of the2-containerj; thisrequires only asettingof thepropervaluefor therelationshipandwill
be propagated by the affected 2-container.
(3) Change in its position (this may also involve topologie changes).
Inthe lastcase,the best strategy is totreat themodified 0-container asnew,thereby inserting
it with the lnsert_0-container algorithm. The obsolete version of it is then deleted using the
Delete_0-container algorithm.
These can be translated intothe following algorithm Modify_0-container. The block diagram
of the algorithm is given in Appendix 1.1.15.
Algorithm Modify_0-container:
begin
get 0-container_id -* cO
if 3 positional change
then
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insert modified O-container with lnsert_0-container
delete obsolete O-containerwith Delete_0-container
else
modify affected property of O-container /* simple query
endif
end
6.2.4 Updating the Elementary Objects
We will now analyze therequired updatingoperations when inserting,deleting,or modifying
apoint,line,or areaobject.Thethematic aspectsof theobjects, such asitslayerand thematic
class, can be handled as discussed in §6.1. Here the emphasis will be on geometric aspects.
The geometric update propagation initiated by theupdating of aterrain object can be seen as
a message carried by the object concerned into the database; the type of object and type of
update (insert, delete or modify) will signify the message type and thus the actions to be
performed by the system. This can be depicted by the following expression 6.1 (see also
Figure 6.2):
UP(OT,UT)-> {PRS:LPUTJ © {SRk :LPUTJ

(7.1)

where UP = Update propagation message
OT = Object type ( e {point, line, area})
UT = Update type ( e {Insert (I),Delete (D), Modify (M)})
-> = Triggers
PRj =Primary receiver (affected) data type (i.e.,mandatory and definitely affected)
LPUTj = List of (alerted) propagated update types (e {LD,M}) for data type i
SI^ = Secondary receiver (consulted/probably affected) data type k
© = Possibly affected path
Updating Point Objects
AsindicatedinFigure 6.2c,anygeometric updatingofpointobjects will alsotrigger updating
of O-container and node data types. It will necessarily involve consultation of the arc data
type,probably leading tothe updating of someexisting arcs.Thus the algorithms defined for
the affected data types will be part of the update propagation chain for point objects. The
propagation of insertion, modification and deletion of individual point objects in the
DMMVM are discussed below.
Inserting apoint object
The expression (7.1) with respect to insertion of a point object is:
UP(PO,I) -» {PO:I; 0C:I,M;N: I, M) © {AR:M, 2C: M}

(7.1.1)

This implies that the insertion message for a new point object PO triggers the insertion of a
new object of point type, insertion of a new or modification of an existing instance of 0container (0C) type, the insertion of a new or deletion of an existing instance of node (N)
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type. The propagation will also consult the arc data (AR) and 2-containers (2C) for possible
modification, e.g., if the position of the point object coincides with a point in the interior of
an arc, thereby necessitating decomposition of the arc (GP_Rule_2b).
After the insertion of the object's thematic data, the geometric update propagation proceeds
by inserting first the object as an instance of point type. To continue the propagation, the
pointobjectisassignedatemporary0-containeridentifier andthelnsert_0-containeralgorithm
triggered.This willthen triggerany necessary updatingthatmayberequired inthechain such
as the updating of node and possibly an arc. The algorithm for inserting a point object will
therefore have the following structure (see the block diagram in Appendix 1.1.16):
Algorithm Insert_Point:
begin
get properties of point object PO /* id, coords, thematic class, layer, */
insert thematic data
assign 0-container identifier —» cO
do Insert_0-container(cO)
end
Deleting apoint object
This will be required when an existing point object comes to theend of its life span.Like an
insert operation, the delete point object operation is an initiator of updatepropagation which
will have the following interpretation of the expression (7.1):
UP(PO,D) -» {PO:D; 0C:D, M;N: D) © {AR:M; 2C: M}

(7.1.2)

Expression 7.1.2 implies thatwhen amessage todelete (D)apointtypeobject (PO)is issued,
theupdate propagation operation willdeletetheinstance from thepointtype,trigger updating
of its 0-container (to delete or modify the 0-container), which in turn triggers the updating
of an instance of data type node (for possible deletion). The operation on node will trigger
the consultation of arc before the node is deleted and the operation on 0-container may
requiremodification of aninstance of the 2-container if theinstancecontains the0-container.
The algorithm for deleting an object of the Point type is therefore as follows (see Appendix
1.1.17 for the block diagram):
Algorithm Delete_Point:
begin
get id of object -» po
delete thematic data of po
select 0-container cOwhere Repreby[po,cO]=l
select point object pol where Repreby[pol,cO]=lApo*pol
if pol exists
set Repreby[po,cO]=l to Repreby[po,cO]=0
goto end
else
do Delete_0-container(cO)
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endif
end
Modifying a Point Object
There are usually three reasons for modifying a point object:
(1) change in the object's thematic data, e.g., thematic class
(2) consequential change in topologie relationship with other objects brought about by
locational changes of those objects
(3) change in the object's position (which may also lead to topologie changes).
The first involves a simple operation of replacing the old thematic data by the new. The
second operation will be taken care of by the primary update (which caused the topologie
change). In the third case, if the modification involves positional change, the strategy is to
insert the object as new using the Insert_Point algorithm and to delete the obsolete one with
theDelete_Point algorithm.The updatepropagation chain for themodification isdepicted by
expression 7.1.3, indicating the need for consistent update propagation.
UP(PO,M) -> {PO:M; OC: MJ)J; N: DJ} © {AR:M; 2C: M}

(7.1.3)

The algorithm for the updating is as follows (see the block diagram in Appendix 1.1.18):
Algorithm Modify_Point
begin
get id of object (po) and new (modified) data
modify thematic data /* simple DBMS commands */
if positional change
select 0-containercolRepreby[po,cO]=l
assign new 0-container id -* ncO
do Insert_0-container(ncO)
do Delete_0-container(c0)
end
Updating Line Objects
A line object, like the two other generic objects area and point, has three components:
(1) the object's identity
(2) the object's non-spatial (thematic) data which are restricted to the object's class in our
case and can be handled by simple update commands of the DBMS during implementation
(3) the geometric data which can be further split into three:
- the positional data as represented by its 1-containers
- the shapeinformation which isderived from the aggregation of the 1-containersthat define
the object
- the topology of the object, which is derived from the topology of its 1-containers.
Thus, as shown in Figure 6.2b, the geometric updating of line objects will trigger updating
of 1-container,arcandnodedata types.Itwillnecessarily involveconsultation of theexisting
instances of 2-container data type to derive the left and right properties of the arcs defining
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the line object's 1-container. Also, instances of 0-container will be chained by operations on
nodes of the line object. Hence updating on line objects will propagate to the two lower
levels. The propagation of insertion, modification and deletion of geometric aspects of
individual line objects in the DMMVM are presented below.
Inserting a line Object
The insertion of the line object's geometric data can be decomposed into insertion of the 1container thatdefines theobject and the algorithm for inserting 1-containerusedtoinsert this
and propagate the insertion of its arcs and nodes. The propagation chain for inserting a line
object is given in expression 7.1.4 below (the secondary path is not involved).
UP(LO,I) -» {LO:I; 1C:IJ),M; AR: IJDM;N: I, D}

(7.1.4)

After the insertion of the object as an instance of the line type and its thematic data, the
geometric update propagation proceeds by assigning atemporary 1-containeridentifier tothe
object The Insert_l-container algorithm is then triggered. This will in turn trigger any
necessary updating that may be required in the chain such as the insertion of new instances
and/or modification of existing instances of arc (AR) type.The algorithm for inserting a line
object will therefore have the following structure (see Appendix 1.1.19 for the block
diagram):
Algorithm Insert_Line:
begin
get properties of line object LO/* {id, coords, layer, etc. */
insert thematic data
assign 1-container identifier -» cl
do Insert_l-container(cl)
enforce LO_Rule_l
end
Deleting a Line Object
A line object that has come to the end of its life span should be deleted from the database.
Also, an existing line object may have undergone such a substantial positional change that it
is bettertoinsertit as a new object anddelete theobsolete one.Thedelete propagation chain
for a line object is shown in expression 7.1.5
UP(LO,I) -» {LO:D; 1C:DM; AR: DM; N: D}

(7.1.5)

Theexpression indicates that when a delete message is sent to anobject of the linetype,this
triggers the deletion of the instance from the line type, and triggers the deletion or
modification of its 1-containers. The triggered deletion of a 1-container will trigger the
necessary operation on instances of arc AR which propagates to some instances of node N.
Theseoperations areindicated in thefollowing algorithm for deleting alineobject. Theblock
diagram of the procedure is given in Appendix 1.1.20.
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Algorithm DeleteJLine:
begin
get id of object -* lo
delete thematic data of lo
select 1-containers CI 3 for each cl e Cl is Partof[lo,cl]=l
for each cl
select line object lol where Partof[lol,cl]=l Alo^lol
if lol exists
set Partof[lo,cl]=0
else
do Delete_l-container(cl)
endif
next cl
end
Modifying a Line Object
The need to modify an existing line object may result from one, or a combination, of the
following changes:
(1) thematic changes, e.g., the object's class; these can be handled by simple updating
commands and require no propagation;
(2) geometric changes.
For geometric changes, since a line object is geometrically represented by 1-containers, it is
possible to identify the elements of the set of its 1-containers in which the change has taken
place.The changed segment(s) of the lineobject can then beinserted using the algorithm for
inserting a 1-containerwhile the obsolete 1-containers should bedeleted using the algorithm
for deleting a 1-container. When a major part of the object has changed, the strategy is to
insert the new one using the algorithm for inserting a line anddelete the old object using the
algorithm for deleting a line. In either case, the update propagation chain will be as shown
in expression 7.1.6.
UP(LO,M) -> {LO:M;1C:W,M; AR: IJ),M; N: IX>]

(7.1.6)

This is expressed in algorithmic form as follows (see block diagram in Appendix 1.1.21):
Algorithm Modify_Line
begin
get id of object (lo) and the replacement data
modify thematic data /* simple DBMS commands */
if positional change
select 1-containers Cl 3 for each cl e Cl is Partof[lo,cl]=l
if substantial positional change /* decision of human operator */
assign new 1-container id -» ncl /* object treated as one 1-container
*/
do Insert_l-container(ncl)
for each cl
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doDelete_l-container(cl)
next cl
else
identify Cl1c Cl in which positional changesoccur
for each c,e Cil
doinsert.1-container^)
nextCj

for eachCj e (Cl - C i l )
dodelete_l-container(Cj)
endif
endif
end
Updating Area Objects
Likepoint andlineobjects,anareaobject hastwobasicproperties:thematicandgeometric.
Updating of the thematic data, as in the other two types, can be taken care of byDBMS
commandsduringimplementation. In the geometric domain,however,inserting,deletingor
modifying asingleareaobject mayleadtofurther operationsonotherexistingneighbouring
areaobjects; thus updating of a single areaobject is acomplex operation. Thepropagation
ofupdatingoperationsofinserting,deletingandmodifying thegeometricdataofasinglearea
object arepresented in thefollowing subsections.
Insertinga single area object
Thecompleteclassification (completeness of incidence)constraintof theDMMVMimplies
that all two-dimensional objects must be classified (even if as class "unclassified"); thus
inserting anareaobject will always involve acombination of insert operations (for thenew
object) andpossiblydeletionand/ormodification ofexistingareaobjects whicharespatially
coincident with the new object. The insertion of the area object's geometric data can be
decomposedintoinsertionofa2-containerandthealgorithmforinsertinga2-containerused
toinsert this andpropagate theinsertion of its arcs andnodes.The insert algorithm for the
2-containeralreadyhasfacilities formodifyingneighbouring2-containersiftheyare affected.
Thepropagation chainfor inserting anareaobject is given in expression 7.1.7 below.
UP(AO, I) -» {AO: WM; 2C:IJD.M;AR:IßM; N:I,D}®{OC: M)

(7.1.7)

This indicates that apart from inserting the area object, other area objects may have tobe
deletedormodified; theinsertionofthenewareaobjectwillthentriggertheinsertionofnew
2-containers (2C)withpossibledeletionormodification ofsomeexistingones,andsimilarly
for arc (AR) and node (N) in the propagation chain. Some existing instances of the 0container type may have to be modified if they are topologically contained by the new2containers of theareaobject The updating operations to beperformed on theexistingarea
objects which are affected by the insertion of the new object cannot bedetermined by the
system(e.g.,inacadastraldatabase,ifanewparcel,representedasareaobject,overlapswith
anexistingone,thesystemcanonlynotify theuserwhiletheuserdecideswhethertoreduce
theexistingoneorthenewoneasoneofthenumerouspossible decisions).Thisaspecthas
tobedoneinteractively.Thepropagation oftheinsertion willproceed byregarding thearea
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object as a new single 2-container. The following algorithm isproposed for inserting an area
object. The block diagram of the algorithm is presented in Appendix 1.1.22.
Algorithm Insert_Area:
begin
get properties of area object AO /* id, coords, thematic class, layer, */
insert thematic data
assign 2-container identifier -» c2
do Insert_2-container(c2)
enforce AO_Rule_l
end
Deleting an Area Object
Deleting a single area object will also involve a combination of delete, update and insert
operations. The operation will be required if an area object has come to the end of its life
span or if an existing one has undergone such a substantial positional change that it is better
to insert it as new object and delete the obsolete one. The updating alsorequires interaction
with the human operator because of its effects on neighbouring area objects (whether to
allocate its space to only one or among all of its former neighbours).
The delete propagation chain for an area object is shown in expression 7.1.8
UP(AO,D) -» {AO;DM; 2C: DM; AR: DM; N: D} ® {OC: M]

(7.1.8)

The expression indicates that when a delete message is sent to an instance of the area type,
it will require not only the deletion of the instance from the area type but also the
modification of neighbouring ones. It will require the deletion or modification of some 2containers, which will trigger deletion or modification of some instances of arc AR, which
propagates to some instances of node N. Being an interactive operation, the system should
select the 2-containers representing the area object as well as related 2-containers for the
human operator to decide on the necessary modification of affected neighbours.The human
operator will use any of the updating algorithms defined for the lower level data types (2container, arc and node,especially the lasttwo).The outline of theoperations is indicated in
the following algorithm for deleting an area object (see Appendix 1.1.23 for the block
diagram).
Algorithm Delete_Area:
begin
get id of object -> ao
delete thematic data of ao
select 2-containers C2 3 V c2 e C2 is Partof[ao,c2]=l
for each c2 e C2
display all 2-containers EC2 3 V ec2 e EC2 is Relation(ec2,c2) €
{rl79, r220,r400, r435, r476, r511}
perform interactive updating/* using update algorithms of lower level
data types */
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next c2
end
Modifying an Area Object
The need to modify an existing area object may result from one, or a combination, of the
following changes:
- thematic changes, e.g., the object's class; these can be handled by simple updating
commands and require no propagation;
- geometric changes.
Geometric changes will alsoaffect neighbouring area objects; thus thesame situation applies
as in the insertion and deletion of area objects. The update propagation path that will guide
in the interactive updating during geometric updating is shown in expression 7.1.9.
UP(AO,M) -» {AO:IJ)M; 2C: IJ),M; AR: IJ)M; N: Iß} ® {OC: M}

(7.1.9)

This isexpressed in algorithmic form asfollows (seethe block diagram in Appendix 1.1.24):
Algorithm Modify_Area
begin
get id of object (ao) and the replacement data
modify thematic data /* simple DBMS commands */
if positional change
select 2-containers C2 3 V c2 € C2 is Partof[ao,c2]=l
display all 2-containers EC2 9 V ec2 e EC2 is Relation(ec2,c2) e {rl79,
r220, r400, r435, r476,r511}
perform interactive updating /* using update algorithms of lower level data
types */
endif
end

63 HandlingUpdatingof Multiple Objects
The updating procedure described in the previous section covers the eight data types (the
elementary object types area, line and point, the m-containers, m e {0,1,2}, and the two
geometric primitives arc and node) that have been used to model multi-valued vector maps.
As stated in that section, users operate at the level of the elementary object types: area line
and point; an update on any instance of the three is then dynamically propagated tothe other
data types. The procedure implies that terrain objects are being updated on individual basis,
which is in line with the fact that a spatial database stores information concerning a groupof
individual terrain objects. It also conforms with the normal practice because the need to
update aspatialdatabaseusually ariseswhen (onindividual basis),oneormoreterrain objects
come intoexistence,requiremodifications, orbecome extinct Thecollection of thenewdata
(bywhatevermethod:photogrammetry,landsurveying,etc.)istherefore usually object-based,
e.g., recognizing that a new road has been constructed and has to be added to the database.
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Consequently, updating of multiple objects in the database can still be based on the same
algorithms. The implementation of the algorithms can be optimized to efficiently accommodate the complexity introduced when many objects aretobe updated atthe same time, for
example, through the use of efficient search trees and a contiguous storage of related data.
Updating of multiple objects at one time can then be grouped into the following:
- addition,removalormodification ofmultipleobjects ofthesamegenerictype(e.g.,multiple
point objects)
- addition and/or removal of multiple objects belonging to different generic types.
Updating multiple objectsof the same generic type
In this case,the operation is handled by treatingoneobject atatime,within aloop,using the
appropriate algorithm.
Updating multiple objects belonging to different generic types
These involve one or more point objects and/or one or more line objects and/orone or more
area objects. The following strategy can be used to handle the operation:
- insert/delete/modify all thepoint objects (if any),one atatime,using therelevant algorithm
for point object
- insert/delete/modify all the line objects (if any) using the relevant algorithm for line object
- insert/delete/modify all the area objects (if any) using relevant algorithms.
By grouping objects of thesame type together, the same operation (e.g.,Insert_Area) can be
performed in a loop instead of changing from one operation toanother in an ad-hoc manner.
However, to delete objects in a region (e.g., defined by some coordinates), since some of
thoseobjects may bepartially insidetheregion,thebestapproach isfor the systemtoretrieve
all objects that are associated with (i.e, fully or partially in) the region for the user to select
those that should be deleted or to even remodify the region to carve out or include more
objects.

6.4 Summary
In gee-information production, the cost of data collection has been said tobe about seven to
10 times more than the cost of the hardware and software needed to establish the database
(Peled, 1994).Thus it is very important that the accuracy and currency of thedata should be
reliable, such that the purpose for setting upthedatabase can be fulfilled withprofitable cost
recovery. This chapter aimed at contributing towards achieving this by providing algorithms
for consistent automated update propagation.
Although geo-information updating includes change detection, data collection and database
updating, the focus in the chapter was on automated database updating underthe assumption
that the necessary changes have been detected and captured in readiness for input into a
DMMVM-structured database. Ideally, the defined algorithms should be translated into
computer modules within anexisting DBMS.However, since most of theoperational DBMS
are not capable of accepting user-defined rules and data types, the algorithms may have to
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be programmed in a high-level language and then coupled with the DBMS during
implementation.
It should benoted that, although the final goalis to automate spatial database updating, some
aspects will still have to be done interactively (i.e., require human intervention), aided by
graphic visualisation. This limitation is related mostly to the area objects with respect to the
correct decision to take when modifying the neighbouring area objects (of the same layer)
effected by an area object that is being updated.
After the update propagation, the consistency rule for planar enforcement (see §5.1.3) must
be enforced. In addition, some of theotherconsistency rules (especially semantic) defined in
thelastchaptercan beenforced immediately after theupdateandcertainly atregularintervals.
For the purpose of updating, in order to improve performance, the geographic space can be
partitioned intodifferent levelsof windows(from coarsetofine),forexample,usingquadtree,
and the listof the geometric primitives within awindow, together with thecoordinates of the
window, can then be stored, e.g., in arandom access file. This information can then be used
when inserting a new object so that the necessary topologie editing is localised instead of
involving the entire geometric primitives in the database.
Some of the proposed algorithms have been experimented in automated update propagation
in single-valued vector maps. The experiment was done by coupling Microsoft Fortran with
an Oracle DBMS in a microcomputer environment at the Department of Land Surveying,
Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, Wageningen Agricultural University. The algorithms
were translated into Fortran programs, while Oracle served as the RDBMS retrieving the
necessary data from the database into the Fortran program, for updating and consistency
operations, and returning the updated data back intothe database. Details of this experiment
can be found in Kufoniyi (1989) and Kufoniyi et al (1993). Further experimentation of the
algorithms are presented in chapter 8of this thesis, using the Postgres DBMS, an extended
relational database management system.
The next chapter focuses on the translation of the DMMVM into two prototype database
structures (relational and object oriented). If the relational prototype is used for an
implementation, then theupdate propagation algorithms and consistency rules would have to
be handled by a high-level programming language and coupled with the RDBMS as in the
experiment cited above, since most operational RDBMSs are not capable of handling userdefined rules. If the object-oriented (OO) prototype is chosen, the algorithms have been
defined asclassmethods,which shouldthenbeprogrammed usingtheprogramming language
of the OO system.
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DATABASE STRUCTURES FOR MULTI-VALUEDVECTORMAPS
A conceptual data model is normally developed without consideration of the type of system
that will implement it. This also holds for the object-based conceptual data model developed
inchapter 3.However,for implementation purposes,itisnecessary totranslatethemodel into
a prototype database structure, based usually on a database model (e.g.,relational, network,
etc.).Areviewof thecommon databasemodels waspresented inchapter2,withtherelational
model being the most popular. Most of the present-day operational GI systems are built on
the relational model, noted for its simplicity and standard query language. Another database
model which is fast gaining importance in GIS is the object-oriented model, which has been
acclaimed to be more suitable for spatial applications than the relational model (see chapter
2). However, mature operational object-oriented systems are not yet common.
The approach in thisthesis is therefore totranslate theDMMVM intotwoprototype database
structures,onerelational andthesecondobject-oriented. Therelationalstructurecan serve for
immediate implementation while the object-oriented structure can be implemented with the
availability of mature operational object-oriented systems. In addition, the relational system
can be upgraded into an evolutionary object-oriented (object-relational) systems by building
anobject shellontopof therelational systemorbyimplementingthe structureinanextended
relational system (see §7.2.3). §7.1 describes the prototype relational database structure for
multi-valued vector maps while the object-oriented data structure is presented in §7.2.

7.1 Relational Database Structure forMulti-valued VectorMaps
In this section, the translation of theDMMVM into a prototype relational database structure
is presented. Smith's method for relational database design is used for the translation. This
method was reviewed in chapter 2 and comprises four main steps, namely:
(1) identification of the basic data types and relationships to be represented by the database
structure;
(2)listing of thefunctional dependency statements among the datatypes,showing the singleand multi-valued dependencies;
(3) construction of the dependency diagram; and
(4) construction of relations (tables) from the dependency diagram.
7.1.1 Identification of Data Types
The data types in the DMMVM are indicated in Figure 3.8. Since the identifier of an object
in onelayer may be the same as that of anotherobject in another layer, it is necessary to add
the thematic layer from which an object originated and the geographic name of theobject as
additional datatypes.Also,theplanimetrieandvertical accuracies aswellasthelineage (e.g.,
source and method of acquisition) of thepoint are added asoptional data (see also Chhatkuli,
1993andBouloucosetal, 1994formodellingof geometricdataqualityinmulti-valued vector
maps).
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7.1.2 Dependency Statements
Theidentified datatypestogetherwiththeelementary linksamongthedatatypes(see§3.4.3),
are translated into the following dependency statements.The data types and the link types to
be explicitly represented in the data structure are in bold characters. The total number of
layers is represented by NL.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)

(6)

(7)

One 1-container, identified by a OneC, represents / Lobj line objects (/ £ NL), each
of whichoriginates from amapLayer, hasanameLname,andbelongstoone Lclass
thematic class in the layer.
One 2-container, identified by an identifier TwoC represents k Aobj area objects (k
= NL), each of which originates from a map Layer, has a name Aname, and belongs
to one Aclass thematic class in the layer.
One O-container, identified by ZeroC,represents;' Pobj point objects (ƒ<, NJ, each
of which originates from amap Layer, has aname Pnameand belongs toone Pclass
thematic class in the layer.
Each ZeroC is geometrically represented by one Pnode node number and may lie in
one TwoC 2-container.
Anarc,identified byan Arcnr,isdefined byoneBnode starting nodeandone Enode
end node and has one LftTwoC left 2-container identifier andone RgtTwoCright2container identifier and represents one AOneC 1-container.
Each Nodenr node has aposition given by a triplet of Xcoord, Ycoord, and Zcoord
coordinates, and optionally has a Pace planimetrie accuracy, a Vacc height accuracy,
a P_lng planimetrie lineage and a V l n g elevation lineage.
Two 1-containersidentified by Ulc upper 1-containerandLie lower 1-containermay
cross each other at a Crosspt point (crosspt belongs to the domain of nodenr).

7.13 The Dependency Diagram.
The dependency diagram constructed from the above dependency statements is given in
Figure 7.1. Each data type is represented in an ellipse (or double ellipses to facilitate the
representation of links) and the link between two data types is numbered according to the
dependency statement from which the link is taken.Linksmay have singleor double-headed
arrows depending on whether the link represents single-valuedor multi-valued dependencies
(not to be confused with the same terms in vector maps, see §2.2.3 and §3.0). Related fields
may be combined in a single bubble (ellipse) by using the "+" symbol. The domain flags,
triangles with numbers inside them, easily identify all fields with a common domain and
facilitates referential integrity rules at the implementation stage. Optional data types are
written in lower-case letters.
7.1.4 Composing Fully Normalised Relations from the Dependency Diagram
The following seven relations are composed directly from the dependency diagram inFigure
7.1.Table namesare written in upper-case letters andprimary keys areunderlined. Thefields
in square brackets areoptional.Figure7.2 showstherelationalstructure andthelinks among
the tables.
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AREA (twoC, aobi, laver, aname, aclass)
LINE (oneC, lobi, layer, lname, Iclass)
POINT (zeroC, pobi, laver, pname, pclass)
POINTNODE (zeroC. twoC, pnode)
ARC (arcnr. bnode, enode, IftTwoC, rgtTwoC, aOneC)
NODE (nodenr, xcoord, ycoord, zcoord [,pacc,vacc, pjng, v Ing])
LINCROSS (ulc. He. crossot)

7.1.5 Implementing the Relational Structure
Theprototyperelational structuredeveloped abovecanthen beimplemented in any relational
system by creating a database consisting of the seven base tables in which the columns of
each tablearemappedintothesystem'sbuilt-indatatypes (e.g.,numeric,character,etc.).The
database will then be manipulated with a RDBMS.
Inorder to incorporate additional thematic information for the objects, extra tables should be
created, one for each thematic class with each attributeof the class becoming one column of
the table. The object identifiers (aobj, lobj, pobj) and layer identifier (layer) should be
included as columns in the thematic tables in order to link the object's geometric and nonspatial data sets.
In the first experimental implementation of this prototype (with 2D position), an integrated
land use and soil database was created in a micro-computer environment using dBase-IV as
RDBMS. In the experiment, the land use map and the soil map (hard copies) covering the
samegeographic spaceandatthesamescaleweremanualoverlaidandcodedintoadBase-IV
DBMS to test the information content of the model. Details of the experiment can be found
in Ayugi (1992) and Bouloucos et al (1993).
Another experimental implementation of theprototype, withobjects' position stilldefined in
2D metric and topologie space but with incorporation of geometric data quality parameters,
was carried out on Arc/dBase-IV configuration in which PC Arc/Info was used as the data
acquisition subsystem and dBase-IV was used for the database management. For this
experiment, "segment" was introduced as an additional data type (defined as a straight line
between two adjacent vertices) to define the shape of an arc (which has been assumed to be
straight in this prototype and in the first experiment). After performing the data acquisition
andthe necessary overlaysinArc/Info, both the geometric andthematicdatawere transferred
into the dBase-IV DBMS and structured according to our relational prototype (with the
necessary modifications toaccommodate qualityparameters andthe segments) and then used
for single- and multi-layer queries. Thus both the geometric and thematic datasets were
organized in the same structure and managed by a single DBMS.
The introduction of the segment improved the performance of topologie queries because a
reduced numberof geometric primitives (arcsandnodes) are searched incomparison with an
implementation of arcs as straight lines.However, a lotof computational effort was required
to achieve the integrated structure because of the layer approach of Arc/Info. Details of this
implementation can be found in Chhatkuli (1993) and Bouloucos et al (1994). Also, an
example of the design and implementation (using Oracle RDBMS) of a prototype relational
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database structure for single-valued vector maps can be found in Kufoniyi (1989 and
Bouloucos etal (1990).
A system that appears more promising forthe implementation ofthis relational prototypeis
the System 9 which uses adifferent kind oflayer-approach inwhich ageographic layeris
built on topof a standard relational DBMS (EckandUffer, 1990). This facilitates the
integrated storageofspatial and non-spatial data,thus allowing totakebenefit ofconsistency
and concurrency control mechanisms onboth kinds ofdata (Boursier and Faiz, 1993). The
system defines three basic geometric data types forthe representationofsimple geographic
objects, from which more complex objects can also be derived. The three generic primitives
are node, line and area, which are comparable to ourelementary object types point, line and
area respectively.
All the experiments indicated thatarelationalsystem can be used forthe implementationof
vectormaps.However, suchissues asgraphicoutput ofqueryresults,updatepropagation and
integrity maintenance must be handled by user-written (orany third party) procedures.
Algorithms for the automated updatepropagation andconsistency enforcement inarelational
data structure for single-valued vector maps (which were tested by coupling editing
procedures written in Fortran with Oracle DBMS) have been proposed bytheauthor (see
Kufoniyi, 1989 and Kufoniyi etal, 1993). Similar approach can beused toimplementthe
consistency rules provided in chapter 5 andtheupdating procedure of chapter 6 for this
prototype, i.e.,by using anyprogramming language (e.g., C,Pascal, Fortran, etc)that is
compatiblewith thechosenRDBMStoprogramtheconsistencyrulesandupdating algorithms
and then couple these with the RDBMS.
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7.2 Object-Oriented Data Structure for Multi-valued VectorMaps
Inchapter2,themainfeatures ofobject-oriented datamodellingweredescribed. Someofthe
modellingconstructs(classification, generalisation,aggregationandassociation),togetherwith
the concepts of inheritance andpropagation, will be applied here tomap thedata model
shown inFigure 3.8 toanobject-oriented data structure.
7.2.1 Class Definitions and Modelling
From the basic structure of spatial objects shown inFigure 2.2, two classification domains
are distinguished, namely thematic domain and geometric domain. Thus each terrain object
will beaninstance ofone ofthe thematic classes and aninstance ofone ofthe geometric
classes as shown in Figures 7.3(i.e., double inheritance). The mapping of the DMMVM
(Figure 3.8) toanobject-oriented datamodel isrepresented inFigure 7.4 inwhich the classes
are represented byrectangles and the links among the classes byarrows.The ellipses show
the separation between thetwo classification domains and emphasise thecentral focusof
terrain objects inthe model.
The thematic classification domain deals with the non-spatial characteristics ofan object.In
the scheme,objects with common non-spatial attributes aremapped intoacommon thematic
class within one mapping layer (see Chapter 3)such that each object belongs toonlyone
thematic classinthat layer.Each class will havealistofproperties (attributes) whose values
are then evaluated during application for each object belonging to that class. Here,the
classification may be hierarchical, such that at a higher level classes that share common
properties are also generalised into a superclass.
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The actual classification andinstantiation in
the semantic domain can be done only
during application. Thus the thematic classification line will be restricted to the class
labelsof eachobject which are symbolically
represented by Linthemclass, Arthemclass
and Pntthemclass in Figure 7.4, and further
attention will be focused on the geometric
domain. During application, the three class
labels can then be expanded and structured
as described in §3.2.1 and §3.4.1
The geometric classification line deals with
the geometric characteristics of anobject. In
this domain, objects are classified into three
geometric classes in a 2D topologie space.
The three classes, also referred to as object
types, are:
- Pointtype: ODobjects having position but
no spatial extension.
- Linetype: objects having shape, position
and ID spatial extension.
- Areatype: objects which extend over two
spatial dimensions having position, shape
and size.

J_
superclass

m
thematic
class

geometric
class

1

1

terrain
object

Each terrain object (indicated as Lineobj,
Figure 7.3 Classification structure for spaAreaobj and Pointobj in Figure 7.4) will be
tial objects
mapped onto only one type (either on oneto-one basis or one-to-many) of these three
geometric classes and the classification is not hierarchical. Note, however, that aggregation
hierarchies can be defined to group objects of different types into a more complex object
when the model is used to implement complex applications.
The three geometric classes are regarded as aggregated objects with five subordinate classes
(2-container, 1-container, O-container, arc and node) to define the geometric characteristics
of each instance, as shown in Figure 7.4 and described below. In the figure, "instance-of'
represents classification, "part-of' indicates aggregation, "member-of' indicates association
and "is-a"represents generalisation.Theconstraints for eachclass arenotrepeatedhere since
they have been treated under the consistency rules in §5.1. The major constraints to be
monitored and enforced are translated into class methods (operations).
Areatype
An instance of this class is a complex object in the sense of geometric representation. It is
composed of one or more 2-containers (see Figure 7.4). The geometric properties (positional
information, metric area, etc.) of the object are derived by propagation from the geometric
properties of the component 2-containers, e.g., the metric area of an instance of Areatype is
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the sum of the metric area of each of its component 2-containers. Some properties will still
require explicit representation. These properties are the object identifier of the instance, its
thematic class label (instance-of), its layer, and the set of its component 2-containers. It is
necessary to mention that if the structure is used to model a single-valued vector map, then
an instance of the Areatype will have only one 2-container component (the same goes for
Linetype and Pointtype vis-a-vis 1-container and O-container).
An (explicit topologie) association (member-of) exists between two instances of the class if
they have one or more common 2-containers. The topologie relationships (see §4.2.2.2)
between an instance of the class and an instance of the same class or Linetype class or
Pointtype class define other types of association. One of these is the explicit representation
of topologie containment of aninstance of Pointtype byaninstanceof thisclass asaproperty
of the O-container class. The other topologie relationships will be dynamically derived by
predefined methods using the algorithms proposed in §4.3.
The properties (attributes) and theoperations (methods) of this class are presented in §7.2.2.
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Figure 7.4 Object-oriented data model for multi-valued vector maps
Linetype
An instance of the Linetype is an aggregation of one or more instances of the 1-container
class (see Figure 7.4). Its geometric properties are therefore derived bypropagation from the
geometric properties of the component 1-containers. The explicit properties of the class
include the object identifier, its thematic class, its layer, and the set of its component 1containers (seethedatabase schema in §7.2.2).AsinAreatype,an association exists between
two instances of the class if they have one or more common 1-container. The topologie
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relationships (see §4.2.2.2)between aninstance of theclass andaninstance of the same class
or Areatype class or Pointtype class define other types of association, one of which is made
explicit as Linecross class at the level of 1-container (for explicit representation of the
crossing of two instances of Linetype class). The other topologie relationships will be
dynamically derived by predefined methods using the algorithms in §4.3.
Pointtype
This isthe thirdgeometric classtowhich aterrainobject can belong.Aninstanceof theclass
is a member of an association defined by an instance of the O-container class. The
corresponding O-containerdefines an association between twoormoreinstances of Pointtype
if those instances are spatially coincident (i.e., overlap in space). The geometric properties
(e.g.,position) of thememberPointtype arethen derived from thegeometric properties of the
corresponding O-container. The explicit properties of the class include the object identifier,
its thematic class,its layer, and the identifier of theO-containerof which it is a member (see
the database schema in §7.2.2). As in the above classes, the topologie relationships (see
§4.2.2.2) between an instance of theclassandaninstance of the sameclassorAreatype class
or Linetype class define other types of association. One of these, the topologie containment
of an instance of Pointtype by an instance of Areatype, is made explicit at geometric level
as a property of the O-container class. The other topologie relationships will then be
dynamically derived by predefined methods using the algorithms proposed in §4.3.
2-Container
The 2-container class models a geometric association between spatially coinciding instances
of Areatype. An instance of the class is part of one or more instances of the class Areatype.
The introduction of this class is very useful in multi-valued analysis because the thematic
properties of an instance are the elements of the set union of the thematic properties of the
member instances of class Areatype (similarly for 1-container/Linetype and 0-container/Pointtype). Put differently, given instance A of class Areatype with properties' set PA,
an instanceBof the sameclasswith properties' setPB,and an instance Cof class 2-container
modelling spatial coincidence between A and B,the properties P c of C c (PA u PB). Object
C can then be manipulated as a unique object in the database. To the extent that a simple
object ofclassAreatypeisisomorphic toaninstanceof class2-container (especially insinglevalued vector maprepresentation where there is a one-to-one mapping between an Areatype
object and a 2-container object), some methods defined for the former may be applicable to
the latter e.g., checking for the graph-closure of the object
The class is at a lower level compared with the Areatype class because instances of the class
exist only if instances of the Areatype exist. An instance is geometrically an aggregation of
one or more instances of class Arc; the positional information as well as some geometric
properties are therefore derived from the Arc class by propagation. The properties and
methods of the class are presented in the database schema in §7.2.2.
1-Container
As in the 2-container class,the 1-containermodels a geometric association between spatially
coinciding instances of Linetype and an instance of theclassis part of oneor more instances
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of the class Linetype. The properties of the instance are the elements of the set union of the
properties of the member instances of class Linetype. Also, some methods defined for the
Linetype may be applicable to the 1-containerclass, e.g., checking that the object's graph is
simple and elementary.
The class is at alower level compared with theLinetype class since theycomeinto existence
only when instances of theLinetypeexist.Aninstance is geometrically anaggregation of one
or more instances of class Arc; thus the positional information as well as some geometric
properties arederived from the Arc class by propagation. The properties andmethods of the
class are presented in §7.2.2.
O-Container
TheO-containerclass isdefined asa subclass of the class Node;thus itinheritstheproperties
of the Node class (i.e.,the node-id andcoordinate triplet).The class alsomodels a geometric
association between spatially coinciding instances of Pointtype. In addition to the properties
inherited from the node class, the class derives its (thematic) properties from the set union
of the thematic properties of its memberPointtype objects by propagation. It sends positional
information to the member Pointtype objects.
The explicit properties of the class and its methods are presented in the database schema in
§7.2.2.
Arc
This class participates in a double aggregation hierarchy (in the upward direction, seeFigure
7.4). One aggregation hierarchy is the link between the Arc class and the 1-containerclass.
In this scheme, an instance of classArcis part of one 1-containerobject. The second scheme
is the link between the Arc and the 2-container. Here, one instance of the class can be part
of at most two instances of 2-container class (i.e., as a boundary of two adjacent 2containers).Theinstancesof theclass aregeometric primitivesof instancesofthe 1-container
and 2-container classes; thus an instance of the class will not exist unless acorresponding 1container or 2-container exists. It therefore sends geometric properties tothe 1-containerand
2-container classes.
An instance of the class is itself, geometrically, an aggregate object, being composed of two
instances of the Node class. The positional information of the instance is therefore derived
from the Node class by propagation. The properties and methods of the class are given in
§7.2.2.
Node
This is an atomic class whose properties are the coordinate information of the vector map.
Theplanimetrieaccuracy, verticalaccuracy, andplanimetrieandvertical lineage (e.g.,source
and method of acquisition) of the node can be added as additional properties if desired.
The class is treated as a superclass of O-container and an instance of the class is (optionally)
part of an instance of the Arc class.The properties and methods of the class are given in the
schema below.
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7.2.2 Object-Oriented Database Schema
[1] Class: Areatype
Properties:
- AreaObjId (OID, i.e., object's identity)
- instance-of ArThemClass (its thematic class)
- Layer (from which layer i.e., layer identifier)
- 2-containerList: setof member 2-containers (OIDs of its 2-containers)
Operations:
- Insert (Area)/* inserts a new instance of the class and enforces topologie &
geometric (i.e., spatial) constraints */
- Retrieve (Area) /* retrieves an instance of the class */
- Delete (Area) /* deletes an instance of the class and enforces spatial
constraints */
- Modify (Area) /* modifies instance of the class and enforces spatial
constraints */
- Relation(P,Q) /* determines topologie relationship between two instances of
the class, or an instance P of the class and an instance Q of Linetype or
Pointtype */
- ComputeMetricArea /* computes metric area of an instance by propagation
of metric area values of member instances of 2-container */
- ComputePerimeter /* computes and returns the perimeter of an instance of
the class as aggregation of the lengths of arcs defining the boundary of the
instance by propagation from member 2-containers */
- Retrievesubgraph (Area) I* retrieves the arcs and nodes defining the
boundary of the instance by propagation from member 2-containers */
- graphCheck /* consistency check for the connectedness of boundary of an
instance */
[2] Class: Linetype
Properties:
- LineObjId (OID)
- instance-of LinThemClass (object's thematic class)
- Layer (its layer)
- 1-containerList: setof member 1-containers (OIDs of its 1-container)
Operations:
- Insert (Line) /* inserts a new instance of the class and enforces spatial
constraints */
- Retrieve (Line) /* retrieves an instance of the class */
- Delete (Line) /* deletes an instance of the class and enforces spatial
constraints */
- Modify (Line) /* modifies instance of the class and enforces constraints */
- Relation(P,Q) /* determines topologie relationships between two instances
of theclass,or between instance Pof Areatype and an instance Q of theclass,
or instance P of the class and an instance Q of Pointtype */
- ComputeLength /* computes metric length of the instance as aggregation of
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lengths of member 1-containers */
-Retrievesubgraph (Line)/*retrievesthearcsandnodesdefining the geometry
of an instance of the instance by propagation from member 1-containers */
- graphCheck(Line) /* checking consistency of the graph (simple and
elementary) of an instance */
[3] Class: Pointtype
Properties:
- PointObjId (OID)
- instance-of PntThemClass (object's thematic class)
- Layer (object's layer)
- O-containerld (OID of its O-container)
Operations:
- Insert (Point)/* inserts a new instance of the class and enforces constraints
*/
- Retrieve (Point) /* retrieves an instance of the class */
- Delete (Point) /* deletes an instance of the class and enforces constraints */
- Modify (Point) /* modifies instance of the class and enforces constraints if
necessary */
- Relation(P,Q) /* determines topologierelationship between two instances of
theclass,or between instance P of Areatype orLinetype andinstance Qof the
class */
- ComputeDistance /* computes euclidean distance between the instance and
another instance */

[4] Class: 2-container
Properties:
- 2-containerId (OID)
- RepresentAreatype: set of associated instances of class Areatype (OIDs of
member Areatype objects)
-composedofArcs:RetrieveGeometryO (indicatesthatgeometryisretrievedby
a function)
Operations:
- CreateContainer (2-container) /* creates a new instance of the class and
enforces constraints */
- DestroyContainer (2-container) /* destroys an instance of the class and
enforce constraints */
- AmmendContainer (2-container) /* modifies instance of the class and
enforces constraints */
- ComputeMetricArea /* computes metric areaof an instance */
- RetrieveGeometry (2-container) /* retrieves the arcs and nodes defining the
geometry of the instance */
- graphCheck /* consistency check for the connectedness of boundary of an
instance */
- RetrieveContainer (2-container) /* retrieves an instance of the class */
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[5] Class: 1-container
Properties:
- l-containerld (ODD)
- RepresentLinetype: set of associated instances of class Linetype (OIDs of
member Linetype objects)
- composedofArcs: RetrieveGeometryO (geometry represented as a function)
Operations:
- CreateContainer (1-container) /* creates a new instance of the class and
enforces constraints */
- DestroyContainer (1-container) /* destroys an instance of the class and
enforce constraints */
- AmmendContainer (1-container) /* modifies instance of the class and
enforces constraints */
- ComputeLength (1-container) /* computes metric length of the instance as
aggregation of lengths of defining arcs*/
- RetrieveGeometry (1-container) /* retrieves the arcs and nodes defining the
geometry of an instance */
- graphCheck /* consistency check for connectedness (simple and elementary
path) */
- RetrieveContainer (1-container) /* retrieves an instance of the class */
[6] Class:O-container
Properties:
- O-containerld (OID)
- RepresentPointtype: set of associated instances of class Pointtype (OIDs of
member Pointtype objects)
- isaNode: Nodenr (OID of node for positional information)
- inside2container: 2-containerId (OID of 2-container object in which it lies,
or computational procedure to determine this, e.g. point-in-polygon routine)
Operations:
- CreateContainer (O-container) /* creates a new instance of the class and
enforces constraints */
- DestroyContainer (O-container) /* destroys an instance of the class and
enforce constraints */
- AmmendContainer (O-container) /* modifies instance of the class and
enforces constraints */
- RetrieveContainer (O-container) /* retrieves an instance of the class */
- RetrieveGeometry (O-container) /* retrieves geometry (nodenr & coord) of
an instance of the class */
[7] Class: Arc
Properties:
- Arcld (OID)
- NodePartofArcl: start nodenr (OID of start node)
- NodePartofArc2: end nodenr (OID of end node)
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- Partof2containerl: left2-containerId (OID of 2-container on its left)
- Partof2container2: right2-containerId (OID of 2-container on its right)
- PartOflcontainer: l-containerld (OID of the 1-container which the instance
is part-of)
Operations:
- Insert (Arc) /* inserts a new instance of the class and enforces spatial
constraints */
- Retrieve (Arc) /* retrieves an instance of the class */
- Delete (Arc) /* deletes an instance of the class and enforces spatial
constraints */
- Modify (Arc) /* modifies instance of the class and enforces constraints */
- Relation(P,Q) /* computationally determines topologierelationship between
a new instance of theclass and anexisting instance of the class or an existing
instance of class Node*/
- ComputeLength /* computes metric length of the instance */
- consistencyCheck (Arc)/* consistency check of an instance: no dangling or
redundant arc, existence of node, etc. */
[8] Class: Node
Properties:
- Nodenr (OID)
- Xcoordinate (value of x coordinate)
- Ycoordinate (value of y coordinate)
- Zcoordinate (value of z coordinate)
- HasPlanAccuracy: PlanimetricAccuracy /* optional */
- HasHeightAccuracy: HeightAccuarcy /* optional */
- HasPlanLineage: PlanimetricLineage /* optional */
- HasHeightLineage: HeightLineage
/* optional */
Operations:
- Insert (Node) /* inserts a new instance of the class and enforces constraints:
uniqueness */
- Retrieve (Node) /* retrieves an instance of the class */
- Delete (Node) /* deletes an instance of the class */
- Modify (Node) /* modifies instance of the class */
- Relation(P,Q) /* computationally determines topologierelationship between
an existing instance of class Arc or this class and a new instance of the class
*/
- consistencyCheck (Node)/* consistency check of an instance:no redundant
node (single Z per pair of X & Yexcept at crossings, uniqueness of instance)
*/
[9] Class: LineCross /* optional, not required for 3D metric space */
Properties:
- Upperlcontainerld (ODDof higher 1-container object)
- Lowerlcontainerld (ODDof lower 1-container object)
- Crosspoint: nodenr (ODDof node where crossing occurs)
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Operations:
- InsertLineCross /* inserts a new instance of the class */
- RetrieveLineCross /* retrieves an instance of the class */
- DeleteLineCross /* deletes an instance of the class */
- ModifyLineCross /* modifies instance of the class */

7.2.3 Implementing the Prototype Object-Oriented Structure
To implement the structure defined above, the classes would translate to abstract data types
or modules orclasses and theproperties of each would be mapped onto thebase typesof the
system to be used (e.g.,Xcoordinate as double ina c++ based OODB system).If the system
does not provide a complete set of base data types to cover all properties, the user can use
the system's facility (if available) toprovide user-defined types for theremaining properties,
otherwise, some programming will be required to define them. The operations, as well as
other operators and functions that will manipulate the user-defined types, must also be
defined.
The object-oriented implementation can be done in one of two ways (seeFigure 1.2): (1) By
usinganextendedrelational (orobject-relational) system(e.g.,Postgres andIris),often called
"evolutionary approach" in which object-oriented features are added to the SQL features of
therelational database model (see §2.4).In its simplest form, this isoften done by somekind
of simulation in which an object-oriented shell is built on top of arelational system, i.e., the
SQL itself is not extended to accommodate object-oriented features as described in §2.4,
instead, the SQL commands are packaged together as macro-commands and encapsulated
within the object definition in the shell; the underlying structure of the database is therefore
relational. This "layered approach" has the advantage of using the standard relational query
language but the geographic data must submit to relational database constraints e.g.,
normalization). In the case of truly extended relational systems (e.g., Postgres), the system
allows the definition of abstract data types and functionalities. The system itself can also be
extended. For example, Postgres has been used todevelop aresearch-orientedGIS prototype
GEO++ (Vijlbrief and van Oosterom, 1992). (2) By using a "pure" object-oriented system
(e.g., Smallworld and Ontos) or building one from the scratch by programming using an
object-oriented programming language,e.g., C++ and Smalltalk; this is popularly referred to
as therevolutionaryapproach.As statedin §2.4,a standardquery languagecomparable tothe
SQL is not yet available, which makes a true object-oriented implementation difficult at the
moment.Moreover,theobject-oriented databasemanagement systemsstillhavetoprovetheir
efficiency over the relational DBMS (Boursier and Faiz, 1993).
Thus in this research, the structure will be tested in the extended relational database system
Postgres which provides an evolutionary approach (with extended SQL) to object-oriented
databaseimplementation. Inaddition tootherfacilities, suchassupportfor dataof arraytype,
the software supports someobject-oriented modelling conceptstoimprove upon conventional
relational DBMS.It supports object identity,multiple inheritance,operatoroverloading, userdefined types and functions, support of set type (acceptance of a setof values as an attribute
in a relation), versioning, user-defined rules, etc. (see §8.1.2.2).
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7.3Summary
In this chapter, the conceptual data model for multi-valued vector maps (DMMVM) (see
chapter 3) has been translated into two families of database structures, namely (1) relational
database structure and (2) object-oriented database structure.
The prototype relational database structure for multi-valued vector maps was designed using
Smith's method for relational database design (Smith, 1985). The method comprises four
steps, namely: (1) identification of data types and relationships in the application; (2) listing
the single-valued and multi-valued dependencies among the data types as dependency
statements; (3) translating the dependency statements to dependency diagram; and (4)
composing normalised relations from the diagram. Using this method, a total of seven base
tables have been developed for multi-valued vector maps. Additional thematic data of the
objects canbeintroducedbycreatingextra tablesfor thethematicclasses.Some experimental
implementations carried out with the prototype indicate its usability for multi-layer spatial
data modelling. Therelational prototype can then be implemented in a relational system, or
inanextendedrelational system.When usedinanextendedrelational systeminwhich ashell
is built on top of a relational database, the relations can be implemented directly as base
tables.If the system supportsdirectobject-oriented queriesthrough theextension of SQL,the
proposedrelations willtranslate toclassesin whichthe attributes ofeachrelation become the
static properties of its corresponding class.
For the object-oriented prototype, two classification lines (thus double inheritance) were
distinguishedfor terrainobjects,namely (1)thematicclassification linefor non-spatial aspects
and (2) geometric classification line for geometric aspects of terrain objects. Attention was
focused onthelatterclassification, whichyieldedatotalofnineclassesforthe object-oriented
data structure for multi-valued vector maps. The consistency rules and updating procedure
proposed respectively in chapters 5 and 6 become operations (methods) of the classes. Also,
the topologie relationships derived in chapter 4 are expected to be dynamically detected in
the system by translating the proposed algorithms for detecting topologie relationship (also
in chapter 4) into class methods.
An experimental implementation of theobject-oriented database structure isdescribed in the
next chapter.
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8
IMPLEMENTATION
The translation of theDMMVM intotwofamilies of database structures wasdescribed in the
lastchapter. Thischapter focuses on theimplementation of theobject-oriented data structure
(see §7.2) using an evolutionary object-oriented(extended relational) DBMS.The objectives
of the implementation are:
(1) To test the use of the prototype database structure in the establishment of an integrated
database using a combination of photogrammetric workstation (for data acquisition) and an
object-relational (extended relational) system (for database management).
(2) To verify the algorithms for consistency rules.
(3) To verify the update propagation algorithms.
To meet the stated objectives, the implementation was done in two main phases:
(a) creation of an integrated database based on the object-oriented structure, including data
acquisition by photogrammetric means, and verification of consistency rules,
(b) database updating with automatic update propagation and consistency enforcement.
Theimplementation platform andmaterialresourcesusedareoutlinedinthenextsection.The
two parts of the experiment are described in §8.2 and §8.3 with an summary in §8.4

8.1 Materialsand System Configuration used for the Implementation
8.1.1 Materials
(1) A soil map of Goult, Southern France at scale 1:50000,published in 1978.
(2) Near vertical aerial photographs of 1989 of the same region with a nominal focal length
of 152mm andanapproximatephoto scaleof 1:30000.Thechosen testareaiscoveredby two
models.
(3) Ground control points (X, Y and Z).
8.1.2 System Configuration
The system (hardware and software) configuration for the implementation is shown in Figure
8.1. It consists of two parts: the data acquisition subsystem and the database management
subsystem.
8.L2.1 Data Acquisition Subsystem:
This consists of the following specific hardware and software.
Hardware
(1) Planicomp C120 analytical photogrammetric stereoplotter
(2) Zeiss VideoMap
(3) Calcomp drawing board
(4) Mirror stereoscope
(5) Graphics plotter
(6) Microcomputer with 80386 processor running on DOS 5.2
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Figure 8.1 System configuration for the implementation
As statedinchapter 1,a stereo-photogrammetric dataacquisition methodwaschosen because
it accounts for the most accurate and fastest data collection for high- and medium-resolution
spatial databases (akin to large- and medium-scale mapping) and because of the background
of the author.
Software
(1) Planicomp C120 orientation (inner, relative and absolute) software
(2) Kork Digital Mapping System (KDMS) version 8.0
8.1.2.2 Database Management Subsystem
Hardware
Hewlett Packard (HP) model 9000 series 700 running on HPUX 9.02
Software

(1) Postgres DBMS version 4.2
(2) C compiler
The Postgres database management system was chosen because it supports object-oriented
concepts and rule management; it also has a query language, thus minimizing programming
tasksrequired in thepure object-oriented approach. It ispublic domain research software, so
information about it may be limited. A summary of the essential features of the software is
given in the following subsection.
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The Posteres Database Management System
Postgres is a database research project from the University of California at Berkeley. It is an
evolutionary object-oriented (extendedrelational) DBMS builton topof the Ingres relational
DBMS.Itsquery language iscalled POSTQUEL. Itrunson thefollowing computers:Digital
EquipmentCorporation (DEC)computersbasedonMIPSR2000andR3000processors (under
Utrix4.2A and4.3A),DECbasedon AlphaAXP (DECchip 21064)processors (under OSF/1
1.3), Sun Microsystems based on SPARC processors (under SunOS 4.1.3), Hewlett-Packard
(HP) model 9000 series 700 and 800 based on PA-RISC processors (under HPUX 9.0x (x >
0)),andInternationalBusiness Machines (IBM)RS/6000basedonPOWERprocessors (under
AIX 3.2.5).Postgres has alsobeen ported byusers to many other architectures and operating
systems, including NeXTSTEP, IRIX, Solaris 2.2, Linux and NetBSD.
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LIBPQ:
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Figure 8.2 Postgres DBMS architecture
The system architecture of Postgres is illustrated with Figure 8.2. The architecture comprises
three main parts:
(a) The Postgres Backend which runs on the main server where Postgres and the databases
reside. It manages and manipulates the database. One backend can host one or more
databases.
(b)ThePostmaster which serves as thecommunication link between thefront (user) end and
the backend. Only one postmaster should run on one backend irrespective of the number of
databases on that backend.
(c)TheFrontendMonitor andLIBPQ: These are the user interfaces. Themonitor is used for
interactive queries with Postgres using the Postquel query language. The LIBPQ is the
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interface for a user who wishes to interact with Postgres through C (or C++) programming
language; Postquel commands can be directly executed in the user's program using this
interface. One ormore frontends (running on the sameor different servers)can communicate
with the same backend (through a common postmaster).
Postgres Data Model:
Postgres' data model is based on the relational database model but extended with two main
capabilities (Rowe and Stonebraker, 1987;Postgres Group, 1994):
- object management capabilities
- rule management capabilities
Object management capabilities:
Four basic object-oriented constructs were added on top of the conventional relational
constructs:
(a) Classes:
The fundamental notion ofPostgres isthatof aclass.Aclassisanamedcollection of objects.
Each object, or instance, of a class has the same collection of named attributes, and each
attribute is of a specific type (base type or instances of other classes). Each instance has a
unique system-defined object identifier (oid).Classescan inherit dataandfunctions from one
or more other classes.
(b) Inheritance
In Postgres, a class can inherit from zero or more other classes (multiple inheritance) and a
query can reference either all instances of a class or all instances of a class plus all of its
descendants. The inheritance hierarchy is a directed acyclic graph.Functions defined for the
parentclassarealsoinherited. Ifaninheritanceconflict occurs (when the sameattributename
is inherited from more than one parent),theinheritance of thatattribute isdisallowed. When
a function (orprocedure) inheritance conflict arises,the system uses the function defined for
the first parent of the class in its inheritance precedence list (IPL). IPL is a list of all the
parents of a class constructed by the system.
(c) Types
The data types supported by Postgres are classified into three groups:
- Base types which include int2, int4, float4, float8, bool, char, abstime, reltime, date, and
postquel.
- Abstractdatatypes (ADT):Theseareuser-defined arbitrary basetypes.They can be defined
by specifying the type name, the length of the internal representation in bytes, procedures
(functions) for converting from an external tointernal representation for avalue and from an
internal toexternal representation. The procedures arecoded in a conventional programming
language, such as C, and defined to the system using the define procedure command. The
user must also define the operators on ADTs (see functions).
- Constructed types:These are theuser-defined classes (classesaretreated asdatatypesalso).
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(d) Functions
Functions are classified into three groups in Postgres:
- Normal functions and procedures (programming language functions): Users can define an
arbitrary collection of normal functions in a conventional programming language (e.g., C),
apart from thepredefined ones.Operands of afunction can beanyof the threePostgres types
(i.e., base types, ADT's or classes).
- Operators: Users can define new unary or binary operators which operate on any Postgres
type, especially ADT. The creator of the operator becomes its owner. Operator overloading
is supported.
-Postquelfunctions (querylanguagefunctions): AcollectionofcommandsinthePOSTQUEL
query language. Apostquel function returns one or more instances of a class or one or more
base types; thus Postquel functions are automatically constructed types (classes). They are
useful for constructing composite types.
Rule management capabilities:
Postgres supports two rule systems:
- Instance-level rule system which uses "markers" placed in each instance in a class to
"trigger" rules. It is more efficient if there are many rules on a single class,each covering a
small subset of instances. This is the default system.
-Queryrewriterule systemwhich modifies queries totakerulesintoconsideration.Itismore
efficient when rules affect most of the instances in a class.

8.2 Creation of anIntegrated Database usingtheDMMVM
Amulti-valued spatialdatabase,integrating asoildatabase (showingsoilunitsandsoil sample
points) and a topographic database (showing major land uses and land cover types) was
created based on the prototype object-oriented database structure described in §7.2. This
aspect of the implementation consists of the following main phases:
- The translation of the proposed database structure to the Postgres DBMS's data model.
- The data acquisition phase using a photogrammetric workstation.
- The creation and instantiation of classes using Postgres.
- Checking data consistency.
- Database query
The second, third and fourth phases are illustrated with Figure 8.5
8.2.1 Translation of the Object-Oriented Database Structure to Postgres Data Model
Forthis implementation, theobject-oriented database structurepresented in §7.2was mapped
intothePostgres datamodel.The fact thatthePostgres datamodel is based on the (extension
of) relational model played a significant role in the translation process because some
properties of a class can be derived through the relational join of twoor more classes. Thus
the 2-CONTAINER class was represented as the "twoCjd" property of thearea (Areatype)
class; the 1-CONTAINER class was represented as the "oneC_id" property of the line
(Linetype)classand the0-CONTAINERclasswasrepresentedasthe "zeroC_id"property of
the pointf class (named pointf to avoid a conflict with the Postgres base type point). Three
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new classes werecreated: pointnode,accuracy andlineage.Thepointnodeclasswascreated
to explicitly represent the POINTINAREA (see Figure 7.4) association between 0- and 2containers and to store the node identifier of the 0-containers. The accuracy and lineage
classes were created from the node class to reduce data redundancy because most of the
nodes will have the same accuracy and lineage, having been digitized with the same
instrument and by the same human operator.
The mappingproduced thenineclasses shown inTable 8.1.Theproperties ofeachclass were
mapped into base data types in Postgres and class methods were defined as Postquel or C
functions (see Appendix 1.2).

Table 8.1 Creation of classes in Postgres
Class Name Properties

Base type

Description of Property

area

twoCjd
aobjid
layer
aname
aclass

int4
int4
charlô
charló
text

identifier of theareaobject's 2-container (nonnull)
identifier of the areaobject (nonnull)
nameof themaplayerof theobject (nonnull)
geographicnameoftheobject
thethematic attributeclassoftheobject (nonnull)

line

oneC_id
lobjid
layer
lname
lclass

int4
int4
charló
charló
text

identifier of thelineobject's 1-container(nonnull)
identifier ofthelineobject (nonnull)
nameofthemaplayeroftheobject (nonnull)
geographicnameoftheobject
thematicattribute classoftheobject (nonnull)

pointf

zeroC id
pobjid
layer
pname
pclass

int4
int4
charló
charló
text

identifier ofthepointobject's 0-container (nonnull)
identifier of thepointobject (nonnull)
nameofthemaplayeroftheobject (nonnull)
geographic nameoftheobject
thematic attributeclassoftheobject (nonnull)

pointnode

zeroC

int4

twoC

int4

pnode

int4

identifier ofeach(unique)0-containerinpointfclass
(nonnull)
identifier of the 2-containerthat topologically contains the0-container (value=0 ifnone)
identifier of the0-container'snode(nonnull)

arc

arc_id
snode
enode
lftTwoC
rgtTwoC
aOneC

int4
int4
int4
int4
int4
int4

identifier of aninstance (nonnull)
startnodeoftheinstance (nonnull)
end node oftheinstance(nonnull)
identifier of 2-container onits left (nonnull)
identifier of 2-container onitsright(nonnull)
identifier of 1-containerwhichthearcispartof(null
or0if it representsonly boundary ofarea)

node

node id
xcoord

int4
floatö

identifier of anode(nonnull)
xcoordinate(nonnull)
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ycoord
zcoord
ac_id
lin_id

floatë
float8
int4
int4

ycoordinate(nonnull)
zcoordinate (nonnull)
identifier of theaccuracy ofthe object
identifier of theobject's lineage

linecross

upperlC
lowerlC
crosspt
lower_H

int4
int4
int4
float8

identifier of upper 1-container(nonnull)
identifier of lower 1-container(nonnull)
nodeidof crossingpoint (nonnull)
zcoordinate oflower 1-container(interpolated from
heightsofthetwoadjacent nodesofthe1-container)

accuracy

ac_id
pl_acc
ht_acc

int4
float4
float4

identifier of theinstance
valueofplanimetrieaccuracy
value ofheight accuracy

lineage

lin_id
pl_lin
ht lin

int4
text
text

identifier of theinstance
lineageofplanimetriecoordinates
lineageofheightcoordinates

Some of the class operations can be handled by simple queries (e.g.,insertion and retrieval
of instances of a class) using the Postquel query language without necessarily defining them
asfunctions. However,theoperationsthatareconstantly required andthecomplex ones(e.g.,
geometric consistency enforcement) were defined as functions (see the list and descriptions
of the functions in Appendix 1.2). The functions include those required for monitoring and
enforcing dataconsistency andthoserequired for updatepropagation; they werebasedon the
algorithms presented in chapters 5 and 6.
8.22 Data Acquisition
Data acquisition for a multivalued database can be made in
one of two ways, as shown in
Figure 8.3. The first procedure
is to digitize each map layer
separately, in the format of the
mapping software, and then
perform map overlay of all the
layers. The output of the map
overlay can then be structured
in the format of the DMMVM
(see Chhatkuli, 1993for a detailed example using Arc/Info).
This approach requires less
preparation compared with the
second method and is easier to

Multl-valMddataacquisition
[tenen oTglttdnp.photogr..etc)

Dataacquisitionpermaplayer
(mopdglUzIng,photogramm.,)

Figure 8 3 General procedure for multi-valued data
collection

implement in any existing system. However, it will require more editing (e.g., removal of
spurious polygons and sliver Unes) and consistency checks (e.g., checking for compatibility
among objects that are spatially coincident; a lake and a football field may not overlap for
instance) during and after the overlay operation. Moreover, if the mapping software has no
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map overlay facility, then an extra third-party software (acquired or developed by the user)
is required, thereby increasing the overhead cost.
In the second approach, data acquisition is made in multi-valued mode. This requires more
extensive planning than the separate digitizing approach. A compilation guide has to be
prepared during theplanningphase,incorporating all the map layers including the annotation
and identification (coding) of all m-containers (m € {0,1,2}). The compilation of the multivalued map can then be done by cartographic digitizing, screen (head-up) digitizing (if all
boundary lines of objects can be identified) and stereo-photogrammetry, using "optical
overlay" by superimposition if necessary. This method minimizes the editing task because
problems of sliver lines and spurious polygons are dealt with during data collection. In
addition,noextraoverlay software isrequired sincemapoverlay isnotinvolved.Onthebasis
of ourexperienceduring thedatacollection phase,itisbelieved thatthismethod will become
morelabour-intensive andlesscost-effective asthenumberofmaplayersincreases,especially
in a large project because of the extensive preparation work required.
The choice of approach will therefore depend on the size of project area, number of layers
to be integrated and the system configuration (hardware and software) that is available for
data acquisition. For a large mapping project or many map layers or both, it appears that the
first approach will be more feasible; the structural and semantic consistency of the overlay
resultcan then bechecked asdescribedinchapter 5.Conversely,for alimited numberof map
layers and not too largeproject area, especially in the absence of a system with map overlay
capability, the second approach can be used. Obviously, there is still the need to properly
investigatethecost-benefitsof the twoapproaches toguideinthe selection of the appropriate
one.
In database updating, the data can be collected per layer and the objects input into the
database using the updating procedures proposed in chapter 6.
The secondapproach waschosen for thisimplementation mainlytotesttheapproach (thefirst
being the common practice though the overlay result is usually not structured).
Thedataacquisitionphasesfor thisimplementation are summarisedinthefollowing sections.
More details can be found in the work of Essayah (1994).
8.2.2.1 Preparation
Two map layers - a topographic layer showing major land use and land cover types to be
derivedfrom aerialphotographs anda soillayertobederivedfrom a soilmap -were selected
for this experimental implementation. A test area of approximately 5 km by 5 km, covered
by two stereo models, was chosen in the Goult region of southern France on the basis of the
availability of raw data (photographs with ground control points and a soil map). The
following tasks were performed in preparation for data collection:
- The tabledigitizer (Calcomp drawing board) tobe usedfor initial digitizing of the soil map
and the stereoplotter (Planicomp C120 with Zeiss Videomap superimposition system) were
coupled for the actual 3D compilation of both map layers. The Kork-KDMS was already
installed on a PC and linked with the Planicomp.
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- Checking of the Planicomp C120 using the system's calibration program.
- Preparation of the photographic materials and control data of the chosen area, including
marking the control and tie points on the photographs.
- Preparation of the compilation guide. This includes the selection, classification and
annotation of terrain objects of interest (to form the topographic layer) on the photographs
using mirror stereoscope and themanual overlay of thetwolayerson atransparency.The mcontainers were then identified on the transparency and used as a guide during the stereocompilation.
- Formulation of a coding system to facilitate collection of explicit topologie information during stereo-compilation. The data
structure of the Kork system (see Kork,
1992) was designed mainly for computerassisted mapping without adequate support
for topologie data acquisition. Map details
are collected as (aggregates of) strings (a
string is a chain of straight-line segments
usedfor therepresentation ofpolygon boundaries and line objects), symbols (for point
objects and map symbols) and annotation
(for place names, etc). Each string represents a single object in Kork and is assigned
the code of the object. Since we are workingin2D topologie space,each stringdoes
haveapolygon on the left and apolygon on
the right and may represent a linear object.

+11

/

+12

/

+13

+12
+14
LEGEND

+12:2-Container identifier
24:1-Container identifier
#57: String number

Assumingwedigitizestring#57fromleftto
right,thefeaturecodeforthestringIs

Thusadifferent coding scheme wasdevised
241314
for the stringsin order todigitize the strings
j —
Identifierof2-oontainerontheright
I
Identifierof2-oontainerontheleft
in an approximate topologie format. This
coding format (see Figure 8.4) was derived
Identifierofthe1-container
from thecombination of Kork's colour code
and feature code for strings (see Table 8.2
for a sample output in Kork's format) as
Figure8.4Exampleoffeaturecodingduring
follows. A Kork manuscript contains 12
digitizing, for automatic topology building.
fields perrecord (Kork, 1992)where field 1
represents the nature of the point (whether
part of string, STR, or single point, SYM, or annotation, ANN),field 2 represents the string
number, field 3 represents the sequential number of the points in a string, field 4 the total
number of points in the string, field 5 the X coordinate, field 6 the Ycoordinate, field 7 the
Z coordinate, field 8the rotation angle of symbols and annotations,field 9 the pen status (0
for pen up and 1for pen down), field 10 the colour code, field 11 the feature code of the
terrain object represented by the string (negative value means permanent feature andpositive
means temporary feature), and field 12represents the line code. Kork allocates one digit (U
e {1,2,..,9}) for the colour code and a 2-byte integer (with five digits VXXYY) for the
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feature code. By concatenating the twocodes,a six-digit code (UVXXYY) can bederived in
which the first (left justified) two digits (UV) are used as an integral colour code and 1container identifier, i.e., the colour code is synchronised with the 1-container identifier. By
facing the direction in which the string is being digitized, the next two digits (XX) contain
the identifier of the 2-container on the left side of the string while the last two digits (YY)
contain the identifier of the 2-container on the right side of the string. Each string will
therefore be digitized only once. For example, string number 510 (having nine points) in
Table 8.2 has colour code 6 and (permanent) feature code -10735 which, in our coding
method, translates to code 610735, meaning that the string is part of the 1-container with
identifier 61,has 2-container with identifier 7 on the left and 2-container id 35on the right.
This coding scheme, due to the limitation of the Kork system (version 8.0), constrains the
maximum numberof 2-containers to99andthemaximum numberof 1-containersto27.This
was more than adequate in our implementation but another coding device must be designed
for a very large project area with high density of different terrain objects. Thisconstraint can
be overcome by using one of the following feature coding methods:
(a) By using digitizing software that supports 4-byte integer for feature codes, thereby
increasing substantially the numberof 1-and2-container identifiers thatcan becoded. In the
Kork system, this can be done by changing the computer length (from 2-byte to 4-byte
integer) of the feature code in the source program (in collaboration with Kork).
(b) After preparing the compilation guide, all the m-containers, m e {0,1,2} are assigned
unique identifiers. Then, a look-up table (LUT) of feature codes is defined. The LUT will
consist of four fields perrecord, each field being a4-byte integerlong.Eachrecord will then
contain the topologie information of each string as follows (the order can be rearranged):
. field #1:the string number (this should tally with the feature code assigned to the
string during digitizing and serves to relate the LUT strings with the coordinates of
the strings in the system) and must be non-null if other fields have values,
. field #2: the identifier of the 2-container on the left side of the string (non-null),
. field #3:the identifier of the 2-container on the right side of the string (non-null),
.field#4:theidentifier of the 1-containerwhich the stringispartof. Ifthestringdoes
not represent a 1-container, then a value 0 is recorded.
This LUT can be filled up in one of two ways:
(i)Duringdigitizing,theoperatorentersinformation abouteach stringasarecordof theLUT.
As he digitizes the string, the same feature code entered in the system for the string is also
recorded as the first field of the string's record in the LUT, and the 1- and 2-container
identifiers arealsorecordedintheirrespectivefieldsasindicatedabove.Ifthesystem permits
intervention and temporary transfer of control, this recording can be done on the system,
otherwise it has tobe done on paper.The actual assignment of the 1-and 2-containers to the
strings will then be done during the data conversion phase using a computer program. This
method requires lesseffort during thepreparation phase (stringsdo nothavetobe pre-coded)
but has the disadvantage of slowing down the operator.
(ii) The strings are alsocoded and annotated on the compilation guide like the m-containers.
The LUT can then be filled up for all strings before thedigitizing process.During digitizing,
the operator will then enter the corresponding string number on the LUT as the feature code
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of the string being digitized. As in the first method, the LUT will be related to the strings'
coordinateinformation duringdataconversionandformatting.Thismethodrequiresless effort
by theoperator duringdigitizing but more work isinvolved inthe preparation phase. Coding
errors and string omission can also be more easily checked in this approach.
8.2.2.2 Data Collection
The major data collection operations consist of the tasks shown in the upper part (above the
dashed line) of Figure 8.5. and are outlined in the following:
- The soil map of the chosen test area was initially digitized in "spaghetti" format on a
Calcomp drawing board using the Track module of the Kork system. Boundary lines of soil
units (as area objects) and sample points (as point objects) were digitized with approximate
height (average elevation of the area) toreduce shift between thedigitized map layer and the
stereo model of the topographic layer during superimposition. Collection of all line objects
appearing on the soil map was deferred till the stereo compilation of the topographic layer
since they occur on the photographs which are more recent than the soil map.
- The second map layer, the topographic map showing major land uses and land cover types,
wasderived from two stereomodels of the same area covered by the soil map layer. The first
model was set up and oriented for digitizing in multi-valued mode on the Planicomp CI20
usingthe 3DTrack moduleof theKDMS.Through thevideomap,thedigitized soilmap was
superimposed in another colour on the stereomodel, thus facilitating a combined (multivalued) stereocompilation of the two map layers. Every closed polygon on the stereomodel
becomes (part of) a 2-container representing a certain soil unit in the soil map layer and a
certain area object in thetopographic maplayer.Likewise,line andpoint objects are mapped
into component 1-containers and 0-containers, respectively. Using the compilation guide
preparedduring thepreparation phase andthedevisedfeature coding system,the 1-containers
and boundaries of the 2-containers were digitized as strings while the 0-containers were
digitized as symbols. The identifier (code) of the 2-container topologically containing the 0container being digitized was assigned as a symbol code (user defined), while the symbol
number (system generated) servedastheidentifier of the0-container. Snapping functions are
provided by the software to snap onto an already digitized node.
A check plot of the manuscript was then made followed by editing before changing the
model. The editing phase took care of some consistency checks which are within the
capabilities of Kork. These include undershoot and overshoot errors.The second model was
digitized using the same procedure. The two models were then combined with the Merge
command of Kork. The hard copies of the two map layers and the multi-valued map are
shown in Figures 8.6 (soil map layer), 8.7 (topo map layer) and 8.8 (the multi-valued map).
ThemapswereplottedbythePlothpprogramofKork.Themulti-valueddigitalmapwasthen
converted to an ASCII file in the Kork output format (.LST) using the PTLIST command.
Table 8.2 shows a sample of the output.
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2D Digitizing of Soil Map

Digital Manuscriptof
Soil Map

Orientation of stereomodel &
superimpositionof soil layer

3D (stereo) digitizing of main
topographic features &the
boundaries of soil units

3D manuscript of integrated,
soil andtopographic layers
check plot
Editing and ascii file generation

Ascii output of multivalued
digital map in Korte's format

Conversion to DMMVM
(topologie) format

Database creation and
instantiation of classes
inPostgres

Integrated Soil and Topographic
Database

Figure 8.5 Procedure for creating the integrated topographic and soil database
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Table 8.2 Sample Ascii output of the digital manuscript in Kork's format
Coordinateoutputforfile:MWMGL
KorkDigitalMappingSystemDataFile
FileName: MWMGL
ManuscriptName:
Operator:KORKTRÄN
Date:29-AÜG-94
Project Number:
Project
Name:Qoult
Model
Number: 62/64/66
!Number ofcentroids is
!Number ofs trings is
Xcoordinate
Ycoordinate
STR
SIR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR
STR

504
504
504
504
504
504
504
504
504
504
508
508
510
510
510
510
510
510
510
510
510
513
513
513
515
515
515

1
1

1
2

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
1
2
1
2
3
4
5

e

7
8
9
1
2
3
1
2
3

1
3

16
389

rangeisfrom
rangeisfrom

11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
2
2
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
3
3
3
3
3
3

836468.778
836185.333
836112.889
836066.444
835952.333
835849.667
835664.111
835566.778
835511.444
835463.444
835463.444
835403.889
835403.889
835365.667
835304.667
835164.111
835025.667
834945.778
834908.444
834886.333
834877.111
835388.333
835471.444
835463.444
835463.444
835408.222
835344.444

i

i
5

4

STRrecord

Nextunused

i
6

1266

837662.9
179669.8

832025.6 to
173725.7 to
177764.000
177715.333
177702.333
177689.222
177649.667
177612.889
177547.333
177508.778
177474.889
177438.333
177438.333
177386.444
177386.444
177359.556
177329.889
177272.333
177217.556
177184.333
177164.444
177152.778
177142.889
177529.111
177474.778
177438.333
177438.333
177462.111
177491.778

Ls

160
166
167
168
168
162
161
163
162
162
162
161
161
161
160
156
154
152
152
150
150
167
162
162
162
162
173

89
89
44
00
00
89
00
11
00
56
56
89
89
67
56
56
56
89
67
67
67
11
11
56
56
78
44

1
7

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1

1
8

6-10707
6-10707
6-10707
6-10707
6-10707
6-10707
6-10707
6-10707
6-10707
6-10707
6-10707
6-10707
6-10735
6-10735
6-10735
6-10735
6-10735
6-10735
6-10735
6-10735
6-10735
5-10735
5-10735
5-10735
7-13535
7-13535
7-13535

11
1
9 10 11

600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
500
500
500
700
700
700

1
12

8.23 Creation of the Integrated Database
This phase involved the instantiation of the database and consistency checks. Before
instantiating theclasses,theASCIIoutputof theKorkmanuscriptwasconvertedtothe format
of the DMMVM.
8.23.1 Conversion of the Kork output to DMMVM format
With the aid of the devised feature coding method, the output of the data acquisition phase
contains thenecessary topologieinformation, with each stringcarrying information about the
2-containers on each side and the 1-container which it is part of (this value will be 0 if the
string is not part of any 1-container). Although the snapping function was used during
digitizing, the software still recorded the coordinates of the common point for each string in
which the point occurs.On the other hand, the DMMVM format treats each line segment as
an arc (thus all points as nodes), and coordinates of a node,irrespective of the degree of the
node,mustberecordedonce.Aconversionprogram wastherefore developedtomaptheKork
output into a format that is compatible with the DMMVM such that each point became a
node,duplicate nodes wereeliminated andeach line segment became an arc,each arc having
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Figure8.6 Thesoil mapofGoult
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Figure8.8Multi-valuedvectormapofGoultshowingsoilunitsandlanduse/landcover
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a unique arcidentifier, a startand anend node,theidentifiers of the 2-containers on its sides,
and the identifier of the 1-container which the arc ispart of. By ensuring uniqueness of each
arc andeach node during the conversion process andconverting each line segment to an arc,
the four geometric primitives constraints (GP_Rule_i, i= 1,4, see §5.1.1) were automatically
enforced.
8.23.2 Database Creation
After creating a database (called Goult) in Postgres using the createdb command, the nine
classes(seeTable8.1)representingthemulti-valuedvectormapwerecreatedusingPostquel's
create command. The output of the format conversion program described above was then
copied into the arc and node classes using the Postquel copy command. The other classes
were also instantiated. Some instances of the nine classes are shown in Appendix 2.
8.2.4 Consistency Checks
Although a lot of care was taken during the data acquisition phase to ensure geometric
consistency and some data consistency rules were enforced during the editing and format
conversion phases, it is still essential tocheck the structural consistency of the database after
its creation because of the limitations of the data acquisition software (e.g.,lack of provision
for node snapping in 3D)and because someinconsistencies mayhavebeen introduced during
data conversion and, indeed, some may escape detection during the editing phase. This will
also verify the effectiveness of the consistency rules. Thus the following consistency rules
were monitored and enforced after creating the database:
(a) Consistency rules for the geometric primitives. Postquel functions checkArcLoopO,
checkRedArcO andcheckDupArc() (see Appendix 1.2) wereused tomonitor the consistency
of the geometric primitives. No violation was detected at this level because line segments
wereautomatically treated asarcs,allpoints asnodesandredundantarcsandnodeswere also
eliminated during the data conversion.
(b) Consistencyrulesfor them-containers.Theconsistency rule for O-containerwaschecked
by simple query. The consistency rules for 1-containers (lCC_Rule_l) and 2-containers
(2CC_Rule_l) weremonitoredusingthefunction mCgraph()(seeAppendix 1.2).The function
checks the degree of each node of a subgraph (the input subgraph can be the geometry of a
line object, area object, 1-containeror 2-container) andreports thenodeof the subgraph that
has an incorrect degree.
The function was used to check the rule lCC_Rule_l for each of the 1-containers in the
database.Itfound aviolation of theruleforone 1-container(with oneC_id91)inwhich there
was a vertical gap (two adjacent interior nodes have the same x and y coordinates but
different zvalues).The violation arose because the height tolerance value setin the program
for node snapping in height was too small compared with the measuring precision of the
(inexperienced) human operator (the data acquisition software (KDMS)'s snapping function
works only in 2D).The mean height of the two nodes was then taken as the most probable
value and one of the two nodes was deleted while redefining the node identifiers of the two
affected arcs.
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The function mCgraph() was then used to check the 2CC_Rule_l for all the 2-containers in
thedatabase.There wasnoviolation of theconstraint.However,toascertain the effectiveness
of the function (andthus the algorithm),one arc wasmanuallyremoved tocreate a gapin the
boundary polygons of two adjacent 2-containers and the function activated again. This time
the two 2-containers were returned as violating the structural constraint for 2-containers.
Because of the absence of an on-line graphic facility in Postgres as installed, it was possible
to retrieve the arc(s) and node(s) in error only in alphanumeric form for examination and
editing.
(c) Consistency rulesfor the elementaryobjects. The same function mCgraph() was used to
check the graph consistency of individual line andareaobjects inthedatabase because anmcontainer istopologically isomorphic toann-dimensionalobjectwherem=n.Note,however,
that the input geometric data into the functions will be different except when, for instance,
a 1-container represents only one line object. The topology of each elementary object was
consistent most probably because consistency has been enforced at the lower levels (mcontainers and geometric primitives).
(d)Eulerconstantfor planar maps.The algorithm for checkingtheplanarenforcement of the
database (see §5.1.3) was translated to a Postquel function. As indicated in §5.1.3, the return
valueof thealgorithm shouldequal thenumberof component graphsif themapis consistent.
When the function was administered on the Goult database, we had:
v = 1988,e = 2063, f = 80
thus E = 1988 - 2063 + 80 - 1= 4
Relating the value to the hardcopy of the database in Figure 8.8, it is true that there are four
component graphs in the map because 2-containers 11, 55 and 57 are disconnected from the
others (noneof thenodes defining each of thethree subgraphs can bereached from any other
nodes except from those defining the subgraph). Thus they form three additional component
graphs (thefourth isthemain mapminusthethree).Theresultprovedtheplanar enforcement
of the map and the effectiveness of the algorithm.
To graphically compare the database after the consistency monitoring operations with the
output of the Kork software (before database structuring),aperspective view of the database
was produced (see Figure 8.9). The isolated point objects are not shown because the
visualisation program was designed only for connected lines.Acomparison of this map with
Figure 8.8 further confirms the consistency of thedatabase.Figures 8.9, 8.10, 8.11, 8.12 and
8.13 were produced mainly by the PC-based 3D visualization software (Pilouk 1993) and
Grasp version 4.0 (Bridges 1991).
To maintain data integrity during subsequent updating of the database, the rules listed in
Table 8.3 were defined to guide against invalid insertion to and deletion from the database
classes. Two examples are given below.
(1) /* if new node coincides with existing node within the defined tolerance, the system
rejects the insertion */
define rule node_rule_2 is
on append to node
where float8abs(new.xcoord - node.xcoord) <= 0.02 and
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float8abs(new.ycoord - node.ycoord) <= 0.02 and
float8abs(new.zcoord - node.zcoord) <= 0.03
do instead nothing \g
(2)/* for any arc,arc_id, snode, enode, lftTwoC, rgtTwoC must be nonnull nor zero */
define rule arc_rule_3 is
on append to arc
where new.arc_id ISNULL or new.snode ISNULL or new.enode ISNULL or new.lftTwoC
ISNULL or new.rgtTwoC ISNULL or new.arc_id = 0 or new.snode =0or new.enode =0 or
new.lftTwoC = 0 or new.rgtTwoC = 0
do instead nothing \g
Table 8.3 Data integrity rules defined in Postquel
Name of Rule

Target Class

Description of Rule

area_rule_l

area

Disallows values of the properties twoC_id,
aobjid, layer and aclass of the Area class from
being NULL or zero

area rule 2

area

Enforces that a new instance of Area class is not
assigned the identity of an existing instance of
that class

line_rule_l

line

Ensures that values of the properties oneC_id,
lobjid, layer and lcass of the Line class are not
NULL or zero

line rule 2

line

Ensures that a new instance of the Line class is
not assigned the identity of an existing instance
of that class

point_rule_l

point

Ensures that values of the properties zeroCjd,
pobjid, layer and pclass of the Pointf class are
not NULL or zero, and that the new instance is
not assigned the identity of an existing instance
of the same class

point_rule_2

point

Ensures that values of the properties zeroC and
pnode of the Pointnode class are not NULL or
zero and that the new instance is not assigned the
identity of an existing instance of the class; in
addition, the new instance must exist in the pointf class

lcrossrule 1

linecross

Enforces the condition that the values of the
properties upperlC, lowerlC and crosspt of the
Linecross class are not NULL or zero; and that
the upperlC and lowerlC must exist in the Line
class
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node_rule_l

node

Enforces that the property node_id of a new
instance of the Node class is non-null or zero

node_rule_2

node

If new instance of the Node class spatially coincides with an existing instance of the class within
defined tolerance, the new node object is not
inserted

node_rule_3

node

If a new Node object is mistakenly assigned an
existing node_id property value, the insertion
should be rejected

node_rule_4

node

Enforces that a shared Node object cannot be
deleted until it is no longer required

arc_rule_l

arc

Ensures that if a new Arc object has equal values
for the lftTwoC andrgtTwoC properties, then the
value of the property aOneC should not be 0

arc_rule_2

arc

Enforces that the values of the properties snode
and enode of a new Arc object are not equal (the
arc forms a loop if they do)

arc_rule_3

arc

For any Arc object, values of the properties
arc_id, snode, enode, lftTwoC, rgtTwoC must be
nonnull nor zero

arc_rule_4

arc

If a new Arc object is mistakenly assigned the
arc_id value of an existing instance, the new arc
should be rejected

arc_rule_5

arc

Ensures that an Arc object is deleted only when
the values of the properties lftTwoC = rgtTwoC
and aOneC = 0

These rules are used in combination with the consistency rules for geometric primitives
(GP_Rule_l to GP_Rule_12, see Table 5.1) which are implemented in C programming
language (see Appendix 1.2).
8.2J Query Example
Having ensureddataconsistency, wecan then query thedatabase. Anexample of atopologie
query involving the two map layers which would have necessitated map overlay during the
query is given here. The query was:
>
Select allfarmlands that have calcimagnesic soil type
This query requests allareaobjects belonging toareaclass "farm_land" (from the topo layer)
and have instances of area class "calcimagnesic_soils" (from the soil layer).The geographic
namesof thefarmjand objects and the soil units are required in addition toagraphic output
of the objects. The alphanumeric result of the Postquel query is shown in Table 8.4 while
Figure 8.10 shows the selected objects.
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8.3 Examples of Database Up- Table8.4Allfarmlandsthathavecalcimagdating Operations
nesicsoiltype
Soilname
twoCid
Farmname
To verify the updating algorithms presented
2
FL1
V22
in chapter 6, four examples of database
4
FL1
V22
6
FL2
V22
updating operations were performed on the
8
FL1
V21
createddatabase,asdescribedbelow.Inline
11
FL3
V22
with the proposed procedures for automated
12
FL1
V22
14
FL1
V22
database updating (see chapter 6) while
28
FL1
V22
enforcing geometricconsistency(seechapter
32
FL1
V22
5),thealgorithms for inserting anew geom39
FL1
V23
46
FL1
V23
etric primitive (node or arc) were translated
55
FL5
V24
intoCfunctions (seeAppendix 1.2). Thearc
64
FL1
V25
73
FL7
V26
insertion function (InsarcO) calls other
74
FL7
V26
functions which computationally detect the
existing topologie relationship between a
new arc and anexistingprimitive (arcornode).Thereturnvalueof thefunction activates the
function thatenforces consistency.Forexample,if InsarcOdetectsrelationshipr287(new arc,
old arc) (i.e.,meet) the function Alternode() will be activated to assign correct values for the
properties (left and right 2-containers, 1-containerid and the start and end nodes) of thenew
arc. These functions are then used for inserting a new object (point, line or area). One
example of each is given here to illustrate the insertion of point, line and area objects using
these functions. Before the insertion examples, an example of a delete operation is given.

8.3.1 Example of a Propagated Delete Operation
Togiveanexampleof theautomated updatepropagation algorithms fordeleteoperations,the
algorithm for deleting a line object (Delete_Line algorithm, §6.2.4) was translated to a
Postquel function. The following query was then executed with the function:
> Delete line object "railway1" from layer"topo"
Figure 8.9 shows the graphic representation of thedatabase before thequery was run. Figure
8.11 shows the graphic representation of the database after the update propagation while
Appendix 3 shows the instances of the Line and Linecross classes after the deletion.
8.3.2 Example of a Propagated Point Insertion Operation
The Insert_Point algorithm (see §6.2.4) was translated to a C function and used to insert a
new point object having the following properties:
Object Identifier: 79, Layer: Topo, Geographic name: gpsstationl, Thematic class:
geodetic controls,xcoord:834402.022,ycoord:176596.472, zcoord:215.325.(Thepoint has
the same lineage and accuracy as the original dataset.)
Attheend of theupdateoperation,relationr092(2-container, new node)wasdetected andthe
program assigned theidentifier of the2-container (7)asthevalueof thetwoCproperty of the
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object in class Pointnode. A new node number was assigned as the value of the pnode
property of the object and a newO-containeridentifier for properties zeroC_idinclass Pointf
and zeroCinclass Pointnode.Appendix4 shows someinstances of thePointf,Pointnode and
Node classes after the insertion.
8.3.3 Example of a Line Insertion Operation.
As an example of a line insertion operation, the geometry of the deleted railway1 was
modified andreinserted intothedatabase.The lineobject's data,including itsnew geometry,
now with eight line segments instead of the previous 22, is shown in Appendix 5A. The
algorithm InsertJLine (see §6.2.4) was translated into a C program. The program makes use
of the InsarcO function. Each line segment of the line object was inserted as an arc. The
program generates the Postquel function that appends the new and modified geometric
primitives into the database while deleting the obsolete ones. Appendix 5B shows the
instancesof theLineandLinecross classes and someinstances from theArcandNode classes
after inserting the new railway. The perspective view of the database after the insertion is
shown in Figure 8.12.
8.3.4 Example of an Area Insertion Operation
To test the algorithm for inserting an area object, one area object with the locational and
attribute data as shown in Appendix 6A was inserted into the database. It was assumed that
the object will displace the existing area objects of the same layer that it (partially or fully
) overlaps (if this is a full, overlap, the existing object will cease to exist, and for partial
overlap,the existing areaobject's size will bereduced).Because of the absenceof an on-line
graphic display facility in Postgres, the insertion was done in two stages. First each line
segment of the new object was inserted, one at a time (the program actually checks and
enforces allthegeometric primitives rules, seeTable 5.1,andwritestheresultintoaPostquel
command macro file which is then used to update the database in the next stage), using the
InsarcO function, and the existing arcs located in the interior of the new area object were
detected by running the Ptin2c() function. The InsarcO function displays the identifiers and
names of the existing area objects which the new object overlaps for the user's decision on
compatibility (semantic consistency) andaprompt tocontinueor stoptheupdating operation.
Figure 8.13 shows the graphic representation of the database after the insertion with the new
area object (now decomposed into two 2-containers in black and red colours at the top right
corner of the map). The relevant instances of the new object in the Area, Arc and Node
classes are shown in Appendix 6B.

8.4 Summary
This chapterdescribed the test implementation of theobject-oriented data structure for multivalued vector maps presented in §7.2 using the extended relational (evolutionary objectoriented) database management system Postgres version 4.2.Data acquisition was done with
a Planicomp C120 photogrammetric stereoplotter equipped with a Zeiss Videomap (for
superimposition) and a Calcomp drawing board digitizer. The stereo-compilation was done
with the aid of the Kork digital mapping system version 8.0.
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Theimplementation aimed at three objectives: (1) toillustrate the usageof theproposed data
structure for multi-valued vector maps (see chapters 4 and 7), (2) to test some of the
consistency rules presented in chapter 5 and (3) to test some of the updating algorithms (see
chapter 6). Without loss of generality, the data structure was tested with two map layers: a
soilmaplayerandatopographicmaplayershowingmajor landuse andlandcovertypes.The
geo-data from the soil layer were initially digitized on a Calcomp drawing board. The digital
manuscript was then superimposed on the stereo-model which contained the geo-data of the
second layer. The superimposition resulted in the intersection of the two layers such that
closed polygons became 2-containers (representing (part of) a certain area object in the soil
layerand(partof) an areaobject in thetopographic layer),lineobjects weredecomposed into
1-containers and point objects became O-containers. Thus the two layers were compiled in
multi-valued mode.
A method was designed to assign a feature code toeach string (an aggregation of connected
line segments representing (part of) a certain line object or boundary of an area object) such
that the code contains the identifier of the 1-container represented by the string (or zero if
none) and the identifiers of the 2-containers on its sides.The coding method was devised by
combining the colour and feature codes of a string in which the colour code, concatenated
with the first (left justified) digit of the feature code represents a 1-container identifier, the
next two digits of the feature code represent the identifier of the 2-container on the left side
of the string and the last two digits of the feature code represent the identifier of the 2container on the right. A more general coding method was proposed in the chapter whereby
a look-up table (LUT) is prepared before digitizing. The LUT, containing four fields per
record, will then storethe string identifier asonefield,theidentifier of the2-container on the
left side of the string as the second field, the 2-container on the right as the third field, and
the identifier of the 1-containerrepresented by the string (0 if none) as the fourth field. The
LUT will then be related to the locational data of the strings as part of the data conversion
program before instantiating the database.
The digital manuscript was then converted from Kork format to the format of the DMMVM
(shared geometry; line segmentsasarcs)andusedtoinstantiate thenineclassesobtained after
the mapping of the object-oriented data structure (§7.2) to the Postgres data model.
Theconsistency rules proposed inchapter 5 werethen verified on the created database using
acombination ofCfunctions andPostquelqueries.Theonly geometricinconsistency detected
(a vertical gap in one 1-container caused by the constraint in Kork for node snapping only
in 2D while digitizing in 3D) wascorrected by taking the average height of the two affected
nodes. Rules were then defined in Postquel to enforce structural integrity of the database
during subsequent updating.
An example of a topologie query involving the two map layers was given to illustrate the
capability of the model for multilayer spatial analysis without the need for overlay operation
during query processing, as is conventionally done in operational systems at present.
Some of the updating algorithms proposed in chapter 6 were also tested on the created
database. The algorithms (translated to C functions and Postquel queries) were used to (a)
delete an existing line object, (b) insert a new point object, (c) insert a new line object and
(d) insert a new area object. The database remained consistent after the update operations,
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indicating that the algorithmscan be translated into anoperational software module in aGIS.
However, the experiment confirmed (asindicated in the algorithm) the need for the decision
of thehuman operator during insertion of areaobjects astothefate of existing area object(s)
in the same layer which are (partly) in the same location as the new object, apart from the
semantic consistency situation with the objects from the other layers (which can be handled
byrules as proposed in this thesis). The operator should be assisted in this task bya graphic
display of the objects involved, a facility which was not available in the DBMS (Postgres)
used in this experiment. In the experiment, it was assumed that a new area object takes over
the (common) location of the existing area object of the same layer it overlaps with. The
semantic consistency was checked by displaying the name(s) of the spatially coinciding area
objects from other layers andrequesting aprompt from the usertoproceed with the updating
or to stop.
ThePostgresDBMS,though anexperimental,publicdomain software, provedtobe effective,
especially in rules management, but like most DBMS, a visualization module in the system
will improve its capabilities in spatial database management.
This implementation has also proved that the data model for multi-valued vector maps,
proposed in this thesis, can indeed be operationalized, this being the third experiment in
different systems' environments. In the first experiment, the map layers were manually
overlaid and coded into a dBase-TV DBMS to test the information content of the model (see
Ayugi 1992).The secondexperiment usedanArc/Info systemfor dataacquisition anddBaseIVfor database management totesttheusageof themodelinanoperationalGIS environment
(seeChhatkuli 1993).Thethirdexperiment reportedhere(seeEssayah 1994for moredetails)
has been carried outusing aphotogrammetric workstation for dataacquisition and an objectrelational system for database management. The data model together with the consistency
rules and updating algorithms can therefore berecommended for operational use in GIS and
mapping.
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Figure 8.9Graphic representation ofthe database (perspective view)
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all farmlands t h a t have calcimagnesic soil type

Figure 8.10 Allfarmlands (from topo layer) having calcimagnesic soil type (from
soil layer)
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— — = Rivers

=Roads

Other- colours a r e used simply to distinguish a 2-container f r o m its neighbours

Figure 8.11 Graphic representation of the database after deleting the railway

Neuily inserted railway
Other colours are used to distinguish a £-container from its neighbours.

Figure 8.12 Graphic representation of the database after inserting the railway
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Other colours ara used t o distinguish a 2-con+ainer from its neighbours. The two 2—containers in black
and r e d colours at the top right corner o-f the map represent the newly inserted area object

Figure8.13Graphicrepresentationofthedatabaseafter insertinganewareaobject
(the new area object was decomposed into the two2-containers shown in red and
black colours during the update propagation)
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CONCLUSIONS
This chapter concludes the research work reported in this thesis and indicates further
extensions and improvements. The research aimed at developing a formal approach for
automated consistency controls during updating operations in a vector-based GIS. To serve
asframework, ageneralised conceptual data model wasdeveloped for avectorrepresentation
of a multi-layer terrain situation. The data model was based on the formal data structure for
single-valued vector maps (Molenaar, 1989). In order to test the model and the concepts
developed in this thesis and for their future implementation, the extended model was
translated to relational and object-oriented data structures (logical data models). Concluding
remarks on how these tasks were achieved, including comments on further research and
development in this area, are presented in the following sections.A summary of the research
work is given in §9.1, followed by an evaluation of the prototype data structure in §9.2.
Future research and development are discussed in §9.3.

9.1Summary ofthe Research Work
9.1.1 Development of a Data Model for Multi-valued Vector Maps
Geographic information systems are often classified (according to hardware and software
aspects) into four main subsystems for handling the four interrelated phases in information
processing,namelydatacollection andinput,datastorage andretrieval,datamanipulation and
analysis, and visualization and reporting. When the system is set up for geo-information
production, the most vital component on which the four subsystems operate is the spatial
database. The database, which represents the real world as seen by the application, must be
well-structured and consistent in order to meet the objectives of the system.
To design the database, it is common to view the data at four levels of abstraction, namely
reality, conceptual data model,data structure andfile structure (Peuquet, 1984).The way the
reality (phenomena as they actually exist) is conceptualized in the data model (usually
categorised into tessellation and vector) is often tailored to a given application, i.e., different
applications normally view a terrain situation differently, thereby extracting only the terrain
data that play definite roles within the application. For example, a cadastral surveyor will
partition agiven region into land parcels witheach parcel havingunique attributevalues.The
same region will be partitioned by a soil scientist into different soil units. This implies a
layered view of the terrain situation meaning that terrain objects belonging to different
applications are spatially coincident in reality. However, spatial analyses and planning often
require integration of different views of the world, i.e., to integrate geo-data from different
map layers. The term map layer is used to denote a geographic dataset describing a certain
aspect of the real world (Hoop et al, 1993), i.e., the set of objects belonging to the same
mapping context, e.g., cadastral, soil mapping, etc.
At present, the common approach to achieve an integrated analyses in an application
involving theuseof spatialdatafrom multiplemap layersis tostructure each layer separately
and then perform an overlay operation when joint analysis is desired. The consequences of
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this solution include an increase in overhead cost needed for the ad-hoc, repeated overlay
computations and the difficulty of predefining the spatial relationships among features from
different map layers (vertical topology). For example, to answer a spatial query like " select
all cadastral parcels having a soil type V with land use type W, situated within distance X
of place Yandhaving ametric areaof notless than Z squareunits"inthe layerapproach will
involve the overlay of soil and cadastral maps during the query processing. Any time such
a query (involving multiple map layers) is submitted to the system, an overlay will have to
be computed.
In chapter 3,an alternative approach was proposed in which a single model was developed
torepresentamulti-valuedterrainabstraction,especiallywhenfrequent spatialanalysesacross
many map layers is envisaged, i.e., in applications involving frequent analysis of multi-layer
geo-information. The proposed conceptual data model is an object-based 2.5D (3D position,
2Dtopology)datamodelfor multi-valued vectormaps (DMMVM).Here,avectormap refers
toadatabaserepresentation of theterrainsituation aspoints,lines,surfaces (areas)andbodies
in which positional data are given in the form of coordinates of isolated points and the endpoints of line segments. A multi-valued vector map then refers to the vector-based
representation of terrain objects from multiple map layers whereby two objects of the same
geometric type may be spatially coincident. Two objects of the same type are said to be
spatially coincident if they (partially) overlap in space. The mathematical framework for the
modelling isprovidedbygraphtheory,therelevantelementsofwhichweredescribedin§3.1.
In this model, positions of objects are defined in a 3D metric space but embedded in 2D
topologie space,i.e., a 2.5D model.This means that only surfaces of objects are represented
such that a pair of X and Y coordinates must have a single Z value, thus a single-elevation
model. The model was based on the formal data structure (FDS) for single-valued vector
maps (Molenaar, 1989). In the 2D FDS (see §3.2), terrain objects play a central role in the
terrain description; each object has a thematic component anda geometric component. In the
thematic domain, the objects can be grouped into thematic classes in which each class has a
specific attribute structure (see Molenaar, 1993), and in the geometric domain, the object
types points, lines and areas are distinguished for a 2D or 2.SD terrain description, subject
to a constraint that two objects of the same type may not be spatially coincident. The three
object types are then completely described by a common set of two types of geometric
elements (arc and node), using graph theory as the mathematical framework. In the model,
thegeometryof aterrainobject isclearlydistinguishedintothreeindependentaspects,namely
topology, shape and size, and position (see Figure 2.3). This geometric dataset has been
carefully structured in theFDS,leading toa semantically-rich,query-oriented and extendible
data model in which information on topology, shape and size, and position can be retrieved.
The FDS was extended in this thesis to allow objects of the same type to be spatially
coincident, thus facilitating the use of a single structure for therepresentationof multi-layer
geo-data.
A geometric data type, the m-dimensional container, or simply m-container, where m €
{0,1,2} was introduced to model spatial coincidence among objects of the same geometric
type. Thus a 0-container represents spatially coinciding J point objects from J layers, a 1container represents (part of) K line objects from K layers and a 2-container represents (part
of) L areaobjects from L layers,where Lis themaximum numberof layers andJ andKmay
each be less than or equal to L.
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By introducing the container data type, overlapping sections across the layers are uniquely
identified such that they have their own individual geometric data and non-spatial data, apart
from those inherited from the overlapping objects; they can then be maintained and
manipulated by the DBMS just like single objects. Thus it is easier to include them in
aggregation and association abstractions, thereby improving spatial analyses in GIS.
Using graph theory as a mathematical tool, the three container types are then represented by
thetopologieprimitives arcandnode.Anodedefines one0-container and/orbeginningorend
of an arc, while an arc defines (part of) one 1-container and/or (part of) a boundary of a 2container. The arc is defined by one start node and one end node, and a node is defined by
a coordinate triplet X,Y,Z. The geometry of the map is thus represented by a planar graph
G(N,A) where A is the set of arcs of the graph and N is the set of nodes. Each m-container
C, m e {0,1,2}, is then a subgraph of G such that the geometry of C is represented by
GC(NC,AC) where N t c N and Ac c A. For a 0-container, Ac = 0 .
Thus eight basic geometric data types are defined to represent geo-data from multiple map
layers,namely area,line,point,2-container, 1-container,0-container, arc,andnode.Each data
type plays some specific roles in the model. The area, line and point data types abstractly
represent terrain objects whereby each terrain object inthe application ismapped intooneof
the three types during implementation. The mapping can be one-to-one or one-to-many,
depending onthecomplexity (shape)of theterrain object, e.g.,atwo-dimensional object with
a connected boundary and interior will be mapped toone elementary area object type, while
a two-dimensional object with disconnected boundaries andinteriors willbemapped into two
or moreelementary area objects. These related elementary objects will then be aggregated to
reconstruct the parent (original) object during query.
One of the attributes of each of the three object types should be the thematic class of the
object. Although the thematic aspects of objects were given less attention in the thesis, the
model does not preclude the representation of thematic data. During implementation (when
thematic attributes of objects areidentified) the thematic data can be arranged in a hierarchic
manner as proposed in Molenaar (1993).
Them-container, m e {0,1,2},models spatialcoincidence amongelementaryobjects of equal
spatial dimension, as explained above. Apart from the attribute values inherited from the
spatially coinciding objects, an m-container data type can have additional attributes as
required by the user. For example,in amulti-valued vector map that integrates land use map
and soil map data, apart from the attribute values propagated to a 2-container by the two
spatially coinciding area objects from the two layers, the 2-container can have additional
attributes such as metric area, alternative land uses (based on factors such as type of soil,
nearness to certain utilities, etc) etc.
Arc and node, as stated above, play the roles of geometric descriptors in the model. The
proposed DMMVMcan thus beused toorganize theresultof aninitial overlayof allrelevant
map layers for subsequent single-valued or multi-valued queries.
Spatial relationships (topologie, metric and order) provide the main framework for spatial
analysis in GIS. Thus vector data models place great emphasis on the modelling of the
topologie spatial relationships among objects. However, little effort is usually made to
formalize the consistent set of relationships which a given data model can support in order
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to have a priori knowledge of the information content of the model and toprovide a spatial
query language for retrieving such information. Apart from this acknowledged role of
topologie relationships in GIS, they can also serve as useful tools in automated database
updating and the maintenance of data consistency in GIS as shown in this thesis.
The possible topologie relationships among the three elementary object types area, line and
point, and among the geometric primitives arc and node in the model proposed in this thesis
were formalised in chapter 4 using the 9-intersection model (Egenhofer and Herring, 1992)
as interpreted for graph-structured vector maps (Molenaar et al, 1994). Algorithms are then
defined for detecting the occurrence of any of the elementary relationships for any object
combination. The algorithms can be translated to topologie operators and used for topologie
queries, as well as providing a tool for detecting violation of and enforcing geometric
constraints. When used as a tool for maintaining consistency, the topologie operators will
serve as detectors of inconsistencies. Thereturn valueof an operator will trigger the relevant
rule that will enforce consistency if violation occurs. The rules that enforce the geometric
consistency were presented in chapter 5.
An integration of the DMMVM with a DTM was described in §3.5, indicating the
extendibility of the model to relief modelling. The integrated model provides a unified
representation of multi-layer terrain object data and terrain relief data in a flexible manner,
such that DTM specific information can be derived from the same database as any other
spatial information under a single database management system, while retaining the ability
to perform non-DTM related spatial analysis without involving DTM information. The
integration is based on the consideration that most of the skeleton of a DTM is usually
contained in terrain objects such asrivers,roads,lakes,etc.,andwith theimportanceof DTM
in spatial analyses,it is apparently more efficient tointegrate geographic andelevation models. The terrain relief is therefore regarded as a mapping layerduring data acquisition sothat
the terrain surface is classified into DTM object types in form of point, line and area on the
basis of relief characteristics (slope and height). The DTMclass can then become one of the
mandatory properties of each terrain object.
Theedge-basedtriangulatedirregularnetwork (TIN)wasselectedforthedigitalrepresentation
of the terrain relief since it can easily be linked with the topologie structure of the DMMVM
via the geometric primitives arc and node which are isomorphic, respectively, to the
primitives edge and vertex of theedge-based TIN.Thusin addition totheeight data types in
the DMMVM, two extra data types, edge and vertex, were added to represent terrain relief
intheintegrated model.Anedgeisdefined by twoadjacent TINvertices andhasone triangle
on each side. A vertex is defined by a coordinate triplet X, Y and Z. The geometric
connection between the edge-based TIN and the DMMVM is provided by the links among
the geometric primitives arc, node, edge and vertex. A TIN edge can be part of zero or one
arc while a vertex can be a node.
An algorithm can be provided for deriving relief information in the interior of area objects
(seeKufoniyi and Bouloucos, 1994for anexample) becausethesecannot beresolvedthrough
the links among the geometric primitives. The position of an object can therefore be given
in 2D or 3D; when defined in 2D, the height value can be interpolated from the DTM
subsystem. Thus objects in the object-base can contribute to the generation of a DTM with
high fidelity, while the DTM supports the object-base, e.g., when updating via monoplotting
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techniques,toprovide height information for objects whoseZvaluescouldnotbedetermined
during the data collection phase, and to provide relief information in general. Additional
information on the integration of the DMMVM and DTM can be found in Kufoniyi et al
(1994),Kufoniyi andPilouk(1994),Pilouk andKufoniyi (1994),andKufoniyi andBouloucos
(1994).
9.1.2 Translation of the Model to Database Structures for Implementation
Aconceptual datamodel is normally developed without aconsideration of thetypeof system
that willimplement it.However, for implementation purposes,itis necessary totranslate the
modelintoaprototypedatabase structure,based,usuallyonadatabasemodel (e.g.,relational,
network, etc.).Thus theconceptual datamodelfor multi-valued vectormaps (DMMVM) was
translated into twofamilies of database structures, namely (1) arelationaldatabase structure
and (2) an object-oriented database structure (see chapter 7).
The prototype relational database structure for multi-valued vector maps wasdesigned using
Smith's method for relational database design (Smith, 1985). The method comprises four
steps,namely (1)identification of datatypes andtherelationshipsamong them,(2)listing the
single-valued andmulti-valued dependenciesamong thedatatypesasdependency statements,
(3) translating the dependency statements to a dependency diagram, and (4) composing
normalised relations from thediagram. Using this method, seven base tables were developed
for creating a relational database for multi-valued vector maps. Additional thematic data of
the objects can be introduced by creating extra tables for the thematic classes. Some
experimental implementations carried out with the prototype indicate its usability for multilayer spatial data modelling (see Ayugi, 1992; Bouloucos et al 1993; Chhatkuli, 1993 and
Bouloucos et al, 1994). However, if the relational prototype is used for an implementation,
then the consistency rules (chapter 5) and the update propagation algorithms (chapter 6)
would have to be handled by a high-level programming language (e.g., C or Fortran) and
coupled with the RDBMS (see Kufoniyi, 1989 and Kufoniyi et al, 1993for examples) since
most operational RDBMSs are not capable of handling user-defined rules.
The relational structure can serve for immediate implementation given the wide availability
of operational relational DBMS as compared with object-oriented systems. Because of the
shortcomings of the relational model in handling spatial data (see chapter 2),the model was
also translated to an object-oriented data structure (which has been acclaimed to be more
suitable for spatial applications than the relational model). The object-oriented modelling
constructs classification, generalisation, aggregation and association, together with the
conceptsofinheritance andpropagation, wereapplied totranslatethedatamodeltoan objectoriented data structure.
From the basic structure of spatial objects whereby each terrain object has two main
characteristics, geometric andthematic,twoclassification domainsweredistinguished for the
object-oriented modelling, namely (1)thematic domain and (2)geometric domain.Thus each
terrain object will be an instance of oneof the thematic classes and an instance of oneof the
geometric classes (i.e.,double inheritance). Attention was focused on the latter classification
which yielded a total of nine classes (each of the eight data types - area, line, point, 2container, 1-container,O-container,arc and node - as a class plus the explicit representation
of the topologie relationship "cross" between two 1-containers as a class) for the object-
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oriented data structure. The consistency rules and updating procedure proposed respectively
in chapters 5 and 6 become operations (methods) of the classes. Also, the topologie
relationships derived inchapter4areexpected tobedynamically detected bythesystem.This
can bedone by translating theproposedalgorithms for detecting a topologierelationship (see
chapter 4) into operations of the classes.
9.1.3 Development of Procedure for Spatial Database Updating
Another aspect of this research was to formulate procedures for a consistent automated
updating of a vector-structured database, using the DMMVM as a framework. In geoinformation production, the cost of data collection has been said to be about seven to ten
times more than the cost of the hardware and software needed to establish the database
(Peled, 1994).Thus it is very important that the accuracy and currency of thedata should be
reliable, such that the purpose for setting upthe database can be fulfilled withprofitable cost
recovery. This thesis aimed at contributing towards achieving this by providing algorithms
for automated update propagation (seechapter 6) such thattopology is automatically updated
bythe systemin aconsistentmanner.This willimprove onthecurrentpractice in operational
systems,which usually requires adelayed reconstruction of topology whenever the geometry
of an existing object changes or when a new one is inserted. In other words,there is usually
a time-lag between the time the geometric state of the object changes and when the topology
is reconstructed, often by the user having to issue a command for the reconstruction.
Although geoinformation updating includes change detection, data collection and database
updating, the focus in the thesis was on automated database updating, under the assumption
that the necessary changes have been detected and captured in readiness for input into a
DMMVM-structured database. Algorithms were developed for the insertion, deletion or
modification of each of the eight data types (area, line, point, 2-container, 1-container, 0container, arc and node) inthe DMMVM. The updating of the two geometric primitives (arc
and node) are at the lowest level upon which the updating of other data types are based.
The topology of the database is updated dynamically by the system during the updating by
evaluating, using computational geometry, the topologie relationship between the new
primitive (arc or node) of an object and the existing primitives in the database. The type of
relationship detected will then activate the relevant consistency rule (including update
propagation) to validate the topology and consistency of the database. Ideally, the defined
algorithms should be translated into computer modules as an integral part of an existing
DBMS. However, since most of the operational DBMS are not capable of accepting userdefined rules and data types, the algorithms may have to be programmed in a high-level
language and then coupled with the DBMS during implementation.
9.1.4 Handling Data Consistency in Spatial Databases
This research also addressed the problem of data consistency in spatial databases. A large
proportion of the cost of setting up adatabase for spatial information production is attributed
to data acquisition. To achieve the aimsof setting up the database, the information produced
by that system must be reliable, i.e., the quality of the data from which the information is
derived must be reliable.This has made the issue of data quality an important aspect inGIS.
Data consistency is a component of data quality because consistency is essential for the
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database's reliability. Consistency can be categorised into two types: static and dynamic
consistencies. The thesis focused on static consistency which can also be analyzed into
structural and semantic consistencies (see chapter 5). For a vector map to be structurally
consistent, the topology of individual objects represented in the database must be consistent.
In addition, the topology of the geometric descriptors of the objects must be preserved.
Furthermore, if the objects are embedded in a2D topologie spaceas in themodel developed
inthis thesis,theplanarity ofthemapmustbeenforced byensuringthatthegeneralisedEuler
constant (see §5.1.3) holds at any time.
The semantic consistency, on the other hand, deals with topologieconsistency between pairs
of objects andthe application-dependent constraints attachedtoindividualobjects. In chapter
5, consistency rules were formulated to ensure structural constraints, while a monitoring
strategy was proposed for semantic constraints. In both cases,topology plays the central role
asan "alerter"ofconstraint violations.Asshowninchapter5,theconditionscanbetranslated
to topologie constraints (for single objects) and topologie relationships (for object pairs) and
stored in the database as events. The corresponding responses of the system to enforce
consistency can then be defined as actions, thus giving a rule-based procedure (using the if
event then action convention) for the management of data consistency in spatial databases.

9.1.5 Experimentation of the Prototype Data Structure
An experimental implementation of the proposed model as translated to an object-oriented
data structure in §7.2 was'carried out using the extended relational (evolutionary objectoriented) databasemanagement system Postgres,version 4.2 (seechapter 8).Data acquisition
was done with a Planicomp CI20 photogrammetric stereoplotter equipped with a Zeiss
Videomap (for superimposition) and a Calcomp drawing board digitizer. The stereocompilation was done with the aid of the Kork digital mapping system, version 8.0.
The implementation aimed at three objectives: (a)toillustrate the usage of theproposed data
structure for multi-valued vector maps (see chapters 3 and 7), (b) to test some of the
consistency rules presented in chapter 5 and (c) totest some of the updating algorithms (see
chapter 6). Without loss of generality, the data structure was tested with two map layers: a
soilmap layerandatopographic maplayershowingmajor landuseandlandcovertypes.The
geo-data from the soillayer were initially digitizedon a Calcomp drawing board. The digital
manuscript was then superimposed on the stereo-model which contained the geo-data of the
second layer. The superimposition resulted in the intersection of the two layers such that
closed polygons became 2-containers (representing (part of) a certain area object in the soil
layerand (partof) an areaobject inthetopographic layer),lineobjects weredecomposed into
1-containers and point objects became O^containers. Thus the two layers were compiled in
multi-valued mode.
A method was designed to assign a feature code toeach string (an aggregation of connected
line segments representing (partof) acertain line object orboundary of areaobject) such that
the code contains the identifier of the 1-containerrepresentedby the string (orzeroif none)
and the identifiers of the 2-containers on its sides. The coding method was devised by
combining the colour and feature codes of a string in which the colour code, concatenated
with the first (left justified) digit of the feature code represents a 1-container identifier, the
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next two digits of the feature code represent the identifier of the 2-container on the left side
of the string and the last two digits of the feature code represent the identifier of the 2container on the right.
Amore general coding method was proposed in chapter 8whereby a look-up table (LUT) is
prepared before digitizing. The LUT, containing four fields per record, will then store the
string identifier as one field, the identifier of the 2-container on the left side of the string as
the second field, the 2-container on the right as the third field, and the identifier of the 1container represented by the string (0 if none) as the fourth field. The LUT will then be
related to the locational data of the strings as part of the data conversion program before
instantiating the database.
The digital manuscript of the compiled multi-valued map was then converted from Kork
format to the format of the DMMVM (shared geometry and line segments as arcs) and used
to instantiate the nineclassesobtained after the mapping of theobject-oriented data structure
(§7.2) to the Postgres data model.
The consistency rules proposed in chapter 5 were verified during implementation using a
combination of C functions and Postquel queries. The geometric inconsistency detected was
corrected and rules were defined in Postquel to enforce structural integrity of the database
during subsequentupdating.Inaddition,computerprograms weredeveloped fordetecting the
topologie relationships among geometric primitives (i.e., between a new arc and an existing
arc, between a new arc and an existing node (or vice versa) and between a new and an
existing node) during updating such that the detected relationship will activate the
corresponding C function that enforces geometric consistency.
An example of a topologie query involving the two map layers was given to illustrate the
capability of the model for multi-layer spatial analysis without the need for an overlay
operation duringquery processing asisconventionally doneinoperational systemsatpresent.
Information relating to a single layer can also be easily retrieved (see Essayah, 1994 for
examples).
Some of the updating algorithms proposed in chapter 6 were also tested on the created
database. The algorithms (translated to C functions and Postquel queries) were used to (a)
delete an existing line object, (b) insert a new point object, (c) insert a new line object and
(d) insert a new area object. The database remained consistent after the update operations,
indicating that thealgorithms can be translated intoanoperational software module in aGIS.
However, the experiment confirmed (as indicated in the algorithm) the need for the decision
of the human operator during insertion of areaobjects astothe fate of existing area object(s)
in the same layer which are (partly) in the same location as the new object, as well as the
semantic consistency situation with the objects from the other layers.
The human operator should be assisted in this task by a graphic display of the objects
involved, a facility which was notavailable in theDBMS (Postgres) used for the experiment
in this thesis. In the experiment, it was assumed that a new area object takes over the
(common) location of theexistingareaobject of the samelayeritoverlaps with.The semantic
consistency was checked by displaying the name(s) of the spatially coinciding area objects
from other layers and requesting a prompt from the user to proceed with the updating or to
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stop.Anearlier,related experiment onautomated update propagation, using asubset of these
algorithms,was alsoperformed on a single-valued vector mapby the author.The experiment
was done by coupling Microsoft Fortran with an Oracle DBMS in a microcomputer
environment at the Department of Land Surveying, Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing,
Wageningen Agricultural University. The algorithms were translated intoFortran programs,
while Oracle served as the RDBMS retrieving the necessary data from the database into the
Fortran program,forupdatingandconsistency operations,andreturningtheupdateddataback
into the database. Details of this experiment can be found in Kufoniyi (1989) and Kufoniyi
et al (1993).
The Postgres DBMS,though anexperimental,public domain software, proved tobe effective
especially in rules management, but like most DBMS, a visualization module in the system
will improve its capabilities in spatial database management.
The experimental implementation of the data model for multi-valued vector maps proposed
in this thesis has alsoproved that the model can indeed be implemented, this being the third
experiment in different systems' environments. In the first experiment, the map layers were
manually overlaid and coded into a dBase-IV DBMS to test the information content of the
model(seeAyugi, 1992).The secondexperimentusedanArc/Infosystemfordataacquisition
and adBase-IV for database management totestthe usageof themodel inanoperationalGIS
environment (see Chhatkuli, 1993). The third experiment reported here (see Essayah, 1994
for more details) was carried out using a photogrammetric workstation for data acquisition
and an object-relational system for database management. The data model,together with the
consistency rules and updating algorithms,can therefore berecommended for operational use
in GIS and mapping.
Although the DTM aspect of the data model was not addressed in the experiment, a
subsequent decision to create a DTM of the same area will not require much extra effort
because the locations of objects have been defined in 3D. First, two extra classes, namely
Edge and Vertex, should be created in the database with the class Edge having mandatory
properties edge-id, beg-vertex,end-vertex, left-triangle, right-triangle and arc-id(identifier of
thearcwhichtheedgeispartof; thiswillbezeroif none),andclass Vertex havingproperties
vertex-id, x-coordinate, y-coordinate and z-coordinate including accuracy and lineage if
desired. Then the stereomodel will be set up again using the existing orientation parameters
of the model and the digital manuscript superimposed to determine the DTM classes of the
already digitized objects andto acquire additional skeleton data as well as filling data. Based
on the DTM classes just determined for the objects, the coordinates of those objects would
be retrieved from the database and combined with the acquired skeleton and filling data to
triangulate the project area (using any triangulation software) and structure the result
according to the structure proposed in chapter 3.

9.2Evaluation oftheModel
As stated earlier in this chapter, the proposed data model for multi-valued vector maps
(DMMVM) was based on the 2D formal data structure (FDS) for single-valued vector maps.
The extension of the FDS now facilitates the use of a single structure to represent spatially
coinciding objects of the same type, i.e., terrain objects from different map layers.
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The clear distinction in the FDS of the geometric aspects of terrain objects into topology,
shapeand size,andposition notonlyfacilitates theconstructionof a semantically-rich,queryoriented spatial database,it also leads toan extendible andflexible data model.For example,
having distinguished the semantic characteristics of terrain objects into thematic and
geometric,it follows thatthe geometry of the same terrain situation can berepresented either
by vectorelements (arc and node) or byrasterelements (see Molenaar andFritsch, 1991 and
Molenaar and Janssen, 1992),leading to flexibility in the choice of system configuration for
its implementation and in data exchange. The flexibility and extendibility of the model have
also been demonstrated in this work. The clear articulation of the geometric aspects of an
object facilitated key modelling decisions. (1) It became possible todecide on the dimension
of the metric space (whether 2D or 3D)independent of thedimension of thetopologie space.
Here, the extended model was based on 3D coordinate space (position) and 2D topologie
space, i.e., a 2.5D data model. (2) It also helped in deciding at which level to integrate geodata from multiple map layers, whether at geometric level or at thematic level.
At the geometric level (the choice in this thesis), it becomes possible to distinguish four
different approaches tothe geometric integration byconsidering how metric (positional) data
andtopologiedataof thedifferent layersarehandled.Thefour possibilities are(i)to structure
each layer separately, i.e., combining metric and topology per layer and perform overlay of
the layers when necessary; (ii) to structure the geometric data such that all the layers share
a metric dataset while topology is kept per layer; vertical topologie query will then be done
by overlay computation or by comparison of metric data; (iii) to structure the geometric data
such that all layers share a common topology, while the metric information is structured per
layer, and (iv) to define a model in which both metric data and topology are shared by all
layers as proposed in this thesis. The pros and cons of the four geometric approaches are
given inchapter 3(see alsoHoop et al, 1993)but someremarks areinorder about the fourth,
for which a data model has been proposed in this thesis. The advantages of this approach
include the following:
(1) Elimination of redundant data because a single geometric dataset is kept for all layers
instead of storing geometric components (position and/ortopology) separately for each layer.
(2) Faster multiple-layer queries since it will not be necessary to compute an overlay before
answering such queries.
(3) Reduction in overhead cost: overlay is computed once, whereby problems of spurious
polygons,sliver lines,etc.arehandledonce,although thereisthedisadvantage of performing
overlay computation where it is not required (see subsequent paragraphs).
(4)Higher information content, the knowledge of which is alsoknown a-priori; thus a query
language can be predefined for retrieval of such information.
(5)Spatial consistency canbemaintained at systemlevel sinceonly onedatastructureis used
and only one geometric data set is kept.
(6)Becausetheoverlapping partsamongobjects of thesametypeareuniquely identified with
their own geometric and non-spatial datasets, they can be maintained and manipulated just
like single objects; thus it is easier to include them in aggregation and association
abstractions.
Thus the proposed data model is query-oriented, giving high performance efficiency when
used in applications that frequently require analysis of multi-layer geo-data with a high
density of spatial coincidence among the objects. Even when an implementation starts with
separate layers, theproposed database structure can be used later to organize theresult of an
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overlay computation during query if it is desired to make the overlay result persistent for
future queries.
Using thedata model toorganize amulti-layer terrain situation, however, means that overlay
computation would haveto beperformed in allpartsof the geographic space,including areas
that may not require it, thereby introducing some unnecessary increase in the storage and
computational costs.Note alsothat query operations concerning a single layerwillbe slower
in the integrated model than in separate structures. Thus it is necessary to have a priori
knowledge of theextentof the spatial coincidence amongobjects in theapplication and how
frequent the "vertical" spatial analysis will be required. If it is possible to model terrain
objects in a multi-layer application such that no two objects of the same type overlap in
space,then the FDS will be more suitable. And if it is certain that only a limited number of
objects will be spatially coincident in the application or more single-layer queries are
envisaged with vertical queries required only seldomly, then the layers are best structured
separately.
Notethat using theFDS insteadof theDMMVM, asmentioned in the paragraph above,does
notsignificantly invalidatetheconsistencyrulesandupdatepropagation algorithmsdeveloped
here,sincethey wereformulated at theconceptual levelwith terrain objects, asdefined in the
FDS, as the main focus. In addition, an m-container is topologically isomorphic to an ndimensional elementary object with m=n;itis thuseasy toharmonizethe operations defined
for the m-containers with those of the elementary objects.
The DMMVM is more query-oriented than data acquisition-oriented (except where it is
possible to derive all input data from the same source) because data acquisition is usually
done within a certain context and by a specialist in thatparticular discipline.Forexample, to
set up an integrated database incorporating soil and cadastral geo-datasets, the classification
and sampling of soil units will be performed by a soil scientist, while the demarcation and
survey of the cadastral parcels will be done by a land surveyor. The collection of data for
updating will also follow the same trend: the data will be collected per layer and it is easier
to update a single layer than a combination of layers.
In a DMMVM-based GIS, the addition of a new object means a further segmentation of the
geographic space,leading to higher storage andoverheadcost, butthis isrelevant only if the
model is used in a situation where vertical spatial analysis is not often required. When used
to organize multi-layer geo-data for continual vertical spatial analysis, it solves the problem
of the much higher overhead cost that will occur if overlay is computed for every query.
Intuitively, it would also appear that overlay computation will be required each time the
databaseisbeing updated.Thisis not necessarily sobecausetheupdatingalgorithm proposed
hereeliminates the needfor overlay computation during updating;the updating is propagated
just as it would in a single-layer vector structure. This has been made possible by using the
same geometric structure for single- and multi-valued vector maps.
The experience gained during the experimentation with the model indicates that elaborate
planning is required to create the database but, as pointed out earlier, the faster multi-layer
query and richer information content of the database compensate for this. Data consistency
is also ensured because inconsistencies are identified and corrected during the creation or
updating of the database.
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If this model is compared with other models of its type, e.g., the ATKIS DLM data model
(see §2.1.2) and another variant of the FDS extension proposed by Hoop et al (1993) (see
§3.3), the DMMVM has a potentially richer information content because of the explicit
representation of overlapping sections among objects, which can then be assigned additional
attribute values apart from the ones they inherit from the overlapping objects. These are
implicitlyrepresented inthetwocitedexamples andwilltherefore requireextra computations
to derive them during query.
The provision of conventions for theFDS,with extensions of the conventions asrequired by
the DMMVM, facilitates an unambiguous mapping of the terrain situation to a DMMVMstructured database, making it possible to implement the proposed data structure in any
existing GI systems, albeit with additional operations (such as programming) or slight
modification ofconventions.Forexample,manyexistingsystemsrepresentan arc differently,
usually asanaggregationof straight-line segments;thusadditionaloperations willberequired
to restructure topology if we keep to the assumption that an arc is a straight-line segment.
This, in addition, introduces some data redundancy. Because it does not invalidate the
conceptual model (an arc can have any shape subject to the constraints that it is not selfintersecting and it does not close back on itself), this convention can be relaxed during
implementation to accommodate a different shape definition for an arc (Molenaar, 1992).
In addition, it is possible to also relax the convention that constrains allobjects belonging to
the same thematic class to be of the same geometric type, to allow for the construction of
complex thematic classes.The requirement for additional operations often arises because the
data models of many of the existing systems often lack the topologie richness that is found
in the FDS. For example, in order to realise an object-level topology in Arc/Info, such as
knowing all the cities (with each city represented as an area object) through which a certain
road (with roads represented as line objects) passes, will require the overlay of the line and
polygon coverages. The topologie relationships that are explicitly represented in the
conceptual data model will therefore be pre-computed in the same manner and stored.
Thepowerof thedata structure developed hereis inthefact thatitcan beusedin any vectorbased application being a generic model. It can be used to set up the primary database and
then define aggregation rules (see Richardson, 1993 for an example) to derive databases of
lower resolutions from the basic structure.

9.3 Further Research and Development
Much work has been done in this research to meet the stated objectives, but there are still
areasforfurther research anddevelopment.Aswitheveryprototype,therelationaland objectoriented data structures proposed in this thesis still require more experiments before actual
implementation. Experiment is needed to formulate the optimum procedure to collect data
using any data source (aerial photographs, digital images, etc.) and data acquisition method
(photogrammetry, digital image processing of remotely sensed data, land surveying, etc.).
Since the main aim is toautomate much of the processes involved in the production of geoinformation, the data collection procedure should, as much as possible, include dynamic
building of topology andconsistency enforcement asthedataareenteredintothe system.The
consistency rules and update propagation algorithms, together with the topologie coding
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methodproposedinthisthesis,willservethispurposebytranslating themintosoftware codes
as part of the data collection software for the implementation of the structure.
Not all the developed rules and algorithms were tested during the experimental phase of the
thesis becausenotalltheformalized situations occurredduring theexperiment. Moreover, the
extensiveness of the rules and algorithms implies that more time is required to translate all
of them into software codes and test them with real data. Moreextensive tests are therefore
required to verify all the possibilities covered in the consistency rules and the update
propagation algorithms.Theconsistency rulesand updating algorithms have been defined for
a 2D topologie space.It is necessary toextend them tocover a 3Dtopologie situation, using,
for example, the 3D FDS (Molenaar, 1990) as the framework. This can be done by first
extending the topologie relationships to cover 3D topologie space (see for example Hoop et
al, 1993), which will then be used as tools for consistency operations using the approach in
this thesis as guidelines.
On the basis of the experience articulated in this thesis on the extension of the 2D FDS (for
single-valued vector maps) to a 2.5D data model for multi-valued vector maps (DMMVM),
it should be possible to also extend the 3D FDS to accommodate multi-valued terrain
representation.
A basic assumption made in the modelling process is that time is considered constant such
that, during updating, the old data are treated as obsolete and deleted, and only the current
data are kept. Although it is possible to archive these obsolete data, because the basic data
model doesnotincorporatetime asa variable componentof objects, spatio-temporal analysis
cannot beperformed. This aspect is nowvery important inGIS;thus it is necessary toextend
theproposedmodel toaccommodate thetemporaldimension ofobjects. In the same vein,the
boundaries (positions) of objects are assumed to be well-defined (i.e., crisp dataset) in this
work; it is alsoimportant andrelevant toinvestigate and formalize the aspect of objects with
fuzzy boundaries which will then be incorporated in the consistency rules and updating
procedure.

9.4Thesis Recapitulation
9.4.1 Conclusions
- A 2.5D query-oriented spatial data model for multi-valued vector maps was developed by
extending the 2D formal data structure (FDS) for single-valued vector maps.
- Three geometric data types,namely 0-container, 1-containerand 2-container were added to
thefivebasicdatatypes(area,line,point,arcandnode)intheFDStofacilitate representation
of geo-data from multiple map layers.
- The addition of them-container,m e {0,1,2},facilitated anexplicitrepresentationof spatial
coincidence among objects of the same geometric type,meaning that an m-container can be
handled as an individual object with distinct geometric and attribute properties for spatial
analysis.
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- The proposed model gives faster and richer multi-layer topologie queries in a vector GIS.
- Overlay is computed only once at the time of database creation (if data collection is made
per layer) and not during query processing as presently done in most commercial systems;
thus production cost is reduced, while increasing the information content of the database.
- By using an edge-based TIN,the model can be integrated with aDTMin a flexible manner
as demonstrated in the thesis.
- Amethod was proposed for thecoding, during data collection, of the elementary topologie
relationships to be made explicit in the database.
- Consistency constraints invector-structured spatial databases wereidentified and analyzed.
- Rules were then defined for monitoring and enforcing the constraints during database
creation andupdating.Topologie relationships served asatoolintherule-based scheme;they
are used as inconsistency detectors which activate the corresponding operations to be
performed by the system to validate consistency.
- The possible topologie relationships in vector maps were formalized for the abovementioned purpose but they also serve their traditional role in topologie queries.
- The thesis addressed the issueof database updating byproviding aprocedure for automated
updating of the database while maintaining data consistency.
- Algorithms were provided for the updating of the basic data types in a vector-structured
spatial database using theproposed datamodel as aframework. Complex updating operations
can then be decomposed into the formalized elementary operations.
- Having translated the proposed model to a relational structure and an object-oriented data
structure, implementation in a variety of systems is made possible.
- An experimental implementation of the object-oriented prototype indicated that the model
and the consistency rules and the updating algorithms can be used in a production
environment.For theexperiment, datawere acquired byanalyticalphotogrammetry,while an
extended relational DBMS (Postgres) was used for database management.
- For frequent spatial analysis across many layers, the proposed model is very suitable.
9.4.2 Recommendations
- Becausetheproposed modelrequires acomplete segmentation of thecombinedlayers,even
in areas wherevertical topologie queries willnot beperformed, itisnecessary tohaveapriori
knowledge of the extent of spatial coincidence among objects in the application and how
frequent the "vertical"spatial analysis willberequiredinordertodecide ontheoptimumdata
model for multi-layer representation.
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- If it ispossible tomodel terrain objects in amulti-layer application such thatno two objects
of thesametypeoverlapin space,thentheFDSwillbemore suitable.Andifitiscertain that
onlyalimitednumberof objects willbespatiallycoincident intheapplicationormore singlelayer queries are envisaged with vertical queries required only seldomly, then the layers are
best structured separately.
- To facilitate easier implementation of the model (and the FDS on which it is based) in
commercial systems, and to further minimize data redundancy, the arc can be implemented
as an aggregation of straight-line segments.
- Experiments are needed toformulate theoptimum procedure tocollectdatafor multi-valued
vector maps using any data source (aerial photographs, digital images, etc.) and data
acquisition method (photogrammetry, digital image processing of remotely sensed data, land
surveying,etc.);thecodingmethodproposedinthethesiscanbeusedfor suchan experiment.
- More extensive tests are required to verify all the possibilities covered in the consistency
rules and the update propagation algorithms.
- The proposed 2.5D data model for multi-valued vector maps (together with the rules and
algorithms) should be extended to full 3D, e.g., by extending the 3D FDS to accommodate
multi-valued terrain representation following the same approach used here.
- To be able to handle spatio-temporal analysis, the temporal dimension of objects have to
be accommodated in the proposed model.
- Itisalsoimportant andrelevanttoinvestigate andformalize theaspectof objects with fuzzy
boundaries so as to incorporate this aspect in the consistency rules and updating procedure.
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APPENDIX 1.1 Block Diagrams ofthe Updating Algorithms
(seeChapter6for thenotationsandalgorithms)
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1.1.16 InsertPoint
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1.1.23 DeleteArea

1.1.22 Insert Area
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Appendix 1.2

Descriptions of Selected Cand Postquel Functions Written for the
Implementation (see chapters 6 & 7 for the algorithms)

Function Name

Language

Argument (input)

Output

Description

checkArcLoop

Postquel

arc class

null (if no violation) or arcs with
snode = enode (if
violation occurs)

consistency check
for arc loop

checkDupArc

Postquel

arc class

null or duplicate
arcs

consistency check
for duplicate arcs

checkRedArc

Postquel

arc class

null or redundant
arcs

consistency check
for arcs thatcarry
no information
(dangling arcs)
e.g. IftTwoC =
rgtTwoC but
aOneC = 0

mCgraphO

C

subgraphs of all 1containers or 2containers or line
objects orarea
objects

identifiers and
nodes of 1- or2containers or line
or area object that
violate graph
structure

monitoring 1CC_1/1CC_2and
2CC_1 (see §6.2.2)

insarcO

C

arcof new line or
area object and all
existing arcs (including coordinates)

property values
(snode, enode,
IftTwoC, rgtTwoC
andaOneC) of
new arc,and data
file for updating
database geometry

monitor and
enforce GP_Rule_l to GP_Rule12 (see Table
6.1)

arctopoO

C

properties (including coord.) of new
arc;properties of
all existing arcs

topologie relationshipbetween new
arc and an existing
arc

computation of
existing topologie
relationship
between a new
andan existing arc
using computational geometry

meetO

C

new arc and existing arcs

existing arc for
which r287(new
arc, existing arc)
is True;0 if none

computation of
relation r287(new
arc, existing arc)

arcintQ

C

new arc and existingarcs

existing arc for
which r063 or
rl59(new arc,
existing arc) is
True

computation of
relations r063 and
rl59 between two
arcs

184
ptin2c0

new nodeand
existing 2-containersand their
Ideationaldata

existing2-container in whichthe
newnodelies

point-in-polygon
computation

interlrO

new arc and the
property valuesof
existing archaving newarc; modified
relation rl59
version(s) of existingarc

enforces GP_Rule_5 (seeTable
6.1) andassigns
property valuesto
newarc

alternodelr()

new arc and the
property valuesof
existing archaving newarc; modified
relation r287
version(s) of existingarc

enforces GP_Rule_9and assigns
property valuesto
newarc

equallrQ

new arc and the
property valuesof
existing archaving new arc; modified
relation r400
version(s) of existing arc

enforces GP_Rule_10and assigns
property valuesto
newarc

insidelrO

newarc andthe
property valuesof
existing archaving newarc; modified
relation rl79
version(s) of existingarc

enforces GP_Rule_6and assigns
property valuesto
newarc

containslrQ

new arc and the
property valuesof
existing archaving newarc; modified
relation r220
version(s) of existing arc

enforces GPJRule_7andassigns
property valuesto
newarc

indentlrO

newarc and the
property valuesof
existing archaving newarc; modified
relation r255
version(s) of exist(indents)
ingarc

enforces GP_Rule_8and assigns
property valuesto
newarc

ouldentlr()

new arc and the
property valuesof
existing archaving newarc; modified
relation r255 (out- version(s) of existdents)
ingarc

enforces GP_Rule_8andassigns
property valuesto
newarc

coveredbylrQ

newarc and the
property valuesof
existing archaving newarc; modified
relation r435
version(s) of existingarc

enforces GP_Rule_11and assigns
property valuesto
newarc

coverslrO

new arc and the
property valuesof
existing arc having newarc; modified
relation r476
version(s) of existingarc

enforces GP_Rule_12and assigns
property valuesto
newarc

toucheslrO

new arc and the
property valuesof
existing arc having newarc; modified
relation r063
version(s) of existing arc

enforces GP_Rule_3and assigns
property valuesto
newarc
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touchedbylrO

c

newarc and the
existingarchaving
relation r095

property valuesof
newarc; modified
version(s) of existingarc

enforces GP_Rule_4andassigns
property valuesto
newarc

r272nn()

c

coordinates ofnew
point object and
all existing nodes
withdegree0

existing node for
which r272(new
node,existing
node) isTrue

computationof
relation r272
between new node
andexistingnodes
(withdegree0)

r092an0

c

newnodeand
existing arcs

existing arc for
whichr092(existingarc,new
node) isTrue;
returns0 ifnone

tocomputer092(arc.node)between
a new nodeandan
existing arc

arcnodecoord

Postquel

arcand node
classes

G(N,A)of the
map(database)
including
coordinates

toretrievethe
arcs, nodesand
coordinates in the
database

euler

Postquel

area andarc
classes

Number ofcomponentgraphsof
themap

toascertain planar
enforcement

delline

Postquel

idand layerof
line object

insptQ

C

coordinates,object
id,name,layer
andclassof the
newpoint object

file containing
property values
with enforced
consistency rules;
thefile isrun as
Postquel query file
topropagatethe
update

insertion ofnew
point object while
maintaining consistency

inslineO

C

as in inspt but for
line object

asabove

as above,for line
object

insareaO

C

as above,for area
object

asabove

as above,for area
object

todelete agiven
lineobject&
propagatethe
update
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Appendix 2 Samples from the Database
Arc C l a s s
arc id
967
968
970
971
1070
1071
1106
1107
1112
1155
1156
1157
1167
1
2

snode
1096
1097
186
1101
679
1206
1244
1246
1252
1299
1300
1300
1314
1
2

enode
1097
1098
1101
1102
1206
1207
1246
1247
1253
1300
1302
1304
1315
2
4

l f t T w o C r q t T w o C aOneC
7
92
7
7
92
7
92
53
53
92
53
53
39
21
39
•39
21
39
10
71
27
10
71
27
71
32
27
30
71
30
30
71
30
30
91
30
2
91
26
99
0
5
99
0
6

layer
topo
topo
topo
topo
topo
topo
topo

aname
FL1
FL6
FL7
F12
F12
MLF21
S72

Area C l a s s
twoC i d
1
80
73
81
82
40
30

aobiid
1
6
7
12
12
21
72

82
84
9
21
31
32
16
63
24
71
53
58
65
99

1
1
11
13
22
22
32
33
41
42
51
61
61
99

soil
soil
soil
soil
soil
soil
soil
soil
soil
soil
soil
soil
soil
soil

II
Ï1
IUI
1113
V22
V22
VII32
VII33
1X41
1X42
XI51
C61
C61
099

aclass
farm_land
farm_land
farm_land
forest
forest
mixed_ld_for
built_up_area

little_weathered_nonclimatic_mineral_soils
little_weathered_nonclimatic_mineral_soils
slightly_developed_nonclimatic_soils
slightly_developed_nonclimatic_soils
calcimagnesic_soils
calcimagnesic_soils
brown-earth_soils
brown-earth_soils
iron-sesquioxide-rich_soils
iron-sesquioxide-rich_soils
hydromorphic_soils
complex_units_and_associations
coraplex_units_and_associations
outarea

LinaClass
oneC id lobiid
11
1
41
2
42
3
61
4
22
10
42
3
61
4
92
13

laver
topo
topo
topo
topo
topo
soil
soil
soil

lname
railway1
riverl
river2
N100
D105
river2
N100
D108

lclass
railway
river
river
road
road
river
road
road

LinaorossClass
upperlC
81
81
71
61
21
11
21

lowerlC
41
11
42
42
41
41
11

crosspt
1033
1028
1303
1886
2051
2005
2048

lower ht
149.89
156.11
135.33
133.33
137.33
133.33
139.11
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AccuracyClass
acidpiacehtace
1
0.45 0.68
PointfClass
zeroCid
1
2
12
13
14
15

pobiid layer pname
1
bridge1
topo
2
bridge3
topo
12
pt_samplel80
soil
13
pt_samplel79
soil
14
pt_samplel78
soil
15
pt_sample36
soil

pclass
rd_river_bridge
rd_river_bridge
point_sample
point_sample
point_sample
point_sample

PointnodeClass
zeroC
1
2
3
4
5

twoC
7
30
7
7
7

pnode
1033
1302
1886
2051
1028

Lineage Class
lin
id

pl_lin

ht_lin

1

Thesoildatawereextractedfromthe 'Pedologique
mapofatlasNo2 ,South-EstSectoratscaleof
1/50.000.ThemapwasissuedbytheMinistryof
AgricultureofFrance,'DirectionDepartementale
del'AgriculturedeVaucluse',in1978.Thefeaturesofinterest wereinitiallydigitizedby
usinga2Dtabletdigitizerandthecontrolpoints
usedforcoordinatetransformationweretakenfrom
thetopographicmapofCavaillonat1/50.000 ,re—
editedbyIGNofFrancein1988.Formapprojection,theellipsoidofClarke1880,Lambertconiqueconformprojectionwasused.Thetopographic
layerinformations (majorlanduse/covertypes)
wereextractedfromaerialphotograghsatscaleof
1/30.000,whichweretakenin1989,withafocal
lengthof152.00mm.Thetwolayersweresuperimposedand3Ddigitizingoftheoutcomemultivalued
mapwasmadeinstereomodeusingPlanicompC120,
withKORK-KDMSsoftware,inAugust1994.

Theheightinformationwas
extractedbyusing
thephogrammetric
techniques (during
thestereocompilation)andfromthe
samedata
sources(aerial
photos.Theflying
heightoftheused
photographsis
about4560meters,
andbyusingPlanicompC120,the
expectedheight
accuracyis :0.10
to0.15permilof
theflyingheight.

Mod«Class
node idxcoord
1
834800.875
2
835732.6875
4
835964.6875
6
836144.6875
2959
832303.875
2960
832236.125
2965
832232.4375
2966
832226.000
2963
832226.125
2964
832229.6875
2967
832215.125
2974
832740.6875
2975
832740.4375

vcoord
179542.4375
179587.671875
179604.109375
179609.109375
175914.109375
175768.4375
175682.671875
175666.000
175725.5625
175703.78125
175659.890625
178054.000
178080.4375

zooord
268.890015
243.440002
227.110001
227.110001
199.220001
192.220001
193.440002
193.110001
192.000
192.559998
193.440002
143.559998
147.110001

acid
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

linid
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Appendix 3 Some instances from t h e Line andLinecross after d e l e t i n g an

e x i s t i n g l i n e object (railwayl)

I n s t a n c e s o f t h e Lin« c l a s s a f t e r t h e automatic d e l a t i o n of t h e l i n e o b j a c t :
oneC id lobiid
2
41
42
3
4
61
5
21
6
31
71
7
81
8
9
91
22
10
11
32
12
72
92
13
41
2
42
3
4
61
5
21
6
31
7
71
81
8
91
9
10
22
32
11
12
72
92
13

laver
topo
topo
topo
topo
topo
topo
topo
topo
topo
topo
topo
topo
soil
soil
soil
soil
soil
soil
soil
soil
soil
soil
soil
soil

lname
riverl
river2
N100
D106
D109
D145
D36
D60
D105
D218
D104
D108
riverl
river2
N100
D106
D109
D145
D36
D60
D105
D218
D104
D108

I n s t a n c e s of t h a L i n e c r o s s
v a l u e s of t h « l i n a o b j a c t :
upperlc
81
71
61
21

lowerlC
41
42
42
41

crosspt
1033
1303
1886
2051

lclass
river
river
road
road
road
road
road
road
road
road
road
road
river
river
road
road
road
road
road
road
road
road
road
road

c l a s s showing t h a t t h a system has d e l a t e d t h e property

lower h t
149.89
135.33
133.33
137.33
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Appendix 4 Some instances from the Pointf, Pointnode and Node c l a s s e s
a f t e r i n s e r t i n g new point object
Soma instanca» of the Mods class after inserting the point object ( i t s node_id = 3181)
by propagation:
node id xcoord

vcoord

zcoord

3137
3178
3179
3180
3181

177420.890625
178006.5625
177746.890625
177542.890625
176707.046875

161.320007
220.600006
217.160004
155.639999
247.774994

837109.25
834357.4375
834526.75
835836.875
834835.6875

ac id

l i n id

Instances fromPointnodeclass afterpropagatingtheinsertionofthepoint object
(itszeroCid-16):
zeroC
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

twoC
7
30
7
7
7
7
7
8
9
53
7
7
28
28
7
7

pnode
1033
1302
1886
2051
1028
2048
2005
3038
3037
3041
3137
3180
3179
3178
3036
3181

Instances of thePointf

classafterinsertinganewpoinl

zeroC id
1
2
3
4
5
6

pobiid laver
1
topo
2
topo
3
topo
4
topo
5
topo
6
topo

pname
bridgel
bridge3
bridge4
bridge5
bridge2
bridge7

pclass
rd_river_bridge
rd_river_bridge
rd_riverbridge
rd_river_bridge
rd_road_bridge
rd_roadbridge

12
13
14
15
16

12
13
14
15
79

pt_samplel80
pt_samplel79
pt_samplel78
pt_sample36
gps_stationl

point_sample
point_sample
point_sample
point_saraple
geodeticcontrols

soil
soil
soil
soil
topo
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Appendix 5A Data of the new line object for insertion
Type of Object: Line
Geographic name: railwayl
Thematic class: railway
Layer:
topo
Geometry:
Segment*

Points

1

1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

2

3
4
5
6
7
8

837592 .250000
836953 .750000
836953 .750000
836071 .312500
836071 .312500
835466 .437500
835466 .437500
834735 .562500
834735 .562500
833341 .312500
833341 .312500
832892 .437500
832892 .437500
832645 .750000
832645 .750000
832122 .125000

New 1-container Id:

Appendix 5B

X
177319 .671875
177149 .781250
177149 .781250
176917 .109375
176917 .109375
176753 .000000
176753 .000000
176568 .437500
176568 .437500
176821 .000000
176821 .000000
176931 .328125
176931 .328125
177072 .328125
177072 .328125
177401 .562500

167.889999
161.779999
161.779999
156.110001
156.110001
155.559998
155.559998
149.559998
149.559998
139.110001
139.110001
138.779999
138.779999
138.559998
138.559998
134.559998

93

Some instances from the Line, Linecross, Arc and Node
classes after inserting new line object

InstancesofthaLinaclassafterinsertingthalinaobject (ithasonaC_id=93):
oneC idlobiid
41
2
42
3
61
4
21
5
31
6
71
7
81
8
91
9
22
10
32
11
72
12
92
13
41
2
42
3
61
4
21
5
31
6
71
7
81
8
91
9
22
10
32
11
72
12
92
13
93
1

laver
topo
topo
topo
topo
topo
topo
topo
topo
topo
topo
topo
topo
soil
soil
soil
soil
soil
soil
soil
soil
soil
soil
soil
soil
topo

lname
riverl
river2
N100
D106
D109
D145
D36
D60
D105
D218
D104
D108
riverl
river2
N100
D106
D109
D145
D36
D60
D105
D218
D104
D108
railwayl

lclass
river
river
road
road
road
road
road
road
road
road
road
road
river
river
road
road
road
road
road
road
road
road
road
road
railway
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InstancesoftheLinacrossclassaftarinserting"xailwayl"(itnowhasoneC_id=93):
upperlClowerlCcrossptlowerht
81
41
1033
149.89
71
42
1303
135.33
61
42
1886
133.33
21
41
2051
137.33
81
93
1028
156.110001
21
93
2048
139.110001
93
41
2005
133.33
SomainstancesoftheAxeclassshowingarasofthenewrailway:
arcid
2683
2684
2685
2686
2687
2688
2689
2690

snode
17
3182
1028
3185
3186
2048
3187
2005

enode
3182
1028
3185
3186
2048
3187
2005
3189

lftTwoC
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

rotTwoC
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

aOneC
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93

InstancesoftheNodeclassshowingnodesofthenewrailway:
nodeid
17
1028
2005
2048
3182
3185
3186
3187
3189

xcoord
837592
836071
832645
833341
836953
835466
834735
832892
832122

25
3125
75
3125
75
4375
5625
4375
125

vcoord
177319
176917
177072
176821
177149
176753
176568
176931
1.77401

671875
109375
328125
000
78125
000
4375
328125
5625

zcoord
167.889999
160.440002
138.559998
143.889999
161.779999
155.559998
149.559998
138.779999
134.559998

acid
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

linid
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Appendix 6A Data ofthenew areaobject for insertion
Object Name:
Potato_farm
Thematic class:
Farm_land
Layer:
Topo
Object_Identifier74
Locational data:
Segment*
Point
X
1
1
837350.5000
837512.0000
837512.0000
837568.1150
837568.1150
837357.0080
837357.0080
837350.5000

Appendix 6B

179500.050
179486.225
179486.225
178205.515
178205.515
178425.375
178425.375
179500.050

Z
189.127
193.400
193.400
184.005
184.005
184.113
184.113
189.127

SomeinstancesoftheArea,ArcandNodeclassesafter
insertingthe newarea object

AreaClassshowingadditionof2-containers86and87afterinsertingnewa n aobject
"potato_fann":
twoC id aobiid
81
12
82
12
84
1
23
83
81
43
86
32
87
21
85
11
85
61
86
74
87
74

laver
topo
topo
soil
soil
soil
soil
soil
topo
soil
topo
topo

aname
F12
F12
11
V23
1X43
VII32
V21
Fll
C61
potato_ farm
potato_ farm

aclass
forest
forest
little weathered nonclimatic mineral soil
calcimagnesic_soils
iron-sesquioxide-rich_soils
brown earth soils
calcimagnesic_soils
forest
complex_units_and_associations
farm_land
farm land

SomainstancesfromtheAreclassshowingaresrelatedtothainsertedareaobject:
arcid snode enode lftTwoCrqtTwoCaOneC
2693
3192
3194
16
86
3195
16
2696
3194
86
2697
3197
16
3195
86
87
2700
3197
233
86
87
191
233
234
86
192
234
235
87
86
235
236
87
193
86
87
2694
236
3192
86
3190
3191
8
87
2691
3191
3192
8
87
2692
3197
3190
8
2698
87
87
2700
3197
233
86
87
191
233
234
86
192
234
235
87
86
236
87
193
235
86
87
2694
236
3192
86
InstancesfromthaMode
node id xcoord
233
837376 3125
234
837448 5625
837485 4375
235
236
837509 6875
3190
837350 5
3191
837512 000
837523 689453
3192
3194
837568 125
3195
837357 000
3197
837352 307129

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

class showingnodesandlocationaldataofth
ycoord
179142
179144
179161
179176
179500
179486
179198
178105
178225
179145

5625
328125
000
78125
046875
21875
650391
515625
375
720703

zcoord
185.669998
183.559998
190.440002
192.669998
189.126999
193.399994
193.786942
184.005005
184.113007
187.733231

acid linid
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Demodelleringvansamenvallenderuimtelijkeobjecten,degeautomatiseerde bijhouding
van databases en data consistentie in een vector GIS.

Samenvatting
In deze dissertatie zijn formele procedures ontwikkeld voor de automatische controle van
dataconsistentie en voor het bijhouden van databases in een vectorgestructureerd GIS. Het
kaderdaarvoorwordt gegeven dooreen conceptueel datamodel voor derepresentatie van een
terreinbeschrijving inmeerderelagenineenvectorstructuur. Omhetmodelende ontwikkelde
concepten te testen en om de implementatie mogelijkheden te onderzoeken, is het model
vertaald naar relationele en objectgestructureerde gegevensstructuren.
Geografische informatie systemen (GIS)gevendemogelijkheid voorruimtelijke gegevensverwerking voor een breed scala van toepassingen. Het hart van zo'n systeem is de ruimtelijke
database, daarin wordt de wereld gerepresenteerd zoals die vanuit de toepassingen gezien
wordt. Deze database moet goed gestructureerd en consistent zijn. Bij het ontwerp van de
database worden de gegevens op vier abstractie niveaus bekeken: de werkelijkheid, het
conceptueledatamodel,dedatastructuurendefilestructuur. Dewijze waaropde werkelijkheid
in een conceptueel datamodel wordt afgebeeld hangt meestal sterk van de toepassing af.
Ruimtelijke analyse en planning vereisen meestal dat verschillende visies op de wereld
geïntegreerd worden, dit betekent meestal de integratie van verschillende "kaartlagen". De
term "kaartlaag" wordt hier gebruikt voor een verzameling geo-data, die een bepaald aspect
van de wereld beschrijven. Tegenwoordig wordt meestal iedere laag apart gestructureerd,
integratie wordt dan viaoverlays gerealiseerd. Dezeoplossing leidtvaak toteentoename van
de overheadkosten voor herhaalde ad-hoc overlay berekeningen (tijdens query bewerkingen),
bovendien is het moeilijk om in dit geval van tevoren relaties te definiëren tussen objecten
uit verschillende lagen (verticale topologie).
In deze dissertatie wordt een alternatief gegeven met een conceptueel model voor een
vectorrepresentatie voor meerwaardige terreinabstracties, vooral wanneer veelvuldig
ruimtelijke analyses worden uitgevoerd over meerdere lagen. Dit model is een object
gestructureerd 2.5D datamodel voor meerwaardige vectorkaarten (DMMVM); dit is een
vectorgestructureerde representatie van terrein objecten uit meerdere kaartlagen, waarbij
objecten van hetzelfde geometrische type kunnen samenvallen, i.e., elkaaroverlappen. In dit
model is de positie van objecten in 3D coördinaten gegeven, terwijl hun topologie door een
2D vlakken graaf beschreven wordt; dit geeft een 2.5D model.Het model is gebaseerd op de
2D formele datastructuur (FDS) voor enkelwaardige vectorkaarten (Molenaar, 1989). In de
FDS spelen terrein objecten een centrale rol; ieder object heeft een thematische- en een
geometrische beschrijvingscomponent. Thematisch gezien worden objecten ingedeeld in
klassen, waarbij iedere klasse een eigen specifieke attribuutstructuur heeft. Geometrisch
worden de punt-, lijn- en vlakobjecten onderscheiden, de geometrie van deze objecten kan
worden uitgedrukt in knooppunten en zijden waarvan de samenhang volgens de regels van
de grafentheorie kan worden bestudeerd. De FDS werd in deze dissertatie uitgebreid zodat
objecten van hetzelfde typeelkaar kunnen overlappen, zodat geodata uit meerdere kaartlagen
in een structuur gebracht kunnen worden.Dit gebeurde doordeintroductie van het begrip mcontainer (m duidt de dimensie aan). Een O-container representeert samenvallende
puntobjecten uit meerdere lagen, een 1-container samenvallende lijnobjecten en een 2-
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container samenvallende vlakobjecten. Voor vlakken worden altijd alle lagen betrokken, bij
punt- en lijnobjecten kunnen dat minder lagen zijn. Via de containers worden de samenvallendedelenvanobjecten geïdentificeerd, dezedelenkunnen huneigen geometrieen thematiek
hebben naast die van de oorspronkelijke objecten. Ze kunnen door de database als aparte
(sub)objecten behandeldworden,zodat zeinaggregatieenassociatieoperatie gebruiktkunnen
worden.
De geometrie van de containers wordt ook beschreven door middel van knooppunten en
zijden: eenknooppunt beschrijft eenO-containeren/of hetbeginofeindevaneenzijde, terwijl
een zijde een deel kan zijn van een 1-container en tegelijkertijd van de grens van een 2container. Een zijde wordt gedefinieerd door de begin- en eindknooppunten, een knooppunt
heeft een positie uitgedrukt in X,Y,Z-coördinaten. De geometrie van een kaart wordt
beschreven door een vlakke graaf G(N,A), daarin is A de verzameling van alle zijden en N
van alle knooppunten. Iedere m-container Cwordt beschreven door een subgraaf van Gcvan
G met GC(NC,A,.)met Nc is een deelverzameling van N en Ac is een deelverzameling van A.
Voor een O-container is Ac leeg.
Degeo-datainmulti-kaartlagenwordendusbeschrevendoorachtbasistypesvan geometrische
gegevens:punt-, lijn- en vlakobjecten, 0-, 1-en 2-containers enknooppunten en zijden. Ieder
gegevenstype speelt haar eigen rol in het datamodel. Net als in de FDS representeren de
punten, lijnen en vlakken de terreinobjecten, ieder object kan opeen of meer van deze typen
worden afgebeeld, de m-containers worden gebruikt om overlappende delen van objecten te
beschrijven, terwijl de feitelijke geometrische beschrijving van de objecten wordt uitgedrukt
in de knooppunten en zijden.
In dit model konden DTM's geïntegreerd worden via een op zijden (edges) gebaseerde TIN
representatie, de twee geometrische primitieven van TIN, te weten edges en vertices werden
aan de acht datatypen van het DMMVM toegevoegd. De topologische relaties tussen de
punten, lijnen, vlakken, knooppunten en zijden werden geformaliseerd. Daarna werden
algoritmen gedefinieerd voor het opsporen van de mogelijke elementaire relaties tussen
objecten. Deze algoritmen kunnen vertaald worden in topologische operatoren voor het
uitvoeren van topologische bevragingen, maar ze vormen ook het gereedschap voor het
opleggen van topologische voorwaarden aan de gegevens. Als de topologische operatoren
gebruiktwordenvoorhethandhaven vanconsistentieregels,dankunnenerinconsistentiemee
opgespoord worden. Ingeval van inconsistentie activeert de operator de relevante regels
waarmee de consistentie hersteld wordt.
De DMMVM werd vertaald naar twee types van database-structuren, het relationele en een
objectgestructureerd model.Het prototype in het relationele model werd genormaliseerd met
demethodevan(Smith, 1985).Zevenbasistabellenwerdengedefinieerd, waarinexperimentele
implementaties werdengerealiseerdomdebruikbaarheid vanhetmulti-lagenmodeltetoetsen.
De consistentie en bijhoudingsoperaties werden in C geprogrammeerd en aan de RDBMS
gekoppeld. Het relationele model kan direct geïmplementeerd worden omdat er vele
RDBMSen beschikbaar zijn, dat is minder het geval voor het object-georiënteerde model.
Omdatrelationeledatabasesveletekortkomingen hebben voorhetbehandelen van ruimtelijke
gegevens, werd het model ook geïmplementeerd in een object-gestructureerde database.
Hierbij werden negen objectklassen gedefinieerd, voor ieder van de acht genoemde
geometrische elementtypen één plus één voor het onderscheid tussen kruisende en snijdende
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lijnobjecten. De consistentie en bijhoudingsoperaties werden als aan deze klassen verbonden
methoden behandeld.
Dit onderzoek richtte zichook op gegevensconsistentie inruimtelijke databases.Er zijn twee
typen van consistentie, de dynamische en de statische. Hier werd vooral gekeken naar de
statischeconsistentie,welkeuitgesplitstkanwordeninstructureleensemantischeconsistentie.
Erwerdenregelsgeformuleerd omstructurelevoorwaarden tehandhaven,terwijleen strategie
werd voorgesteld voor de monitoring van de semantische regels. In beide gevallen speelt de
topologie een belangrijke rol voor het opsporen van inconsistenties. Deze dissertatie toonde
aan dat de consistentie regels vertaald kunnen worden in topologische voorwaarden voor de
afzonderlijke objecten en topologische relaties tussen paren van objecten. Overtredingen
kunnen in de database opgeslagen worden als "events" en de overeenkomstige respons als
"actie"; hiermee kan een rulebased procedure ontwikkeld worden metdeconventie "IFevent
THEN actie".
IndedissertatiewerdenproceduresontwikkeldopbasisvanhetDMMVMvoordeconsistente
automatische bijhouding van vectorbestanden. Hierbij werden algoritmen ontwikkeld om
bijhoudingsoperaties automatisch zo te laten doorwerken dat topologische relaties consistent
blijven. Hierdoor wordt de huidige praktijk verbeterd, waarbij de systemen later een
herstelslag moeten uitvoeren alsde geometrie indedatabase isbijgewerkt. Erzijn algoritmen
ontwikkeld voor het invoegen, verwijderen en veranderen van alle acht geometrische typen
in DMMVM. De interactie tussen mens en machine vindt daarbij op objectniveau plaats, de
verandering van objecten wordt dan door de machine doorvertaald naar de andere
gegevenstypen. De topologie van de database wordt door het systeem onder bijhoudingsoperaties dynamisch bijgewerkt. Hierbij wordt gebruik gemaakt van "computational
geometry", de topologische relatie tussen de nieuwe ingevoerde geometrische primitieve van
een object en de al aanwezige. De gevonden topologische relaties activeert dan de relevante
consistentie regel, zodat de consistentie van de database hersteld wordt. Het systeem
waarschuwt de operateur als het er zelf niet uitkomt.
Een experimentele implementatie van object-georiënteerde datastructuur werd in Postgres
versie 4.2 gerealiseerd. De data acquisitie werd gedaan met een Planicomp Cl20, een
fotogrammetrische stereoplottervoorzien vaneenZeiss VideoMapeneenCalcomp digitizer.
De stereocompilatie werd uitgevoerd met een Kork digital mapping system, versie 8.0. Het
datamodel werd getest vooreensituatie mettweelagen:een bodemkaarteneen topografische
laag(metdebelangrijkste landgebruikenlandbedekkingstypes).Deconsistentieregelswerden
geverifieerd met behulp van C-functies en Postquel queries, een aantal consistentie regels
werden ook getest.
De ervaring met deze experimenten leerde dat deze methodiek eengrotere inspanning vraagt
voor het ontwerp van een database, dat wordt dan gecompenseerd door snellere query
afhandeling in het multi-lagen model en door het grotere informatiegehalte van de database.
Dataconsistentie isbovendien verzekerddoordatinconsistenties albijdecreatieen bijhouding
van de database gevonden worden en doordat topologie dynamisch door het systeem wordt
bijgewerkt.
De conventies van de FDS aangevuld met de conventies van deDMMVM ondersteunen een
eenduidige afbeelding van terreinsituaties op dedatabases,de voorgestelde datastructuur kan
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in ieder bestaand vector-GIS worden geïmplementeerd, ook al is het soms met toegevoegde
operaties of meteen lichte aanpassing van deconventies.Veel systemen representeren zijden
bijvoorbeeld verschillend, meestal als een aggregaat van rechte lijnstukken; aanvullende
operaties zijn dannodigomdetopologie teherstructureren alswe deveronderstelling dateen
zijde rechtiswillenhandhaven.Hiermee wordendan welwatdataredundanties ingevoerd.De
conventie dat zijden recht moeten zijn kan wel ontspannen worden door ook andere vormen
toe te laten.
De experimentele implementatie toonde aan dat het datamodel met de consistentie regels en
bijhoudingsalgoritmen geïmplementeerd kunnen worden. Ze kunnen daarom aanbevolen
worden voor implementatie inGIS en kaarteringssystemen, daartoe moeten de algoritmen en
consistentie regels aan het DBMS toegevoegd worden.
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